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ABSTRACT
STUDY OF THE ROLE OF BIOLOGICALLY – RELEVANT, LABILE NICKEL POOLS IN
THE MATURATION OF NICKEL-DEPENDENT ENZYMES
September 2020
PRIYANKA BASAK, M.Sc. INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Michael J. Maroney

Nickel is a critical micronutrient for various organisms (microbes, fungi, and plants), which
utilize it as a cofactor of one or more nickel enzymes that catalyze specific reactions and are
essential for their proper growth and survival in various ecological niches. Like other metals, a
tight regulation of cellular nickel levels is critical to prevent toxic effects of nickel deprivation,
nickel overload and ‘free’ nickel. Two cellular nickel pools, comprised of more static and labile
pools of nickel complexes, play important roles in maintaining nickel homeostasis in
microorganisms. While more static nickel pools include nickel tightly bound to nickel-dependent
enzymes, nickel in the labile pool is reversibly and more weakly bound to either nickel chaperones
or low-molecular weight (LMW) ligands, as is the case for many other transition metals. The role
of nickel chaperones in enzyme maturation and activation is being extensively investigated, but
the importance of cellular LMW complexes in the process remains largely unknown.
In this work, we investigate the role of labile nickel pools (both non-proteinaceous and
proteinaceous ligands) in the maturation of nickel-dependent enzymes - Nickel Superoxide
Dismutase (NiSOD) from Streptomyces coelicolor, and urease and Ni,Fe-hydrogenase from
Helicobacter pylori. For the maturation of NiSOD, no chaperone has been characterized for nickel
delivery to the active site, and in our work, using biochemical assays, mass spectrometry and
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spectroscopic methods, we provide compelling evidence that biologically relevant, nonproteinaceous, LMW ligand complexes of nickel with L-histidine is inevitable for the proper
maturation of the enzyme. Studies on the maturation process of NiSOD also revealed the role of
structural components in NiSOD, such as cis-trans isomerization of proline residue in the
formation of ‘Ni-hook’ in the enzyme.
In Helicobacter pylori, which is a human pathogen, there are two nickel dependent
enzymes – urease and Ni, Fe hydrogenase both of which require a common nickel-chaperone
(proteinaceous labile nickel ligand), HypA for its maturation. It interacts with HypB for maturation
of Ni, Fe hydrogenase and with UreE for maturation of urease, but what factors determine its
differential interaction with its downstream partner proteins is unknown. In our studies, we
interrogated the flexibility and dynamics of HypA by glycine mutations to perturb the maturation
of the two nickel enzymes in the pathogen. Our in vitro assays indicate that the mutations do not
affect the urease maturation, but it does affect the maturation of Ni, Fe – hydrogenase in the
pathogen. Using X-ray absorption Spectroscopy, we also characterized the recently discovered
high-affinity nickel site in HypA•UreE complex which surprisingly revealed an octahedral nickel
site in the complex.
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CHAPTER 1
LABILE NICKEL COMPLEXES IN NICKEL TRAFFICKING
1.1 Components of Cellular Nickel Trafficking
Nickel is a critical micronutrient for various organisms (microbes, fungi, and plants), which
utilize it as a cofactor of one or more nickel enzymes that catalyze specific reactions and are
essential for their proper growth and survival in various ecological niches.1-2 Environmental nickel
exists mostly as divalent nickel (Ni(II)) coordinated to different inorganic and organic ligands, and
depending on geographical locations, its concentrations can range from µM to nM.3 Plants and
microbes acquire bioavailable environmental Ni(II), into the cells through transmembrane
transporters (Figure 1.1), although whether cellular nickel acquisition occurs as a nickel complex

Figure 1.1: Diagram showing classification of cellular nickel pools: nickel is shown in green
spheres, colored half-brackets denote free cellular ligands.
or ‘free’ nickel (defined as aqua complexes of nickel) is just beginning to be understood. Excess
nickel or ‘free’ nickel in cells is lethal, as it can adventitiously bind to non- specific biomolecules
or replace other metals from their cognate sites and cause unwanted outcomes.4 Like other metals,
1

nickel deprivation, nickel overload and ‘free’ nickel is toxic, and so intracellular nickel levels are
under tight regulation. In a typical nickel trafficking pathway (Figure 1.1), specific nickel
regulators (or nickel responsive transcription factors) control nickel import and export and also
maintain optimal intracellular nickel levels, nickel chaperones deliver nickel to target enzymes and
nickel storage proteins bind more than one nickel and release it when required by the cell. In
addition, low molecular weight (LMW) complexes of nickel in the cytosol might also play a key
role in cellular nickel homeostasis.
Low molecular weight ligands are compounds that can be multidentate and can form stable
complexes with metals. The role of these ligands in metal homeostasis lies before, in between, and
after cellular metal transport, and hence can be grouped into different categories: extracellular
LMW ligands, and intracellular LMW ligands (Figure 1.2). Extracellular LMW ligands are
secreted by organisms into the extracellular space and influence the bioavailability of metal ions5,
which can either be increased (e.g., Fe acquisition by siderophores5-6) or decreased (organic acids
for Al immobilization by plants7). Siderophores are excellent examples of extracellular LMW
ligands that are secreted by bacteria to acquire environmental Fe, which exists in its nearly
insoluble Fe(III) form. Siderophores specifically bind the insoluble Fe (III) with high affinity, and
it has low affinity for Fe(II).6 The Fe(III)-siderophore complex (generally FeO6 complexes
employing hydroxamate or catecholate ligands) is actively transported across the cell membrane.8
Iron from the siderophore complex is released in the cell via many mechanisms including
reduction, pH reduction, changes of redox potential, and degradation of the ligand to soluble Fe
(II) and makes it available for cellular acquisition in bacteria and plants.

2

Figure 1.2: Schematic showing classification of cellular nickel pools.
Intracellular LMW ligands can function to buffer metals in cytosol or other cellular
compartments. According to the Irving – William (Mn(II) < Fe(II) < Co(II) < Ni(II) < Cu(II) >
Zn(II) ) series that describes the stability of complexes between divalent metal ions and organic
ligands, irrespective of the chemical nature (S, N, O), Cu(II) always forms the most stable
complexes, followed by Zn(II) and Ni(II).9 This implies that in biological systems, in order to
prevent displacement of metals such as Mn(II) and Fe(II) (which form less stable complexes) from
their respective cognate binding sites, free Cu, Zn and Ni, should practically be not available. Such
a scenario is applicable during protein folding of nascent polypeptides, which are vulnerable to
being metallated with the wrong metal.10-11 This problem is solved in cells by maintaining a very
low level of these metal ions in cytosol which is achieved by chelating the metals with either
proteinaceous moieties such as metallochaperones, or low-molecular weight ligands, both of which
can undergo ligand exchange reactions and ensure the non- existence of free metal in cytosol.12-14
Generally, ligand exchange reactions in cytosol are not determined by absolute affinities, instead
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by relative affinities.13 A cellular ligand can complex a metal further down in the Irving – William
series, such as Fe, provided that the metals further up in the Irving – William series are tightly
bound to other molecules with higher affinity.
Depending on the organism, cellular nickel levels can range from nM (in microbes) to mM
(in hyperaccumulating plants), and exist as both static and labile nickel pools, both of which form
the total cellular nickel pool, similar to other metals. Nickel – dependent enzymes, which tightly
bind nickel are considered as the thermodynamic nickel sink, and constitute a major cellular static
nickel pool. On the other hand, nickel, weakly bound to proteinaceous or non – proteinaceous
moieties, generally LMW ligands inside the cell, that can be easily exchanged on demand
constitute the cellular labile nickel pool. Typically, delivery of a specific metal, such as nickel, to
the respective enzyme active sites is ensured by the interplay of a complex array of nickel – binding
proteins, and essentially involves exchange of nickel between these proteins with varying nickel
affinities. These proteins are either nickel metallochaperones or nickel storage proteins, and form
the proteinaceous labile nickel pool.15 The mechanisms with which these proteinaceous nickel
pools participate in cellular nickel mobilization and enzyme maturation is being extensively
explored and is discussed in section 1.3. Besides these proteinaceous nickel (or metal) pools, an
emerging theme in metal trafficking is the importance of non - proteinaceous labile (or bioavailable
or exchangeable) metal pool, which comprises metal that is weakly bound to cytosolic ligands.
While the identities of the ligands involved in labile Fe, Cu and Zn pools (cytoplasmic or
mitochondrial) are emerging,16-20 knowledge regarding the ligands involved and exact functions
of labile cytoplasmic pools of transition metals, including nickel, is limited and require further
investigation. Selected amino acids, their derivatives, ATP, GSH etc., are promising lowmolecular weight candidates for cellular metal – buffering.
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1.2 Environmental Nickel Bioavailability and Extracellular LMW ligands for nickel
Acquisition
Nickel is present in all three biospheres – air, water and soil. According to World Health
Organization (WHO), in natural waters, at pH 5 - 9, nickel predominantly occurs as Ni(H2O)62+,
but complexes of nickel with OH-, SO42-, HCO3-, Cl-, NH3 also form in this pH range.21 Compared
to other transition metals, such as, Cu(II), Fe(II), Mn(II) that have rapid water exchange rates in
the order of ~106 - 109 s-1, water exchange rate of Ni is 3.4 x 104 s-1, which is relatively slower than
other transition metals.22 Particularly in marine waters, the solubility and reactivity of nickel is
affected by strong organic ligands that can impact the bioavailability of nickel.23-24
Electrochemical studies show that 30 - 50% of dissolved nickel is bound to strong organic ligands
of unknown chemical composition and suggest a diversity in ligand composition, source and
binding affinities.25-26 A wide – variety of nickel chelators, such as phytochelatins, glutathione,
and staphylopines are produced by marine organisms and are believed to contribute toward the
natural ligand pool.23 Degradation products of organic matter, known as humic compounds, can
also produce a structurally heterologous collection of molecules that can complex nickel. The
metal binding stability constants and turnover rates are determined by the chemical composition
of the ligands.23 In general, according to Irving – William series, there is a competition between
Cu and Ni for ligand binding sites, with Cu2+ forming more stable organic complexes. As the
ligand concentrations are always in excess of Cu concentration, Cu2+ tends to saturate stronger
ligands, leaving weaker ligands to coordinate Ni2+.23 Owing to low concentrations, large number
of potential ligands, and heterogeneity, the chemical composition and identity of such ligands are
difficult to characterize. Recently, molecular formulae of some nickel and copper binding marine
compounds found in Eastern Pacific Ocean was determined using a combination of Liquid
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Chromatography - Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LC-ICPMS), Liquid
Chromatography - high resolution Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (LC-ESIMS) and
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass spectrometry (FT-ICRMS).23 These are low
molecular weight (masses ranging between 600 – 700 Da), multi – dentate ligands with hard
Lewis-bases (electron pair donor) that bind Ni in +2 oxidation state, but their structure and source
remains elusive.23
Soil is another area where nickel is found in appreciable concentrations. Both plants and
soil bacteria require nickel uptake from soil. Bioavailability of nickel in soil is largely modulated
by pH and soil type.27-28 While the pH regulates the chemical speciation and ligand binding
properties, organic matter - rich soil binds Ni more tightly than clay silicates and oxides or
hydroxides within the acidic pH range.28
1.3 Intracellular Proteinaceous Labile Nickel Pool
Protein species in the cytosol that bind nickel and can exchange it constitute the
proteinaceous labile nickel pool. Typically, these proteins are either nickel metallochaperones that
directly shuttle nickel and/or participate in nickel insertion into nickel -dependent enzymes or
nickel storage proteins. The basic feature of these nickel metallochaperones, similar to other
metallochaperones, is their specificity and lability. The binding affinity of nickel chaperones are
in micromolar range, and are labile enough to exchange nickel with partner proteins. For instance,
HypA, which is a nickel metallochaperone for the maturation of Ni, Fe hydrogenase in E. coli, has
a nickel binding affinity of 1µM, and it delivers nickel to HypB in a GTPase dependent manner.2933

The latter then inserts nickel to large subunit (HydB) of Ni, Fe – hydrogenase.30, 34
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In bacteria that utilize other nickel – dependent enzymes for survival, there are several
other enzyme specific nickel chaperones. For example, in the human pathogen H. pylori, which in
addition to Ni, Fe – hydrogenase contains urease, a cascade of urease - specific accessory proteins,
UreEFGH, which includes the nickel chaperone, UreE ensures proper maturation of this enzyme.3536

The dimer of UreE (UreE2) binds nickel with relatively higher affinity with an apparent

dissociation constant (Kd) of 0.15 ± 0.01 µM. Interestingly, previous studies highlighted a critical
role of HypA in urease maturation in H. pylori.37 Recent studies revealed that in H. pylori, HypA
interacts with UreE to form a complex (HypA•UreE2 ) whose nickel affinity is thousand and tenthousand fold higher than that of either HypA or UreE2, respectively.38 It is possible that the nickel
- bound HypA•UreE2 complex is most likely involved in nickel delivery to urease, but its
experimental verification is required. Similarly, biophysical and calorimetric characterization of a
novel nickel chaperone, CooT from Rhodospirillum rubrum required for the maturation of Carbon
monoxide dehydrogenase (CODH) revealed its binding affinity for nickel to be 9 nM.39-40 The
molecular details of its role in the activation of CODH is being investigated.41
Storage proteins for nickel in E. coli are unknown, but Hpn1 and Hpn1- like proteins in H.
pylori are considered to be storage proteins which are small (7-8 kDa), His-rich (and Gln-rich for
Hpn2) proteins that can bind 2-5 nickel ions per monomer with a dissociation constant of 7 µM
and 3µM, respectively.42 Hpn interacts with Hpn2, with accessory proteins, HypA and HypB and
also with the UreA subunit of urease.42Information on how these storage proteins function during
nickel trafficking is lacking.
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1.4 Intracellular Non – Proteinaceous Labile Nickel Pool
Low molecular weight compounds in the cell that can loosely bind nickel and exchange it
with other LMW compounds and/or proteins or enzymes can be categorized as non-proteinaceous
labile nickel pool. Irrespective of cell – type (plants or bacterial), these compounds have similar
properties, but their regulation is likely dependent on the environmental and growth factors. Nickel
enzymes are widely distributed in both lower and higher plants. Lower plants, such as, algae
contain ureases, and Nickel Superoxide Dismutase.36, 43 In germinating plants, including legumes
(Rhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, etc.), urease, Glyoxalase I, and hydrogenases are known nickel
enzymes, which utilize similar accessory proteins for their maturation as their bacterial counter
parts.44-45 Besides, there are a number of other plants such as Sebartica acuminate, Alyssum
lesbiacum, which are not known to contain any nickel-dependent enzyme, but can
hyperaccumulate nickel as a strategy to acquire nickel-tolerance in a nickel-rich growth
environment, such as the soils of New Caledonia.46 The Ni concentration in the latex of Sebartica
acuminate is about 25% of the dry mass, which is in stark contrast to the value of < 0.001% in
other plants, and is the highest recorded nickel content in any species.46
Plant ligands play an important role in the sequestration of nickel from soil, transport to
above – ground tissue and finally storage.46 The first stage of nickel uptake in plants is its
interaction with soil.46 Plants produce a number of low-molecular weight compounds, including
organic acids, amino acids, peptides and proteins, some of which are possible nickel – coordinating
ligands shown in Figure 1.3.46 Among these, histidine (Figure 1.3A) has a higher affinity for
Ni(II) and, in fact, exposure of hyperaccumulator to Ni either elicited a large and proportional
increase in the levels of free His (A. lesbiacum) or increased Ni tolerance in nonaccumulators (e.g.,
A. montanum L.) and Ni transport capacity to shoots (e.g., Pisum sativum and Brassica juncea).468

47

Nickel import from the environment in bacteria is facilitated by two types of transmembrane

transporters: ATP- dependent transporters (such as NikABCDE in E. coli), and nickel permeases
(such as Ni/Co permeases (NiCoTs), e.g.NixA in H. pylori, and HoxN in R. eutropha). Recent
studies identified L-His as a potential ligand required for specific nickel uptake by ATP-dependent
nickel importers in a variety of organisms including E. coli, Y. pestis, S. aureus, C. jejuni, and H.

Figure 1.3: Molecular structure of known biological nickel-ligands and binding ligands shown
in red A) Histidine, B) Citrate, C) Nicotianamine
pylori (described below).1,

48

Other studies have established that competition between

metallosensors and ligands involved in the labile nickel pool (i.e., nickel buffer), particularly LHis, are important to specific metal sensing.49 A histidine - dependent nickel complex, distinct
from Ni-(L-His)2 was found to bind to a solute – binding protein (SBP), CntA, involved in nickel
import in S. aureus.50 This complex is essentially a metallophore, called staphylopine, which is
assembled by proteins encoded by cntKLM gene cluster found in S. aureus, Y. pestis, and P.
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aeruginosa.50 Staphylopine also modulates the uptake of metal ions other than nickel and hence
its specificity to nickel remains to be established.50 Besides histidine, NikA from S. aureus was
found to bind a nickel complex in histidine - depleted cultures, which was modeled as Ni-(L-His)(2
– methyl – 2,4 – thiazolidine – dicarboxylic acid).50
In addition to histidine, the weak organic acid – citrate (Figure 1.3B), is also a likely
candidate for forming a biological nickel-complex. Analysis of the Ni – rich latex and leaves of S.
acuminate revealed a nickel – citrate complex, and is the only example of a biological nickelcitrate complex.46 Citrate is a weak ligand for nickel with an association constant (log β) of 5.4.51
With histidine present, the factors affecting preferential binding of nickel to citrate are unknown,
and no such bacterial complex has been isolated so far. Another biologically relevant small –
molecule bound nickel complex is Ni-Nicotianamine (NA, Figure 1.3C), identified by mass
spectrometry in extracts of the Ni hyperaccumulating plants (T. caerulescens and S. acuminata).46
NA is the precursor to a group of multidentate ligands, mugineic acid and avenic acid, which are
the phytosiderophores (PS) in graminaceous plants.46 NA was first isolated from the leaves of
tobacco plant Nicotiana tabacum L. in 1971 and is ubiquitously found in all naturally occurring
multicellular plants.46 NA binds Ni(II) more strongly than Fe(II), and hence it is not surprising that
complexes of NA with nickel were isolated from the nickel hyperaccumulators.
It is possible that the nickel-LMW complexes identified in plants also exist, with/without
modifications, in bacteria. The cellular LMW ligands identified for nickel import in bacteria are
also likely candidates that constitute the cellular labile nickel pool. In any event, the role of these
ligands for nickel import raise several questions relevant to nickel trafficking. Do these ligands
provide nickel specificity and distinguish between the transport of nickel or other metal ions? Are
these ligands specifically secreted by these organisms to import nickel? Are these complexes
10

transported intact or are the ligands stripped away during the transport process? Once imported,
what is the fate of these nickel complexes – are these ligands metabolized or form a part of cellular
non – proteinaceous labile nickel pool? If these complexes remain intact, do metallochaperones
acquire nickel from these complexes or acquire the whole complex until it is inserted into the
correct nickel enzyme? What factors inside the cell determines the partitioning of nickel in the two
labile nickel pools? Can these nickel-complexes play a direct role in enzyme maturation?
1.4.1 Histidine
Histidine is one of the twenty standard amino acids present in proteins of all living
organisms. Its side-chain is an imidazole, and it is the only amino acid whose side-chain can switch
from unprotonated to protonated state under neutral conditions due to the pKa value of 6.0 of its
side-chain. Histidine is a versatile ligand that binds metals with a number of coordination modes
using its carboxylato-, amine-, and imidazole groups (Figure 1.3A), and similar to other amino
acids, there are two stereoisomers of histidine: L-, and D-, with L-His being the biologically active
form (Figure 1.3A). With nickel, L-His forms 1:1 and 1: 2 complexes with stability constants (log
β) of 6.7 and 4.8 respectively, and Ni(II) - (L-His)2 crystallizes in the trans-imidazole configuration
(Figure 1.3A).52-53 Uptake of nickel in E. coli by NikABCDE requires L-His, which is cotransported with Ni(II).48 E. coli strains grown without L-His in growth medium had decreased
nickel uptake rate and intracellular nickel concentrations.48 No other molecule, such as
polycarboxylic acids, L-His derivatives, such as histidinol, L-His-CONH2, and L-His methyl ester,
or even D-His could reproduce the same Ni-uptake rate as L-His, and in fact, D- His was
inhibitory.48 The concentration dependence of Ni-uptake and binding to NikA suggested a ternary
complex with a stoichiometry of Ni:2L-His:NikA.48
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Crystal structures of NikA: Ni(II)-(L-His)2 complex revealed several interesting features
related to Ni-recognition by NikA (Figure 1.4A).54 First, the Ni(II) atom in protein complex is
not ‘free’, i.e. not bound to water ligands, instead Ni(II) is bound to the two extraneous L-His
molecules that are co-transported, which provides five of the six ligands. The COO− ligand from
one of the co-transported L-His is displaced by His416 in NikA, that was previously shown to be
important for nickel transport,55 and forms the sixth ligand in in the six – coordinate Ni(II)
complex. The displaced COO− ligand from L-His interact with the highly conserved Arg residues
of NikA, that presumptively forms the cation binding pocket in NikA. These Arg residues also
promote the formation of a unique stereoisomer of Ni(II)-(L-His)2 configuration, previously
unobserved that is different from its usual trans-imidazole in (Figure 1.3A),52 and most closely
resembles the trans- COO− species observed in Co(III)-(L-His)2 complex.56-57 It is unknown if
NikA initially binds the usual trans-imidazole Ni-(L-His)2 and then undergoes ligand
rearrangements to form the observed Ni-isomer in NikA. The functional relevance of such a Niisomer is also unknown.
The role of His416 in discrimination of Ni(II) versus other metals for transport has not been
studied. It is likely that the interactions observed for E. coli NikA:Ni – (L-His)2 will not be
observed for Cu – (L-His)2 and Zn – (L-His)2 as these complexes display lower coordination
numbers. The only divalent metal tested for specificity is Co, which shows inhibition of Niaccumulation, suggesting a similar interaction of EcNikA:Co – (L-His)n. However, as suggested
by the Irving-William series, association of L-His with Co(II) is weaker, which means that a higher
concentration of Co(II) will be required to attain Co-(L-His)2 concentration required for binding
to EcNikA. Thus, relative abundance of metal – (L-His)2 complexes which binds to EcNikA is
also a determining factor for selectivity of Ni(II) over Co(II) or other metals.
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Figure 1.4: Crystal structures showing nickel complexes bound to nickel transporters: A)
Ni(II)-(L-His)2 complex bound to the nickel-binding site in EcNikA (PDB ID: 4I8C). Free
histidines (L-His1 and L-His2) are shown in grey and nickel is shown as green sphere. His416
is shown in orange and protein residues making H-bond interactions (dashed-lines) with free
histidines are shown in pale orange. B) Ni(II)-(L-His)-CP complex bound to nickel-binding
site in SaNikA (PDB ID: 4XKR). Free L-His and CP are shown in cyan. Protein residues
making H-bond interactions with free histidine and CP are depicted in grey.
Similar structures were obtained for YpYntA, which is homologous to EcNikA, but has
distinct amino acid sequence and position of nickel binding residues. In YpYntA: Ni-(L-His)2
complex, the amine-ligand (-NH2) from one of the co-transported L-Histidine molecule is
displaced by His482, and results in the same trans- COO− stereoisomer of nickel-histidine, with
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only one Arg interaction. In SaNikA, however, there are no histidine residues in the nickel binding
pocket, and as a result, the nickel-histidine complex in SaNikA: Ni-(L-His)2 complex exists in a
trans- NH2 configuration. Similarly, an all cis-Ni-(L-His)2 stereoisomer was observed for H. pylori
CeuE, which displaces a Nδ - atom of the L-His ligand by His103. In contrast, NikZ from C. jejuni,
shows a Ni-L-His complex bound to the transporter and is possibly due to the abundance of His
residues in the protein.
It is possible that complexation of nickel solely with L-His or in combination with other
cellular ligands tunes the affinity of Ni(II) and provide molecular interactions, which determine
transport specificity through the promiscuous nickel/metal transporters. However, whether these
organisms deliberately secrete their own L-His or utilize the extraneous L-His as a means to
specifically import nickel is unknown. The importance of L-His in maintaining nickel or cellular
metal homeostasis, in general, is far reaching and is also reported in higher organisms such as,
yeast (S. cerevisiae), and humans. While L-His confers nickel tolerance to S. cerevisiae, it
stimulates uptake of divalent metals in human erythrocytes and in the erythroluekaemic cell
lines.58-59 Transport of nickel in human blood serum is facilitated by nickel-binding to human
serum albumin and a ternary complex with L-histidine.60 In fact, Cu(II)-(L-His)2 complex is used
as

a

therapeutic

agent

to

treat

Menkes

disease

and

Infantile

hypertrophic

cardioencephalomyopathy, which are the diseases associated with defective copper transport.61
Biosynthesis of L-His is conserved across all living organisms and occurs via ten enzymatic
reactions afforded by proteins encoded by his operon which convert phophoribosyl pyrophosphate
to L-His.62 However, no histidine export system has been described in any organism.62
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1.4.2 2– methyl – 2,4 – thiazolidine – dicarboxylic acid
Apart from histidine, cellular metabolites can also function as nickel chelators for cellular
nickel import or labile nickel pool. One such known metabolites identified from S. aureus is 2methyl-2,4-thiazolidine-dicarboxylic acid (also called CP).63 This small organic compound, in
conjunction with a free histidine, formed a six-coordinate octahedral nickel complex that bound
SaNikA derived from histidine-depleted cultures (Figure 1.4B).1, 63 CP provided three of the six
interactions with nickel via its two carboxylate groups, and amine group at the 3-position of the
thiazolidine ring, while the free-histidine molecule provided the remaining three interactions to
nickel arising from its carboxylate group, amine group, and Nδ atom of its imidazole group. CP is
the by-product of non-enzymatic condensation reaction of L-cysteine and pyruvic acid in cysteine
pathway in vivo, and is also identified in the culture supernatants of E. coli.63-64 Free cysteines are
the precursor to the 2 – methyl – 2,4 – thiazolidine – dicarboxylic acid in Salmonella typhimurium,
and it is possible that a similar processing of free cysteines in S. aureus occurs to import the nickel
complex.50 Efflux of metabolites of cysteine pathway, such as CP, in E.coli, is known to involve
the major facilitator protein Orf299 (or YdeD).64 In S. aureus, two homologues of Orf299 are
predicted to be SAV0107 (22% identity with E.coli Orf299) and an unknown protein (42% identity
with YdeD putative protein from B. subtilis).63 These proteins belong to EamA family, many of
the members of which are predicted to be integral membrane proteins.63
It appears that in the absence of exogenous histidine, S. aureus secretes its endogenous
metabolites, such as free histidine or CP to acquire nickel from its environment. Notably, under
normal growth conditions, SaNikA does bind Ni-(L-His)2 in a configuration different than that for
EcNikA, but what forms the basis of using a heterogenous nickel complex, such as Ni-CP-(L-His),
and not Ni-(L-His)2 or Ni-(CP)2 , in histidine depleted cultures, is unclear. Whether CP is a
15

substitute for a second histidine under growth conditions lacking histidine or histidine -based
bioavailability of nickel or if a mix of CP and histidine is the natural complex for nickel acquisition
and/or transport remains elusive.
1.5 Experimental Techniques to study cellular labile nickel or metal pools
While the total cellular metal content (which comprises of both static and labile metal pool)
and its distributions has been measured using a variety of techniques, such as ICP-MS, synchrotron
radiation X-ray fluorescence imaging, proton/particle-induced X-ray emission spectrometry,
secondary-ion MS (SIMS), and laser ablation ICP-MS (LA-ICP-MS), there has been an increasing
interest in measuring the labile metal pool in cells using in vivo metal – specific fluorescent
sensors.13, 15, 19, 65-66 Synthetic compounds or genetically encoded fluorescent proteins targeting
specific intracellular metals are designed that most likely displace the natural metal-LMW
complex and bind to the labile metal pools, and the read out is either a fluorescence which is
measured as FRET or imaging, which is correlated with the levels of that labile metal pool.65-66
Such studies are emerging for Zn, and Cu, but information on nickel is not available yet.19, 67-68 It
is important to note that these sensors explicitly undergo ligand exchange reactions with the natural
labile metal pool that leads to identity-loss of natural labile intracellular metal-LMW complexes,
and hence, characterizing such intracellular metal-LMW complexes is inherently difficult and
challenging. So, experimental techniques where these natural LMW complexes from cytosol can
be retained need to be developed.
Recently, a modified LC – ICP-MS technique was cleverly employed to isolate and identify
LMW complexes of iron in mitochondria.17 Soluble mitochondrial extracts were passed through a
10 - kDa cut-off membrane, and the flow - through was injected into a size exclusion column that
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can resolve metal complexes ≤ 10 – kDa.17 An on-line ICP – MS on the eluted fractions was then
performed to identify the metal bound complexes.17 This technique clearly resolved the labile
LMW metal complexes, but the identity of the ligands bound to those metals remains unknown.
Subsequent NMR or XAS studies on the same fractions can provide information on the nature of
ligands bound to the metals. While this technique is exclusively used for mitochondrial Fe, Zn,
and Mo, it appears promising for cytosolic Ni also. The challenge however is to obtain practical
concentrations of these complexes relevant for structural studies.
Another minimally destructive technique to identify cellular ligands for metals, including
nickel can be ICP – MS with metals of interest being either radio-labelled or analyzed with
advanced metal – specific techniques such as XAS. Recent studies were used to characterize the
Zn-metallome in whole bacterial cell using high – resolution XAS.69 Whole – cell XAS on other
metals such as Cu, Co and Cd has also been reported previously that identified the potential ligands
around the respective metals.70-72 The ligands involved in the nickel proteome using these methods
is unknown so far. The major drawback in these studies is its inability to distinguish between the
static and labile identity of the metals of interest. Prior fractionation of the cells to specifically
isolate the labile metal pool, followed by its analysis either/or ICP-MS or XAS or NMR can be
helpful in determining the complete identity of these labile nickel pool or metal pool in general
and awaits further investigation.
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CHAPTER 2
SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASES: A REVIEW
2.1 Superoxide: A consequence of earth’s great oxidation event
Superoxide radical (O2•−) is a reactive oxygen species formed by one electron reduction of
oxygen and exists in all aerobic organisms as a consequence of their aerobic life processes.
Depending on its biological context, it can be a toxic radical or decompose harmlessly, or can also
act as a signaling molecule.1 Evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis by cyanobacteria, some 2.4
billion years ago led to the Great Oxidation Event that resulted in increase of oxygen in earth’s
biosphere.1-2 Consequently, as an adaptation strategy, organisms developed oxygen – utilizing
metabolic pathways which produced reactive oxygen species - hydroxyl (OH•), superoxide, and
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as byproducts that are capable of causing oxidative damage. Hence,
antioxidant systems including antioxidant enzymes evolved to protect organisms from growing
levels of oxidative damage by such reactive oxygen species.1
Dioxygen is a strong four – electron oxidant and is reduced to water in four sequential one
electron reduction steps (Equations 1 - 4), each of which generates intermediates, characterized
as reactive oxygen species and are potential oxidizing agents1:
O2 + e- → O2•−

(1)

O2•− + e- + 2H+ → H2O2

(2)

H2O2 + e- + H+ → H2O + HO•
HO• + e- + H+ → H2O
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(3)
(4)

Superoxide radical (O2•−) is a highly soluble, small anion, solvated by tightly hydrogen – bonded
water molecules. Its protonated form (HO2) is a weak acid with a pKa of 4.8, and hence, at
physiological pH of 7.0, O2•− is the predominant species.1 At low pH, there is only HO2 present in
solution, which is a poor reductant, and thus undergoes slow disproportionation (Equation 5).1, 3
HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2 ; k = 8.3 X 105 M-1s-1

(5)

One - electron reduction of O2•− to O22− is an energetically uphill reaction, but presence of
proton or metal makes the reaction thermodynamically favorable, and

thermodynamic

stabilization of the O22− after one electron reduction of superoxide is one of the prerequisites for a
successful disproportionation reaction that can be achieved by either protons or metals, as seen in
Superoxide Dismutases (SODs) or Superoxide Reductases (SORs).1In case of HO2 at low pH, its
proton serve as the O22− stabilization moiety.1 The rate of disproportionation is fastest at pH = pKa
= 4.8, where the concentration of both HO2 and O2•− are equal, and the former acts as oxidant and
latter acts as better reductant (Equation 6).1 At high pH, however, no superoxide
disproportionation occurs as the charge repulsion between two O2•− prevent the reaction.1
Furthermore, in case of such a disproportion occurring at high pH, the O22− generated will also be
unstable in absence of proton or metal.1
HO2 + O2•− + H+ → H2O2 + O2 ; k = 9.7 X 107 M-1s-1

(6)

In cells, O2•− is a selective oxidant as its major targets are labile Fe-S clusters and not the
common cellular components such as peptides, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, or lipids, although it
leads to production of other ROS, such as HO• that reacts with these biomacromolecules. O2•−
rapidly and irreversibly oxidizes the labile Fe-S clusters present in the biosynthetic enzymes that
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are required for essential metabolic pathways synthesizing branched-chain, aromatic – and sulfur
containing amino acids. Such oxidation leads to inactivation of these enzymes and causes cellular
toxicity. To prevent this oxidative damage by O2•−, there are two main strategies: 1) conversion of
superoxide directly to water via a four- electron reduction step, a process speculated to be
performed by flavidiiron proteins or 2) catalytic disproportionation of O2•− by enzymes such as
SODs. The latter does not require any external reducing equivalents and/ or external energy and
hence, is the dominant pathway for cellular superoxide detoxification.
2.2 Superoxide Dismutases
Superoxide Dismutases (SOD) are a ubiquitous group of antioxidant enzymes that evolved
to catalyze the disproportionation of superoxide radical to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide and
regulate the cellular levels of superoxide radical. These SODs are essentially metal – containing
enzymes and depending on the type of metal - active center, are classified in three different
categories – 1) Copper and Zinc containing SOD (Cu, Zn – SOD), 2) Manganese or Iron containing
SOD (Mn/Fe – SOD), and 3) Nickel containing SOD (Ni – SOD). The presence of metals in these
enzymes also suggest the pattern of bioavailable metals before and after the Great Oxidation
Event.1 It is possible that prior to GOE, when earth’s atmosphere was reducing, metals such as
Fe2+, Mn2+ and Ni2+ were more soluble and bioavailable for cellular enzymatic processes than Cu2+
or Zn2+, which might have existed as their insoluble sulfide salts. Brief encounters with
low/negligible oxygen levels in atmosphere, in part, due to cyanobacterial photosynthesis, likely
necessitated the need for SOD, and as iron was plentiful, it formed the first SOD (Fe-SOD) and
hence is the most primitive of all SODs. Gradual rise of oxygen during or after GOE altered the
bioavailability of metals, particularly, iron, that precipitated as Fe(III)-oxides (or rust), and that
necessitated the evolution of other alternatives of Fe-SOD. Likewise, Mn – SOD, and Ni – SOD
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came into play and are found in prokaryotes, particularly in cyanobacteria, and archaea.1
Subsequently, high levels of oxygen in atmosphere diminished the bioavailable Mn and Ni being
mostly present as their insoluble salts and Cu being more bioavailable as Cu2+.1 Thus, Cu, ZnSODs are the most recent forms of nature’s antioxidant enzymes and are widespread in organisms
including humans.1
Catalytic disproportionation of superoxide radical by SODs occurs via a two - step ping –
pong mechanism (Equation 7 - 8) where the superoxide radical alternatively oxidizes and reduces
the catalytic metal and produces O2 and hydrogen peroxide. In the first step, the oxidized form of
catalytic metal (Mn+1) oxidizes superoxide radical to oxygen and is itself reduced to Mn+. In the
second step, another superoxide radical reduces the catalytic metal and generates peroxide, which
is protonated by H+, which most likely, is provided by enzyme residues.
O2•− + Mn+1 → Mn+ + O2

(7)

O2•− + Mn+ + 2H+ → Mn+1 + H2O2

(8)

The reduction potentials (Eo) for one electron reduction and oxidation of O2•− are - 0.18 V
and +0.91 V, respectively. So, for an optimum enzymatic turnover, the reduction potential of SOD
enzymes should be near the average of the two half reactions (Equation 7 – 8). In fact, the four
SODs do have Eo that are close to this intermediate value: Fe - SOD (~ 0.22 V), Ni - SOD (0.29
V) Mn - SOD (0.3 V), and Cu, Zn – SOD (0.32 V for bovine and 0.36 V for humans).4
The spontaneous rate of O2•− disproportionation is bimolecular and is dependent on the
concentration of O2•−, but in the presence of SOD, superoxide disproportionation is split into two
half reactions with each being first order in O2•−. SOD – catalyzed superoxide disproportionation
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occurs at a rate which is close to the diffusion – controlled limit and varies little over the
physiologically relevant pH range.
2.2.1 Nickel Superoxide Dismutase
Nickel Superoxide Dismutase (NiSOD) is the most recently discovered, and structurally the most
distinct member of SOD family of enzymes and is found in cyanobacteria (P. maritima) and
actinomycetes species such as Streptomyces.5-6 The active site metal in this SOD is nickel, which
performs the catalytic conversion of superoxide radical to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide.7-8 While
aqueous Cu (II), Fe (II) and Mn (II) can spontaneously disproportionate superoxide in solution,
aqueous Ni (II) is inert towards such redox reaction,9 and hence is a unique choice for redox
disproportionation that is achieved by a unique protein ligand environment to stabilize the
Ni(II)/NI(III) redox process and give rise to SOD catalysis.1 In order to perform both the half
reactions in the superoxide disproportionation reaction, (Equations 5 and 6), the redox potential
of the active site metal should be ideally between the two half reactions, i.e., 0.36V.1 Although,
the redox potentials of both iron and copper do not allow for both half reactions, superoxide can
be reduced to peroxide level even in absence of protein environment due to proton-coupled
electron transfer.1 On the other hand, while aqueous Mn(II) itself, owing to its high redox potential
(1.51V vs NHE), cannot disproportionate superoxide in aqueous media, with proper mixture of
N/O ligands, its redox potential is tuned to disproportionate superoxide in aqueous media.1
Theoretical calculations estimate that the redox potential of nickel in aqueous media is 2.26V,10
which is well above that of manganese also, and cannot be fine-tuned with only N/O ligands.1
Instead, a mix of N/O - and S - ligands perfectly tune the redox potential of nickel for redox activity
as observed in NiSOD, CO dehydrogenase and Ni,Fe-hydrogenases.1, 11
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2.2.1.1 Enzyme Structure
Crystal structures of NiSOD obtained under a variety of conditions show that the enzyme
is 88 - kDa homohexamer, with six 13.2 – kDa monomers (Figure 2.1).5, 12 Each of the monomeric
subunits is composed of antiparallel 4-helix bundles, with the nickel binding site at its N-terminus,
protruding out of each of these α-helical bundles.5, 12 The homohexameric structure of apo-NiSOD
and holo- NiSOD are essentially similar except for the N-terminus, which is disordered in absence
of Ni.5 The hexamer forms a hollow sphere with a 60 Å diameter and an interior void of 20 Å in
diameter.5 This architecture of NiSOD is distinct from other SODs, which are typically dimers or
tetramers and predominantly have β-barrel folds (Cu, Zn – SOD) or a mix of both α- and βstructure (Mn/Fe – SOD).1, 5

Figure 2.1: Ribbon structure of hexameric NiSOD (left, PDB ID: 1T6U) and close-up view
of the Ni-active site (right) in its reduced Ni(II) (top) and oxidized Ni(III) (bottom) states.
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2.2.1.2 Ni-active site structure
The N-terminus of apo – WT - NiSOD is disordered as revealed by crystal structures, but
in the resting state of the active as - isolated WT - NiSOD, binding of nickel orders the N-terminus,
and the nickel in the active site exists in two oxidation states – Ni(II) and Ni(III) in a 50 : 50 ratio
as confirmed by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy.

5, 8, 12

Reconstitution of WT -

NiSOD with Ni(II)(H2O)6 under an anoxic environment predominantly produces a Ni(II) active
site.8 Exposure of the anoxically reconstituted WT - NiSOD to air results in the formation of a
50% Ni(III) site suggesting a one electron oxidation of the nickel site in presence of air. However,
what prevents the one electron oxidation of the rest (50% ) of the Ni(II) sites in the enzyme, and
the basis for this apparent redox cooperativity is unknown. Furthermore, sodium dithionite
(Na2S2O5) completely reduces Ni(III) - containing sites in the enzyme to a Ni(II) – site but attempts
to increase Ni(III) by strongest oxidizing agents (potassium ferricyanide, iridium chloride) had
minimal effect.5
The highly conserved N-terminal residues (HCXXPCXXY) form the ‘nickel – hook’ like
motif at the N-terminus of the enzyme. The oxidation state of the nickel center determines the
structure of the resting active site, with Ni(II) adopting a four – coordinate planar geometry or
Ni(III) in five – coordinate geometry. The N-terminal amine (-NH2), backbone amidate (-NH) of
Cys2, two thiolates (-SH) from Cys2 and Cys6 are nickel – ligands for both Ni(II) and Ni(III) in
the enzyme, but an axial ε-N from imidazole of His1 is an additional ligand for the Ni(III) state,
which is known to stabilize this oxidation state of the enzyme. Substitution of His1 to Ala results
in a NiSOD variant (H1A – NiSOD) which is isolated with only Ni(II), but shows 6% activity as
compared to WT-NiSOD and suggests that the oxidized state of Ni (i.e Ni(III)) is still accessible
in this variant.13 Kinetic studies of the oxidation of the as-isolated H1A-NiSOD variant enzyme
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show the formation of a Ni(III)-like species that is unstable and rapidly decays.13 Insertion of Ala
or Met prior to His 1 (Ala0 - NiSOD or Met0 - NiSOD) extends the N-terminus of the enzyme by
one amino acid and renders the enzyme inactive.5, 14 Similarly, transforming the amidate ligand of
the nickel – site to a secondary amine by native chemical ligation resulted in only 1% of the WT
- NiSOD activity.15 Mixed amine - amidate ligands from N-terminus and backbone amide of Cys2
are crucial to prevent the oxidation of the thiol residues (Cys 2 and Cys 6) to sulfinate or sulfenate
species by peroxide.14 The two thiol residues are important to the formation of the low spin nickel
(II) – site, and substitution of either or both of these Cys residues to Ser produces a NiSOD variant
which contains a high- spin Ni(II) site and is catalytically inactive.11 Cys 2, particularly was also
shown to be important for maintaining the hexameric structure of the enzyme.11 Notably in WTNiSOD, the two cysteine residues binding nickel are in cis-configuration, the relevance of which
is unknown. Also, whether the mixed amine/amide ligands in NiSOD confer resistance to
oxidation of both the Cys residue by superoxide is also unknown.
2.2.1.3 Activity/Kinetics and Mechanism of SOD
Like all SODs, redox titration established that Ni3+/Ni2+ redox couple in WT - NiSOD has
a reduction potential of approximately 290 mV, which is close to the optimum potential for
catalytic disproportionation of superoxide radical.16 The catalytic rate constant, kcat, of WT NiSOD for the disproportionation of pulse radiolytically generated superoxide radical is ≈109 M1 -1

s per nickel site), which is similar to other SODs and the reaction is diffusion – limited and pH

independent suggesting that protons for H2O2 are provided by the protein residues.1, 8 Azide and
cyanide inhibit superoxide disproportionation by 50%.16
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The exact mechanism of superoxide disproportionation by NiSOD is unclear and is still a
matter of debate.1, 16 Both inner- and outer- sphere mechanisms or a mixture of the two are possible
for each of the two half reaction of superoxide catalysis.1 Theoretical calculations agree in favor
of an inner – sphere mechanism involving a Ni – O2•- bond formation and is supported by the
presence of an open coordination position on Ni3+ - site, inhibition by other anions and electrostatic
steering. However, unlike other SODs, as activity of NiSOD is independent of ionic strength, and
the active site is more solvent – accessible, binding of superoxide to nickel is probably not
important, and instead supports an outer – sphere mechanism. In fact, azide, a close mimic of
superoxide radical, does not bind to nickel center directly, but makes electrostatic interactions with
nearby residues in such a way that it causes small perturbations in the spectroscopic feature of
nickel site.5 Furthermore, crystallographic studies on mutant NiSOD (Y9F - NiSOD) show that Cland Br- bind at the same site modeled for azide binding , but not to the nickel center directly.16
Also, Asp3 and Tyr9 were shown to cooperatively control the accessibility of anion radical such
as, superoxide.16
2.2.1.4 Assembly
The active NiSOD enzymes (WT- or variants) for the above mentioned spectroscopic,
crystallographic and functional studies were obtained by heterologous purification of sodN
truncated at His15 and fused to either pelB sequence or a sequence with factor Xa cleavage site.5,
17

Attempts to purify a construct with a Methionine (Met0) before the His1, failed to show SOD

activity and highlighted the importance of free N-terminus of His1 in forming the active site of
NiSOD.5 NiSOD is a post-translationally modified product of sodN which encodes an inactive
precursor with an extended N – terminal sequence (also called a leader sequence or signal peptide)
upstream of nickel binding site.6, 17-18 Although the functional relevance of this leader sequence is
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elusive, its proteolytic processing at the invariant Ala- His peptide bond is crucial to the formation
of the nickel - hook in active NiSOD.18 In native organisms which produce NiSOD, the proteolytic
processing of the leader sequence is performed by a putative cognate protease that lies upstream
of sodN and is properly oriented for divergent transcription.6, 18 While expression of either sodN
or ∆sodN failed to produce active NiSOD in cell lysates of E. coli., heterologous co-expression of
sodN and sodX from Prochlorococcus maritima showed NiSOD activity in a nickel - dependent
manner, and highlighted a crucial role of SodX and nickel in the biosynthesis of active NiSOD,
but its details remain largely unknown.6
One of the goals of this dissertation is to elucidate the biosynthetic mechanism of formation
of active NiSOD from its precursor, SodN and its putative cognate protease, SodX and also identify
the role of nickel in this process. Based on the previous in vivo and crystallographic studies, an
interesting model for the formation of active NiSOD was proposed by Barondeau et. al.5 According
to this model, nickel binding and proteolysis by SodX is likely coupled.5 A pre-active nickel site
is first formed by binding nickel to His15 and Cys16 of the precursor, SodN, which also might
serve as a SodX recognition motif and aids in specifically processing the leader sequence of SodN
at the invariant Ala - His site.5 Once processed, a cis - trans isomerization of Pro5 was also
proposed to account for a conformational change that might lead to proper positioning of the two
thiolates in cis configuration and, facilitate the binding of the remaining thiolate ligand from Cys6,
thereby completing the formation of active nickel site.5 However, an experimental verification of
each of the proposed steps is lacking and requires further investigation.
A detailed investigation of the biosynthetic machinery for the formation of an active
NiSOD might reveal unexpected insights into its maturation mechanism, such as a nickeldependent proteolysis, similar to that required for maturation of Ni, Fe - hydrogenases.
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Furthermore, this study will also advance the current repertoire of the biosynthesis of redox active
nickel - dependent enzymes in nature.
2.2.2 Cu, Zn – Superoxide Dismutase1
Cu, Zn – SOD is found in bacterial periplasm, almost all eukaryotes (also known as SOD1)
and its genes have also been identified in archaea. In bacteria, Cu, Zn - SOD can exist as a
monomer or a dimer, but in eukaryotes, it exists exclusively as a 32 – kDa homodimer with each
subunit containing a copper and zinc binding site in close proximity and intramolecular disulfide
bond between two cysteine residues (Cys57 and Cys146, human Cu, Zn – SOD numbering)
(Figure 2.2).19-20 Each subunit of Cu, Zn – SOD folds as an eight stranded Greek key β-barrel with
seven connecting loops, of which loop IV and VII are functionally important zinc, and electrostatic
loops, respectively. The Zn – loop contains all the Cys residues required for Zn – binding, while
the electrostatic loop contains second sphere active site residues such as the catalytically important
Arg143, which limits solvent access to metal binding sites, and acts as an active – site lid. The
positive charge of Arg143 ensures the electrostatic steering of O2•− to the active site. Neutralization
of this charge by Arg143Ile mutation or charge reversal (Arg143Glu or Arg143Asp) led to a drop
in the catalytic rates by 1-2 orders of magnitude. 21-23
The oxidation state of copper in Cu, Zn – SOD determines the active site structure of the
resting enzyme.1 In the reduced state (Cu+), copper is bound to three histidine residues (His46,
His48 and His120) in trigonal planar geometry and zinc is bound to three histidine (His63, His71,
His80) and one aspartate residue (Asp83) in a tetrahedral geometry.24 Upon oxidation, the copper
active site structure adopts a five - coordinate distorted pyramidal structure where Cu2+ binds an
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additional water molecule and an imidazole from His63 that bridges copper and zinc, and the zinc
site remains unchanged.24

Figure 2.2: Ribbon structure of dimeric human SOD1 (left, PDB ID: 1PU0) and close-up
view of the reduced CuI, Zn-active site (right). Copper and Zinc are shown as teal and orange
sphere, respectively. Zinc-loop is shown in orange and the electrostatic loop is shown in teal.
The intrasubunit disulfide bond is shown in red.
2.2.3 Fe/Mn – Superoxide Dismutase
Fe - SOD is believed to be the most primitive among all SODs and is found in all domains
of life (bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes).1 Crystal structures of Fe - SOD show that each of its
monomer is a mixture of β - sheets and α - helices and contains a Fe - active site, which is
coordinated to N/O-donor ligands in a trigonal bipyramidal geometry (Figure 2.3).1, 25 His 73, His
160 and Asp156 ( E . coli Fe-SOD numbering) form the equatorial ligands, and slow – exchanging
H2O/OH- and His 26 form the axial ligands to the resting Fe3+ - SOD active site.25-26 Superoxide
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disproportionation in Fe - SOD occurs via a mix of inner sphere and outer -sphere mechanisms:
O2•− radical first binds to Fe3+- SOD, and reduces it to Fe2+ - SOD, leading to the formation of O2,
which is released. Subsequently, Tyr34 and Gln69 facilitate the outer sphere coordination of
another superoxide radical to Fe2+- SOD, oxidizing Fe2+- SOD to Fe3+- SOD, and forming peroxide
O22−. The axial H2O ligand of the active – site provides the first proton for the peroxide anion
generating a hydroperoxide, which is further protonated by hydroxyl of Tyr34 and forms the
hydrogen peroxide that is released from the site.1

Figure 2.3: Ribbon structure of E. coli FeSOD (left, PDB ID: 1ISB) and close-up view of the
Fe-active site (right).
Mn - SOD can be subdivided into two groups: the cambialistic Fe/Mn – SOD in which
substitution of either Fe with Mn or vice versa does not affect SOD activity, and exclusively Mn SODs, which despite structural similarity to Fe-SOD is highly Mn - specific.1, 27 The latter is
prevalent in eukaryotic mitochondrion and has a distinct amino acid sequence from the
bacterial/archeal Mn – SOD.1 Eukaryotic Mn - SOD is tetrameric, and bacterial Mn - SOD is
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dimeric (Figure 2.4).28 The active site structure of Mn – SOD is the same as that of Fe – SOD,
with three histidines, one aspartate, and a water or hydroxyl ligand are arranged in distorted
trigonal bipyramidal geometry.1 Most Mn – SODs are isolated as Mn3+ - SODs, but the fungal
MnSODs are isolated as the reduced form (Mn2+ - SOD).1 The active site Mn in Mn-SOD is
protected from the solvent by several important residues that are hydrogen – bonded to each other,
and electrostatic guidance draws the superoxide radical to the enzyme active site for one electron
– two proton catalysis to produce hydrogen peroxide.1 Hydrogen - bonded secondary sphere
residues (Tyr34, His30) and particularly Gln 146 (or Gln 143 in humans) play an important role in
the structure and activity of MnSODs.1

Figure 2.4: Ribbon structure of E. coli MnSOD (left, PDB ID: 1LUV) and close-up view of
the Mn-active site (right).
It is interesting to note that despite structural and active site similarity, MnSODs are able
to specifically acquire manganese in presence of large concentration of iron in cells, the basis of
which is largely unknown.1 Besides, the acquisition of manganese by MnSOD in vivo is also not
clear. In eukaryotes, MnSOD is found in mitochondria and inevitably, manganese must be
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transported to this organelle for metal acquisition by apo – Mn- SOD. There are several genes
(Smfp1 and Smfp2) that are identified as the manganese transporters,29 and deletion of these genes
led to the loss of MnSOD activity.30 However, the gene knockouts did not entirely deplete the cells
of manganese suggesting the existence of alternative transporters for manganese trafficking.30
In vitro maturation studies of MnSOD from E. coli and Thermus thermophilus show that
metalation of apo – MnSOD by manganese is ‘thermally – gated’ and occurs at elevated
temperatures, due to destabilization of the protein that allows the non – specific metal
incorporation.31-32
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CHAPTER 3
IN VITRO MATURATION OF NISOD REVEALS A ROLE FOR CYTOPLASMIC
LIGANDS IN PROCESSING AND METALLATION
3.1 Introduction
Nickel Superoxide Dismutase (NiSOD), the nickel-specific member of the superoxide
dismutase family of enzymes, catalyzes the disproportionation of toxic superoxide radical to
oxygen and hydrogen peroxide.1-2 So far, NiSOD is found in actinobacteria (e.g., Streptomyces
sp.) and cyanobacteria (e.g. Prochlorococcus sp.) and it has been shown to express in response to
Ni(II) in Streptomyces lividans.3-4 The active site in NiSOD resides at the protein N-terminus and
compared to other SOD actives sites, employs a unique mix of N- and S-donor ligands to create a
redox-active Ni(II)/Ni(III) center that is required for catalysis. The N-terminal amine from His1,
the amidate N of Cys2, and the side chains of Cys2 and Cys6 constitute nickel ligands in both
oxidation states,1-2, 5-7 and coordination of the imidazole from His1 is found in the Ni(III) state
(Figure 3.1).1, 6

Figure 3.1: The nickel active site in NiSOD (PDB ID: 1T6U). The inset shows the hexameric
enzyme. Green sphere represents nickel.
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Although the structural, spectroscopic and enzymatic properties of NiSOD are well
characterized,8-9 the maturation of this enzyme is elusive and is predicted to be a nickel-dependent
process,10-11 with potential similarities to the process of Ni, Fe-hydrogenase maturation that
catalyzes the reversible oxidation of molecular hydrogen.12-13 In Ni, Fe-hydrogenases, there are
two subunits – a large subunit that accommodates the hetero-bimetallic active site with nickel and
iron cofactors, and a smaller subunit that contains the Fe-S clusters.12, 14 Maturation of Ni, Fehydrogenases requires sequential insertion of the metal cofactors (iron followed by nickel) by their
respective metallo-chaperones in the pre-active site of the large subunit (HydB) which is expressed
as a precursor protein with an extension at its C-terminus.13 Proper insertion of metal co-factors in
the pro-enzyme provides the necessary recognition motif for the cognate protease (HycI or HybD),
which then cleaves the C-terminal extension resulting in a conformational change of the cofactorloaded large subunit (HydB) that ensures proper docking of the small-subunit, thereby completing
the maturation process.13-16
WT-NiSODs are products of sodN genes, which encode an inactive pro-enzyme (SodN),
transcription of which in native organisms is regulated by nickel (facultative expression).10, 17
Similar to Ni, Fe- hydrogenase, maturation of NiSOD also requires post-translational modification
of SodN.10 SodN has a variable N-terminal leader sequence that in S. coelicolor features 14 amino
acids upstream of the His15 residue (which becomes the first amino acid and the N-terminus of
the mature NiSOD), the functional role of which is still unknown.10 In the native organism, SodN
produces active NiSOD in presence of nickel, but heterologous expression of SodN in E.coli, fails
to produce active NiSOD in presence of nickel. However, expression of ∆sodN (a modified
construct of SodN where the first 14 residues are truncated) in E.Coli, produces active NiSOD in
presence of nickel suggesting that proteolysis of the SodN leader peptides immediately prior to the
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conserved His15 residue is an absolute requirement for active WT-NiSOD formation, and native
organisms but not E.coli have the necessary proteolytic machinery for proper processing of the
precursor.10, 17 This led to the development of SodN constructs with factor-Xa or pelB cleavage
sites to effect N-terminal cleavage of recombinant SodN in vitro.1,

17

Following N-terminal

cleavage, the resulting recombinant apo-NiSOD was readily nickelated by Ni(II) salts in solution,
suggesting that no nickel metallochaperone is required, and no metallochaperone for NiSOD
maturation has yet been characterized. In an attempt to identify accessory proteins involved in
maturation of NiSOD, one study demonstrated that in S. seoulenesis, overexpression of a metalbinding protein CbiX-hp, which is homologous (87%) to its cobaltochelatase protein (CbiX)
increased the expression and activity of NiSOD, but its deletion did not abolish NiSOD activity.18
The identification of the putative cognate protease involved in native N-terminal
processing of NiSODs (SodX) was achieved by co-expression of P. marinus sodN and sodX in
E.coli, which resulted in production of active NiSOD in vivo.11 The lack of a specific nickel
metallochaperone in this study also supports the notion that none is involved in nickelation of apoNiSOD. In-gel SOD activity assays performed on the E. coli cell lysates showed increasing NiSOD
activity as a function of Ni(II) concentration.11 Later, a nickel-dependent proteolytic model for the
maturation of NiSOD was proposed based on the aforementioned in vivo studies,10-11 structural
studies of Met0 (insertion of a Met residue before His1 in the recombinant construct of apoNiSOD) and CN-treated apo-NiSOD,1 and by analogy with the maturation of Ni, Fe-hydrogenase,
which requires nickel insertion prior to proteolysis of the large subunit,12-13 a nickel-dependent
model for the maturation of NiSOD was proposed.1 It was postulated that chelation of Ni(II) by
His15 and Cys16 in SodN (becomes His1 and Cys2 in NiSOD) promotes proteolytic maturation
followed by a trans-cis isomerization of Pro5, (or Pro19 in SodN ) that positions Cys6 in such a
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way that the two thiols (Cys2 and Cys6) can bind nickel in a cis-orientation, thereby completing
the nickel site coordination and forming the ‘nickel-hook’ feature of the mature enzyme.1
One of the objectives of this research is to examine and elucidate the steps involved in in
vitro processing, nickel incorporation, and ‘Ni-hook’ formation in purified recombinant SodN
proteins using recombinant SodX from S. coelicolor for N-terminal processing resulting in the
formation of active NiSOD. The role of Pro19 in the proteolytic reaction and formation of Ni-hook
was also analyzed using the variant P19ASodN.
3.2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1 Cloning, Protein Expression, and Purification
The sodN gene from S. coelicolor in the pET3a plasmid carrying a resistance gene for
ampicillin for selection was generously provided by J. H. Roe from Seoul National University.
The pET3a-SodN plasmid was used to transform BL21(DE3) plysS cells carrying a resistance gene
for chloramphenicol. The transformed cells were grown in 0.5 mL Luria Bertini (LB) media in 5
ml tubes at 37°C for 1 hour and aliquots were plated on agar plates containing the chloramphenicol
and ampicillin antibiotics. A single colony was picked and grown overnight in LB media (200 mL)
supplemented with chloramphenicol and ampicillin at 37oC with shaking at 200 rpm. A 10 mL
aliquot of the overnight culture was added to 1 L of the pre-warmed fresh LB media, grown to an
OD600 of 0.6-0.8, and then induced by addition of a solution of isopropyl – β-D-1thiogalactopyranoside to a final concentration of 0.8mM, followed by incubation for 3-4 hours at
37oC. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 15 min and frozen at -80oC.
The harvested cells were thawed at 37oC and re-suspended in Buffer A (50 mM Tris, 1 mM
TCEP, pH 8.8). DNase I solution (100 µL of 10 mg/ml DNase, 10 mM MgCl2, 20mM Tris, pH
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7.5 and 40% glycerol), and 380 µL of 0.2 M PMSF were added and the mixture incubated at 37oC
until the viscosity of the solution was sufficiently reduced. The cells were then sonicated using
SONICS (Vibracell) using 3 s pulses at 40 % power with a 12 s interval to further lyse the cells.
Lysed cells were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 45 minutes at 4oC, and the clear supernatant was
used for protein purification.
All chromatographic purification steps were carried out using AKTA-FPLC system
(Amersham Biosciences). The supernatant was loaded onto a pre-equilibrated Q-Sepharose
column (GE Health Sciences) at a rate of 2.00 ml/min with buffer A. Once the absorbance returned
to baseline value, the protein was eluted with a linear gradient of Buffer B (50 mM Tris, 1 mM
TCEP, 1 M NaCl, pH 8.8). All the fractions containing protein was collected and analyzed using
SDS-PAGE. Fractions containing SodN (MW 14,702 kDa) were pooled and buffer-exchanged
against Buffer C (50mM HEPES, 1mM TCEP, pH 7.0) using a PD-10 column (GE Healthcare)
and loaded on a pre-equilibrated SP-Sepharose column at a rate of 2.00 ml/min. The column was
washed with five column volumes of Buffer C, and protein was eluted with Buffer C containing 1
M NaCl. The purity of collected protein fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and the fractions
containing SodN were pooled and concentrated. Protein concentrations were determined using the
absorbance at 280 nm and a theoretical extinction coefficient of 17,085 M-1cm-1 obtained from
web-based Expasy Protein Parameters tool. EDTA (up to a final concentration of 1 mM) and 10
% glycerol were added to the concentrated protein stock, which was stored frozen at -20oC until
needed.
The sodX gene from genomic DNA of S. coelicolor (obtained from Wellcome Sanger
Institute, United Kingdom) was amplified using PCR with forward and reverse primers (Table
3.1). The purified PCR product was obtained from a 1% agarose gel and digested with BspEI and
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XhoI to create overhangs complementary to the pET23bSUMO vector. The insert was ligated to
pET23bSUMO vector using Quick Ligase (New England Biolabs) and the ligated DNA was used
to transform GC10 cells, which were then plated on LB-agar media containing 100 mg/ml
ampicillin for selection, and incubated overnight at 37oC. Single colonies were picked and grown
overnight in 2 mL LB-Amp media at 37oC and the pET23bSUMO-SodX plasmid was then
extracted using a Thermo Scientific miniprep Kit. The plasmid was further digested using XmaI,
AvaI, BstII, NheI, and ApaLI to confirm the insertion of sodX at the correct position of the vector.
The gene sequence was confirmed by DNA sequencing (IDT, Inc.).
The pET23bSUMO-SodX plasmid containing chloramphenicol and ampicillin resistance
genes for selection was used to transform BL21(DE3) plysS cells. A single colony was picked and
grown overnight in LB media supplemented with both antibiotics at 37oC with shaking at 200 rpm.
A 10 mL aliquot of the overnight culture was added to per litre of the pre-warmed fresh LB media,
and then grown to an OD600 of 0.6-0.8, followed by induction with 0.95 mM of isopropyl – β-D1-thiogalactopyranoside and incubation for 3 hours at 37oC. Cells were harvested by centrifugation
at 8000 rpm for 15 min and frozen at -80 oC. However, this construct exhibited several purification
problems and hence sodX was sub-cloned into the pET22b vector as follows.
The sodX gene from M108 forward was cloned out of the pET23bSUMO plasmid using
PCR amplification with forward and reverse primers (Table 3.1). The purified PCR product was
obtained from an 0.8% agarose gel. The product was digested with NdeI and XhoI to create
overhangs complementary to the pET22b vector. The insert was ligated to the pET22b vector using
ligase, and DH5α E. coli cells were transformed with the pET22b vector containing the SodX gene
(pET22b/SodX). The DH5α cells were grown in 0.5 mL LB media at 37 oC for 1 hour and aliquots
of the culture were plated on LB media containing 100 mg/ml of ampicillin and incubated
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overnight at 37oC. Single colonies were picked and grown overnight in 5 mL LB-Amp media at
37oC for pET22b-SodX plasmid extraction using the GeneJET plasmid miniprep Kit (Thermo
Fisher). The gene sequence was confirmed by Genewiz, Inc. (Appendix A, Figure A.1). The
pET22b-SodX plasmid was then used to transform BL21 (DE3) plysS cells. The transformed cells
were grown in 0.5 mL LB media in 5 ml tubes at 37 °C for 1 hour and aliquots were plated on agar
plates containing the chloramphenicol and ampicillin antibiotics. A 10 mL aliquot of the overnight
culture was added to per litre of the pre-warmed fresh LB media, grown to an OD600 of 0.6-0.8 and
then induced with 0.95 mM of isopropyl – β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside for 3 hours at 37oC. Cells
were harvested by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 15 min and frozen at -80oC for storage.
The harvested cells were thawed at 37 oC and re-suspended in Buffer A (50 mM HEPES,
pH 8.5). 100 µL of DNase I solution (containing 10 mg/ml DNase, 10 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Tris,
pH 7.5 and 40 % glycerol) was added and the mixture was incubated at 37oC until the viscosity of
the solution was sufficiently reduced. The cells were then sonicated with SONICS (Vibracell)
using 3s pulses at 40 % power with a 12s interval to further lyse the cells. Lysed cells were then
centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 45 minutes at 4oC and the supernatant was filtered using a 0.22 µM
syringe filter. The clear filtrate was used for protein purification.
All chromatographic purification steps were carried out using AKTA-FPLC system
(Amersham Biosciences). The filtrate was loaded onto an SP-Sepharose column (GE Health
Sciences) at a rate of 3.00 ml/min with buffer A. Once the absorbance returned to baseline value,
the protein was eluted with a linear gradient of Buffer B (50 mM HEPES, 1 M NaCl, pH 8.5). All
the fractions containing protein were collected and analyzed using SDS-PAGE. Fractions
containing pure SodX (MW 16,157 Da) were pooled, and the protein concentration was
determined using its theoretical molar extinction coefficient value of 24,960 M-1 cm-1 determined
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using web-based Expasy Protein Parameters tool. Portions (200 µl) of the 0.15 mM purified protein
solution were aliquoted and frozen at -20 oC until used for experiments.
3.2.2 Mutagenesis
Site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce Ala substitutions at His15 and Pro19 of
SodN. The pET3a vector encoding wild - type sodN sequence from S. coelicolor and carrying an
ampicillin-resistance gene was used as the template DNA for the single point mutations using
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and PCR primers (listed in Table 3.1) were designed to
incorporate the desired mutations. For each 50 µL volume of PCR reaction mixture, 0.5 µM (25
picomoles) of each primer was used for 2 ng of template DNA. Successful PCR amplifications
were determined using 0.8% agarose gel and the amplicons were subsequently digested with DpnI
for 1 hr at 37oC to remove any methylated template DNA. The digested PCR mixture was then
used to transform DH5α competent cells carrying no resistance gene for selection, and the cells
were plated on LB-agar media supplemented with 100 mg/mL ampicillin (Fisher Scientific),
followed by incubation at 37 oC for 12-16 hours. Single colonies from the plates were grown to
saturation in 5ml LB-miller broth supplemented with ampicillin at 37 oC. Cells were pelleted at
13,000 g for 5 minutes and the plasmids were isolated using GeneJET plasmid miniprep kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Gene sequencing (Genewiz, Inc.) confirmed the successful mutations.
The protein expression for these variants was found similar to that of WT-SodN and these proteins
were purified as described for WT-SodN.
Site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce Ala substitutions at Ser28 of SodX. pET
22b (+) vector encoding wild-type sodX sequence from S.coelicolor and carrying an ampicillinresistance gene was used as the template DNA for the single point mutations using polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) and PCR primers (listed in Table 3.1) were designed to incorporate the
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desired mutations. Ser28ASodX plasmid was obtained using the PCR protocol for His15ASodN
as described above. Gene sequencing (Genewiz, Inc.) confirmed the successful mutations. The
protein expression for S28A-SodX was found similar to WT-SodX, and the overexpressed protein
was purified similarly to WT-SodX.
Table 3.1: Oligonucleotides used for obtaining plasmids in this study.*
Plasmid

pET3a-H15AsodN

pET23bSUMO
WTsodX-1

Template

pET3a-WTsodN

Genomic ScsodX

Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

(5’3’)

(5’3’)

AGCGCCGCATGCG

CAGGTCGCATG

ACCTG

CGGCGCT

TAATTCCGGAGGT

TAATCTCGAGC

GTGATGCCGGAGC

TACCGCGCTCG

AACTGTCGCAGGA

CAAGCGCCTGG

GACCGA

AGGCGGAC

TAAGGACATATGA

TAATCTCGAGC

TGCCGGAGCAAC

TACCGCGCTCG

pET22b (+)

pET23bSUMO

WTsodX-2

WTsodX-1

pET22b (+)

pET22b (+)

GCCGGCTATGGTG

ACCATAGCCGG

S28AsodX

WTsodX-2

CCCAC

CCCGGTC

C

*Mutagenic bases are underlined
3.2.3 Mass Spectrometry for Protein Characterization
Molecular weights of all purified proteins were determined using LC-MS, where the
purified protein samples were passed through a C-8 BioBasic column (Thermo Scientific) that was
pre-equilibrated with solution A (0.1% formic acid in water). The protein samples were eluted
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using 95% solution B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) and injected into an AB Sciex QStar XL
ESI-Q- TOF mass spectrometer, which was previously calibrated with PfHA.
SodX – MS/MS: For Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) on WT-SodX, the protein was
diluted in 50% MeOH solution and then directly injected into Synapt G2Si HDMS. The parent
peak with m/z of 1296 was used for MS/MS.
SodX - LC/MS/MS: Purified WT-SodX was buffer exchanged in 50mM NH4HCO3. A
portion of this sample was diluted to a final concentration of 25µM which was digested with 20
µg trypsin (Sigma Aldrich) in 50mM NH4HCO3 and incubated for 16h at 37oC. The reaction was
stopped by addition of 10% formic acid. The tryptic digest was passed through nano-LC (Easy
nLC 1000) pre-equilibrated with solution A (0.1% formic acid in water). The protein samples were
eluted using 95% solution B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile). MS/MS spectra with high intensity
in each peptide of the protein were selected from 800 – 6000 m/z and fed into the Expasy
GlycoMod tool, which generated theoretical O-glycosylated modification of varying masses. One
such predicted modification corresponded to the difference in mass observed for WT-SodX (∆m
= + 691.5 Da).
3.2.4 Periodic Acid Schiff (PAS) test
Periodic Acid Schiff test with slight modification from the microtiter -based protocols19-20
was done on WT-SodX or S28ASodX. Briefly, 25 µL of 1mg/mL of WT-SodX or S28ASodX,
was oxidized with 120 µL of 0.06% periodate solution made in 7% acetic acid, and the mixture
was incubated for 1.5 hours. 100 µL of the Schiff’s reagent was then added to the mixture and
incubated for additional 30 minutes. Absorbance for these samples were recorded from 350 –
750nm.
3.2.5 DTNB test
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DTNB test was performed on SodX (WT- and S28A variant) using the standard protocol
(Thermo Scientific). Briefly, a stock of DTNB solution was made by dissolving 26.34 mg in
reaction buffer (0.1mM sodium phosphate, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0). A set of cysteine standard
solutions (0 mM-1.5 mM) were made using Cysteine hydrochloride in reaction buffer. The protein
stock samples were diluted to 50 µM. 250 µl of cysteine standard or protein sample was added to
a solution containing 50 µl DTNB solution and 2.5 mL reaction buffer. The mixture was incubated
at room temperature for 15 minutes and the absorbances of each solution was measured at 412 nm
using Agilent 8453 Diode-array spectrophotometer. A standard curve was made using the
absorbance values of the standards and the concentration of the protein sample was obtained from
this curve.
3.2.6 SEC-MALS
A stock of purified protein samples (apo-WT-NiSOD, apo-WT-SodN and WT-SodX) was
buffer exchanged in gel filtration (GF) buffer (50 mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). A TSKgel
G2000SWxL column (Tosoh Bioscience) was attached to Agilent HPLC system that was coupled
to DAWN HELEOS II light scattering detector (Wyatt Technology) and the Optilab T-rEX
refractometer (Wyatt Technology). The system was equilibrated with GF buffer at 0.5 mL/min and
experiments were performed at 25oC. 25 µL aliquots of 50 µM apo-WT-NiSOD, apo-WT-SodN
and 100 µM of WT-SodX protein solution were injected for SEC-MALS analysis at a flow rate of
1.5 mL/min. Eluted proteins were monitored by multiple components of the instrument: UV at 280
nm, light scattering at 664 nm with detectors at multiple angles (13 - 157.8o) and refractive index
at 658 nm. Each chromatogram was processed using Astra 6 software package (Wyatt Technology)
as described previously21. The absolute mass of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA, expected 66.5 kDa,
SEC-MALS 64.7 kDa) was used to calibrate the system and the software.
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3.2.7 Circular Dichroism
The purified proteins (apo-WT-NiSOD and apo-WT-SodN) were buffer exchanged in CD
buffer (25 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). The protein stock solutions were transferred to an
anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratories), reduced with 5 equivalents of DTT and incubated for 1
hour at room temperature. The reduced protein samples were then buffer exchanged in CD buffer,
followed by the addition of three equivalents of Ni(II)Cl2 and incubation for additional three hours.
Chelex beads were added to remove excess metal, and the metallated proteins (holo-WT-NiSOD
and holo-WT-SodN) were buffer exchanged for an additional three times with CD buffer. The
metal content of the sample were checked using ICP-OES. 20 µM of each these protein samples
(apo-WT-NiSOD, holo-WT-NiSOD, apo-WT-SodN, holo-WT-SodN) was used to obtain their
CD spectrum on Jasco J-1500 Circular Dichroism Spectrophotometer.
3.2.8 UV-Vis Spectroscopy
Stock solutions of purified WT-SodN or P19A-SodN were buffer exchanged in buffer C
(containing 50 mM Tris, 1 mM TCEP, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). A 120 µL sample containing 100
µM of each of apo-WT-SodN (or P19A-SodN) in Buffer C was scanned from 250 nm to 1100 nm
using an Agilent 8453 Diode-array spectrophotometer. For nickel-bound WT-SodN or its variants,
the purified and buffered exchanged apo-protein solutions were incubated with an equivalent
amount of nickel for 15 minutes and scanned similarly.
3.2.9 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was used to measure the heat released by Ni-binding
to

SodN

and

WT-SOD

proteins

using

an
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Auto-ITC200

model

microcalorimeter

(Microcal/Malvern). The instrument has a cell volume of 200 μL and a syringe volume of 40 μL,
which were filled by robotic arms from plates stored at 4 ̊C prior to the start of the experiment. All
titrations were performed in ITC Buffer (20 mM Tris, 1 mM TCEP, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) at
25 ̊C with the reference cell filled with water. A stock of purified proteins (SodN or its variants or
WT-SOD) were buffer exchanged in ITC buffer (20 mM Tris, 1 mM TCEP, 200 mM NaCl, pH
8.0) using Amicon Ultra – 0.5 mL centrifugal filters with 3-kDa MWCO pre-equilibrated with ITC
Buffer and then diluted to 150 µM for titration immediately before the ITC experiments. NiCl2
was dissolved in MilliQ water from a 10 mM stock solution and its exact concentration was
checked by ICP-OES. An aliquot of this solution was diluted in ITC Buffer to a final concentration
of 2.0 mM and was used for titrations.
For each ITC experiment, 20 injections were made from the syringe into the cell and the
change in heat was monitored by the instrument. The initial injection contained only 0.4 μL and
was used to minimize the equilibration artifacts sometimes observed with the first injection and
was not included in fitting the data. All subsequent injections at 2.0 μL each were used for fitting
the titration curve in each experiment. For titration of WT-SOD or SodN (WT- or variants) with
NiCl2, the spacing between injections were set to 300 sec. Experimental titrations were
accompanied by corresponding reference/control titrations of NiCl2 into ITC Buffer in the cell, the
resulting heats of which were used to establish the corresponding baseline corrections used for
fitting the ∆H data. Experimental titrations were performed thrice using separately prepared
proteins, and each replicate produced similar results.
The resulting data were fitted using the MicroCal analysis module in Origin 7.0. First, the
heat released from titration experiments were baseline corrected and then integrated to produce the
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corresponding ∆H curve. The ∆H curve for each experiment was corrected by subtracting the
average ∆H from the reference titration. The ∆H curve was fitted with the OneSites model to find
the apparent Ka (multiple fitting models were attempted for each set of experimental data and in
each case the OneSites model produced the best χ2 value). The apparent Kd values reported are
the inverse of the Ka values obtained from each fit.
3.2.10 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy, Data Reduction, and Analysis
A stock solution of 300 µM SodN protein was reduced with 3-fold excess of DTT under
anaerobic conditions for three hours and then buffer exchanged in Buffer D (50 mM Tris, 200 mM
NaBr, pH 8.0) using an Amicon Ultra – 0.5 mL centrifugal filters with 3-kDa MWCO preequilibrated with Buffer D. Aliquots of a NiCl2 solution from stock (9.34 mM) were added to the
SodN sample at an interval of 15 minutes until a 3-fold excess of nickel was reached, and then
incubated for an additional 1 hour. Excess nickel from this sample was removed using Chelex
beads (Sigma) and the sample was then concentrated to 100 µl. An aliquot from this sample was
used to determine the nickel content using ICP-OES and protein concentration using UV-vis. The
ratio of nickel per SodN protein was found to be 0.8. The remaining sample of Ni-SodN was mixed
glycerol to 11% by volume and loaded into kapton-taped polycarbonate holders and then rapidly
frozen in liquid nitrogen. XAS data on the frozen samples were collected at Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory using dedicated ring
conditions (3 GeV and 450-500 mA) on beamline 9-3 using a Si (220) double crystal
monochromator. The frozen samples were immobilized on aluminum prongs and cooled to ~10 K
using a liquid helium cryostat (Oxford Instruments). A 30-element Ge detector (Canberra) was
used for collecting X-ray fluorescence data. To minimize scattering, a 3 µm Z-1 filter and Soller
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slits were installed between the detector and sample. X-ray fluorescence data on the Ni K-edge of
Ni-WT-SodN were collected concurrently with spectra of Ni metal foil in transmission mode for
energy calibration. Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) were collected to 15k
above the K-edge.
Data reduction and analyses were performed according to previously published procedures
for Ni K-edge XAS data.22-25 The Sixpack26 software package was used to process and normalize
the XAS data. Fluorescence channels from each scan were visually checked for bad channels,
which were deleted. For each scan, Ni K-edge energy calibration was performed by assigning the
first maximum in the first derivative spectrum of the Ni-foil to 8331.6 eV. The energy calibrated
XAS data (shown in Figure 3.4) for NiSodN is an average of 8 scans that were normalized and
corrected for background. For normalization and background correction, the K-edge energy of Ni
was set to 8340 eV with an Rbkg of 1. A Gaussian function was used for fitting the pre-edge range
of -200 to -50 eV and quadratic polynomial functions with 7-8 spline points were used to fit the
post-edge range of +100 to +975 eV relative to E0. The edge jump was normalized by setting the
difference between the corrected pre-edge and post-edge baselines to 1. The EXAFS data were
converted to k-space using the relationship [2me (E-E0)/ħ2]1/2, where me is the mass of an electron
and ħ is the Plank’s constant divided by 2п. The k3-weighted EXAFS data were Fouriertransformed over the k-range 2-12.5 Å-1 using a Hanning window and fit in r-space using an S0
value of 0.9. The r-space data shown in the figures was not corrected for phase shifts.
The Artemis software program26 was used for EXAFS analysis with parameters for
scattering atoms generated by FEFF6. Multiple-scattering paths for histidine imidazole and
backbone amide (BBAm) ligands were generated as previously described.21 The EXAFS fitting
equation used was:
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𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)𝑒𝑒 −2𝑘𝑘
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sin[ 2𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)]

where f(k) is the scattering amplitude, δ(k) is the phase-shift, N is the number of
neighboring atoms, r is the distance to the neighboring atoms, and 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖2 is a Debye-Waller factor

reflecting the mean square deviation in the distance to the nearest neighbor (thermal and static
disorder).
To compare the different models fit to the data set, ifeffit utilizes three goodness of fit
parameters: χ2, reduced χ2 , and the R-factor. χ2 is given by equation 1, where Nidp is the number of
independent data points, Nε2 is the number of uncertainties to minimize, Re(fi) is the real part of
EXAFS function and Im(fi) is the imaginary part of the EXAFS fitting function.
χ2 =

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁𝜀𝜀2

∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓)

(1)

Reduced χ2 represents the degree of freedom in the fit and is given by equation (2)
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟. 𝜒𝜒 2 =

𝜒𝜒2

(2)

𝑁𝑁idp −𝑁𝑁var

where Nvar is the number of refining parameters and Nvar is the number of adjustable parameters.
Additionally, ifeffit calculates the R-factor for the fit, which is given by equation (3) and is scaled
to the magnitude of the data making it proportional to χ2.
R=

2
2
∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1��𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) �+�𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) ��
𝑁𝑁
∑𝑖𝑖=1{[𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)2 ]+[𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)2 ]}

(3)

In comparing different models, the R-factor and reduced χ2 parameter were used to determine the
model that was the best fit for the data. The R-factor will generally improve with an increasing
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number of adjustable parameters, while reduced χ2 will go through a minimum and then increase,
indicating that the model is overfitting the data. The resolution of the data was determined by
equation (4).
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =

п

2 𝑥𝑥 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥

(4)

XANES: X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) analysis provides information
about the coordination number and the oxidation state of metal complexes. Ni(II) complexes show
features associated with high-energy electronic transitions in the pre-edge XANES region of XAS
spectra. These transitions involve the promotion of the core 1s electron to either a 3d manifold
(1s3d), which occurs near 8331 eV, or to a 4pz orbital (1s4pz), which occurs at 8336 eV. The
Ni K-edge XANES spectra of reduced WT-NiSOD shows a shoulder at 8337eV with a peak area
of X eV (Figure 3.4A). This peak is associated with a 1s4pz transition and is characteristic of a
four-coordinate nickel complex. The Ni K-edge XANES analysis of NiSodN complex show a
small 1s3d feature at 8331.6 eV (Figure 3.4A) with a peak area of 0.036(±0.002) eV2, which is
representative of a six-coordinate complex.
EXAFS: Analysis of the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) region of
metal complexes provides information on the identity of ligand-donor atoms around the metal
enter. The Ni K-edge EXAFS spectrum of Ni(II) site in Ni-WT-SodN complex is shown in Figure
3.4B, with the fits leading to best fit, shown in black and summarized in Table 2. Single scattering
analysis of EXAFS data of this complex yields a nickel site composed of 5-6 N/O-donor ligands.
A six-coordinate nickel site agrees with the coordination number/geometry determined from its
XANES analysis. Including one or two sulfur shells with 5 or 4 N/O shells improves the R-factor
but increases the disorder parameter for the S-donor ligands beyond an acceptable value.
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Systematic splitting of the six-coordinate N/O shell of the nickel site into two N/O shells
with 5N/O at 2.08 Å and 1 N/O at 2.28 Å improved the Debye-Waller factor and also lowered the
R-factor. Further substituting the long N/O ligand with 1 imidazole ligand further improves the fit
with respect to R-factor and accounts for scattering in the second and third coordination sphere of
the Ni center, but increases the disorder parameter for 5N/O shell. Modeling two of the N/O ligands
as a bidentate amidate (BBAm), as has been done for other complexes where backbone N
coordination leads to the formation of a five-membered chelate ring21 and is a known feature of Ni
coordination in WT-NiSOD, further improved the fit with acceptable values for the disorder
parameter, σ2. Incorporation of two imidazole ligands in the model further improved the R-factor,
but results in higher σ 2 value for the long N/O ligand. Finally, adjusting the single the imidazole
to an angle of α= 5o in the model with bidentate amidate coordination further lowers the R-factor
with acceptable values for the disorder parameter of each shell, and hence was the best fit model.
Including S-donors in the model results in better R-factors, but features high disorder (σ 2) for
these donors. The best fit model is consistent with the absence of thiolates from cysteines (16 or
20) in the coordination sphere of the Ni(II) site, and with a Ni binding site composed of six N/Odonor ligands, with one of them contributed by an imidazole from histidine, most likely the His15
in SodN.
3.2.11 SodX Homology Modelling
The S. coelicolor SodX model structure was generated using PHYRE227. The resulting
model was aligned using all atoms to the E. coli signal peptidase (1T7D28) in Pymol. A
heptapeptide (A-HCDLPC) corresponding to the N-terminus of apoSodN and including the last
residue of the pro-sequence) was built in Pymol and manually positioned in the active site of SodX.
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3.2.12 Pulse radiolysis
The protein samples (WT-NiSOD, Ni-WT-SodN, Ni-P19A-SodN, and the nickel
containing proteolytic mixtures with or without L-histidine) were buffer exchanged in buffer P
containing 10 mM phosphate, 30 mM formate, pH 7.5. The nickel content of each sample was
determined using ICP-MS, which were then sent to National Brookhaven Laboratory for pulse
radiolytic experiments that were run by Dr. Diane Cabelli. The catalytic removal of superoxide
radicals (O2-) by the various species described above was measured directly using pulse radiolysis
at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The disappearance of O2- was followed optically at 260 nm.
All the solutions contained micromolar concentrations of WT-NiSOD, SodN, SodX or mixtures
thereof, sometimes with added NiCl2 and/or added L-His. The buffer was always 30 mM sodium
phosphate and 10 mM sodium formate (pH 7.4) and 15 µM EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetate).
All rate constants are given relative to the concentration of Ni determined by ICP in the carefully
buffer-exchanged sample. EDTA was added a few minutes prior to generation of O2- and
sequential pulses generating different amount of O2- were administered during 5-10 minutes.
There was no significant change in rate from the initial to the final pulse. This procedure was used
to ensure that EDTA was not removing Ni from an active site in SodN or SodX. However, unlike
in CuSOD, Ni ion is not catalytically active for the removal of O2- so there is no way to confirm
that all of the Ni measured in the sample is properly bound.
3.2.13 In Vitro Processing assays
All metal stock solutions were made in ultrapure water obtained from Milli-Q (EMD
Millipore) and the metal content was quantified using ICP-OES (Perkin Elmer). For metaldependent processing assays, these metal solutions were diluted in assay buffer (50 mM Tris, pH
8.0) to 1.3 mM. WT-SodN was reduced with a 3-fold excess of DTT under anaerobic conditions
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and then buffer exchanged using Amicon Ultra – 0.5 mL centrifugal filters with 3-kDa MWCO
pre-equilibrated with assay buffer. Metal-dependence of processing assays of SodN by SodX was
carried out by mixing DTT reduced SodN with purified SodX in the absence or presence of metals
in buffer solutions under anaerobic conditions. DTT reduced SodN (40 µM) was incubated with
80 µM metals (Ni, Co, and Zn in assay buffer) for 15 minutes. SodX (40 µM) was finally added
to the reaction mixture and the samples were incubated at 30oC for 12 hours, prior to analysis for
protein composition by ESI-MS (vide infra).
3.2.14 In Vitro Processing assays in the presence of nickel and L-Histidine or D-Histidine
For L-Histidine or D-Histidine dependent processing assays in presence of nickel, varying
concentrations of L-His (0.01, 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 mM) in assay buffer M (50 mM Tris, 1 mM TCEP,
pH 8.0) were made. A stock solution of SodN was buffer exchanged in assay buffer M and diluted
to 40 µM in each L-His containing buffer. A stock solution of NiCl2 was also made in assay buffer
M. An aliquot of this nickel solution was added to 40 µM SodN so that the final concentration of
the metal is 80 µM and the assay mixture was incubated for 15 minutes. Then, an aliquot of 40
µM SodX from a stock solution was then added to the assay mixture and the mixture was incubated
at 30oC for 12 hours. The protein content of each reaction mixture was then analyzed using ESIMS (AB Sciex QStar XL).
3.2.15 Mass Spectrometry for proteolytic assay characterization
Characterization of metal-dependent processing assay mixtures: 100 µL of each of the metaldependent processing assay samples was buffer exchanged in 5 mM ammonium acetate using
Amicon Ultra – 0.5 mL centrifugal filters with 3-kDa MWCO pre-equilibrated with the same
solvent. These samples were then directly injected into AB Sciex Qstar XL ESI-Q-TOF mass
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spectrometer, which was previously calibrated with PfHA. Analyst Software was then used to
deconvolute the mass spectrum of each sample.
Characterization of L-His or D-His dependent processing assay mixtures in presence of nickel:
100 µL of each of the L-His (or D-His) dependent processing assay samples was buffer exchanged
in 5 mM ammonium acetate using Amicon Ultra – 0.5 mL centrifugal filters with 3-kDa MWCO
pre-equilibrated with the same solvent. These samples were then directly injected into a precalibrated Thermo Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid Mass Spectrometer. The data was deconvoluted using
ThermoX Calibur Software from Thermo scientific.
3.2.16 In-gel activity Assays
In-gel SOD activity staining, as described elsewhere29, was used to qualitatively assess the
SOD-activity of the metal-dependent processing assay samples containing nickel or other metal
salts. Briefly, 150 µM of DTT-reduced SodN was incubated with 300 µM of metals (Mn, Fe, Co,
Ni, Cu, and Zn) in assay buffer for 15 minutes, and an equivalent amount of SodX was added to
the samples. These assay samples further incubated at 30oC for 12 hours. Native sample buffer
(62.5mM Tris.HCl pH 6.8, 40% glycerol, 0.01% bromophenol blue) was added to these assay
samples, which were then loaded on 12% native polyacrylamide gels and run at constant voltage
(120V) for 6 hours at 4oC. The gels were washed thrice with ultra-pure water and then soaked in
50 mM phosphate buffer containing 28 µM NBT and 28 µM Riboflavin for 30min and kept in the
dark. The staining solution was removed, and the gel was washed again twice with ultra-pure water
and incubated in phosphate buffer containing 28 mM TEMED for 30 minutes in the dark. The gels
were exposed to white light for 20 minutes and then scanned.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Protein Characterizations
3.3.1.1 Ni-binding to Apo-SodN. The sodN gene from Streptomyces coelicolor was obtained from
Prof. J. H. Roe at Seoul National University.17 The correct gene sequence was confirmed by DNA
sequence analysis (Genewiz, Inc., Appendix A, Figure A.1) and SodN was recombinantly
expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) plysS and purified as described in the Experimental Methods
section (Appendix A, Figure A.2, lane 4; apo-WT-NiSOD, lane 3). The molecular weight of the
recombinant protein was confirmed using ESI-MS (WT-SodN calculated: 14,702 Da, found
14,701 Da; Appendix A, Figure A.3A, and Table 3.2), which does not show apparent dimer
formation, as is the case for WT-NiSOD. A +32 Da modification of SodN was also observed in its
mass spectrum, which is attributed to the formation of sulfoxygenate species (bis-sulfenate or
sulfinate) similar to that observed for Ala0-NiSOD (where an Alanine is inserted prior to His1 in
the recombinant construct of apo-WT-NiSOD)25. In addition to the expected WT-SodN species at
14,701 Da, a truncated species of WT-SodN at 14,236 Da and 14,101 Da (denoted as N∆4-SodN
N∆5-SodN, in which the first four and five residues, respectively were truncated, Appendix A,
Figure A.3A & Figure A.3B) was also detected in the purified protein samples. This species
occurs in all batches of purification and is also detected in the two variants of SodN used in this
study (H15A-SodN, and P19A-SodN; vide infra), and is possibly a product of spontaneous
cleavage that might result from changing pH from 8.8 to a pH 7.0 during purification, commonly
observed for proteins with unstable sequences.30
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Table 3.2: Protein Characterization parameters determined using mass spectrometrya, ITCb and UVVisible Spectroscopyc.
Protein

Theoretical
Monomeric
Mass (Da)

Observed
Monomeric
Mass (Da)

WT-NiSOD

13,200.1

WT-SodN

14,702.8

a

Ni-binding parameters

b

LMCT
(SNi(III))
c

a

Processing

Kd (µM)

N

13,199.1

0.68 ± 0.20

0.95 ± 0.02

Yes

NA*

14,701.8

21.1 ± 1.7

1.03 ± 0.02

No

Yes
(13,199)

P19A-SodN

14,676.8

14,676.8

37.3 ± 3.5

0.52 ± 0.06

No

Yes
(13,171.5)

H15ASodN

14,636.8

14,635.3

20.7 ± 2.3

0.47 ± 0.02

No

No

*NA = Not Applicable
In order to determine the oligomeric state and the associated molecular weight of purified
apo-WT-SodN, size exclusion chromatography coupled to multiple angle light scattering (SECMALS) was performed and compared with that of the recombinantly purified apo-WT-NiSOD
(Appendix A, Figure A.3C). As determined from the size-exclusion chromatogram, apo-WTSodN and apo-WT-NiSOD eluted as single peaks. Using MALS analysis on these protein peaks,
the apparent molecular masses of apo-WT-SodN and apo-WT-NiSOD were calculated to be 95.38
± 0.04 kDa and 89.69 ± 0.05 kDa, respectively, values that are consistent with a homohexameric
quaternary structure for SodN, as previously observed for apo-WT-NiSOD.1, 6 Therefore, the
presence of the N-terminal leader sequence upstream of the nickel binding region has no effect on
the oligomeric state of the pro-enzyme.
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The leader sequence also had negligible effect on the secondary structural features of
SodN. Circular Dichroism was performed on purified apo- and Ni-bound WT-SodN and compared
with the spectrum obtained for WT-NiSOD. Both apo-WT-SOD and Ni-WT-NiSOD, show spectra
with α-helical features that are consistent with its 4-helix bundle structure (Appendix A, Figure
A.3D). Apo-WT-SodN and Ni-WT-SodN show similar α-helical features demonstrating that the
secondary structural features of SodN are not significantly altered by the presence of the 14-amino
acid N-terminal extension or Ni(II) ions, and indicating that the precursor likely also contains a 4helix bundle, as expected from the formation of the hexameric oligomer.
Ni(II)-binding to purified pro-enzyme, apo-WT-SodN, was measured using isothermal
titration calorimetry and compared with that of the recombinantly purified apo-WT-NiSOD
(Figure 3.2, Table 3.2). Titration of apo-WT-NiSOD with a solution of NiCl2 as detailed in the
Experimental Methods section, was exothermic (Figure 3.2A), and the analysis of the resulting
binding isotherm is consistent with a single binding event involving 0.95(2) nickel per subunit
with an apparent Kd of 0.68(2) µM. Apo-WT-SodN bound 1.03(2) nickel per subunit with an
apparent Kd of 21.1(1.7) µM (Figure 3.2B, and Experimental Methods), which is thirty-fold lower
than that for apo-WT-NiSOD. Thus, despite the presence of metal binding residues (His15, amide
of Cys16, and thiols from Cys16 and Cys20), the pro-enzyme is less competent for nickel binding
than the processed enzyme, which is also supported by the differences observed in the
spectroscopic properties of the nickel-bound complexes of SodN and WT-NiSOD (see below).
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Figure 3.2: ITC thermograms (top) and binding isotherms (bottom) for titrations of A) 0.15 mM apoWT-SOD (orange), and B) 0.15 mM of apo-WT-SodN (blue) with 2 mM Ni2+ in buffer containing 20
mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, pH 8.0. A one-site binding model was used to fit the binding of
Ni to apo-WT-SOD and apo-WT-SodN (solid black lines) to give binding stoichiometries of 0.95(2) and
1.03(2) and Kd values of 0.68(2) µM and 21.1(1.7) µM, respectively.

The structural features of the Ni(II) binding site in SodN was probed using UV-Vis and Kedge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), as described in the Experimental Methods section.
The UV-vis spectra of Ni-WT-SodN, as-isolated NiSOD, and dithionite-reduced NiSOD are
compared in Figure 3.3. The spectrum of Ni-WT-SodN does not exhibit the S  Ni(III) LMCT
absorption found in the as-isolated WT-NiSOD spectrum (λmax = 372 nm, ε = 7600 M-1cm-1)31,
consistent with the Ni(II) formulation for the WT-SodN complex and/or the lack of thiolate
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ligation , and the spectrum is similar to apo-WT-SodN (Appendix A, Figure A.4). Further, the
spectrum of Ni-WT-SodN lacks the higher energy absorptions associated with S  Ni(II) LMCT
in dithionite-reduced NiSOD31, suggesting the absence of thiolate ligands in the pro-enzyme Ni(II)
complex.

Figure 3.3: Overlay of UV-Vis spectra of 100µM Ni(II)-WT-SodN (blue), as-isolated recombinant
WT-NiSOD (orange) and dithionite-reduced recombinant NiSOD (wine).

To get more detailed structural information about the Ni(II) binding site in WT-SodN and
address the absence of S-donor ligands, including Cys thiol ligation, XAS was performed on the
Ni(II)-WT-SodN complex and compared with the reported spectrum of dithionite-reduced Ni(II)SOD in Figure 3.4. The XANES spectrum of Ni(II)-WT-SodN (Figure 3.4A) does not show the
pre-edge maximum associated with a 1s  4pz electronic transition near 8336 eV that is diagnostic
for a planar four-coordinate geometry32 and that is present in the spectrum of dithionite-reduced
NiSOD.5 The Ni(II)-WT-SodN spectrum does show a small peak near 8331 eV that is associated
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with a 1s  3d electronic absorption.32 The area under this peak, 0.036(2) eV2 is consistent with
a six-coordinate distorted octahedral geometry32.
The extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectrum shows no evidence of Scoordination (max intensity at ~ k = 6 Å-1) and can be fit by six-coordinate models that do not
contain S-donor ligands in the primary coordination sphere of the Ni(II) center (Appendix A,
Table A.1). The spectrum does have features that arise from scattering atoms outside the primary
coordination sphere that could be fit by multiple-scattering from histidine imidazole ligands and
scattering from ordered C atoms that arise from chelate rings formed by coordination of backbone
N-donors, like those found in NiSOD.5, 24 The best fit (Figure 3.4B), as judged by R ≤ 5%,
decreasing red χ2 and acceptable values of σ2, was obtained for a model that features six N/Odonor ligands and includes one imidazole ligand (likely from His15, vide infra) and one bidentate
amidate-type chelate. In summary, the XAS data are consistent with a high spin six-coordinate
Ni(II) site with a (N/O)5His ligand donor set that is quite distinct from the low-spin N2S2 planar
site found in dithionite-reduced Ni(II)SOD.
Spectroscopic characterization of Ni-WT-SodN complex clearly shows that the nickel site
in the proenzyme is distinct than that of the WT-NiSOD, especially absence of thiolate
coordination to the nickel site. In WT-NiSOD, binding of sulfurs (from Cys2 and Cys6) is ‘all or
none’ phenomenon, meaning that both sulfurs are required to support the native low-spin Ni(II)
configuration, and the loss of even one sulfur leads to the conversion to high spin Ni(II) center and
loss of remaining sulfur-donor ligand.22 Examples of high spin, six-coordinate mono-thiolate
nickel complex are rare and features very long Ni-S distances (2.46-2.54 Å), such as in
Ni(tren)(1,3-dtsq)(H2O), Ni(tren)(1,3-dtsq)(H2O), and RcnR (nickel-responsive transcriptional
regulator).22, 33-34 In absence of thiolate coordination, as histidine has relatively higher affinity for
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nickel, the imidazole coordination in NiSodN likely arises from His15, which is also one of the
constituents of the invariant cleavage site in the SodN.

Figure 3.4. A) Overlay of the Ni K-edge XANES region of the XAS spectra of Ni-WT-SodN (blue),
dithionite-reduced NiSOD5 in 50mM Tris, 200mM NaBr, pH 8.0. B) Fourier-transformed EXAFS
(k = 2 - 12.5Å-1) data (blue) uncorrected for phase-shifts and the best fit model (black) from Table -2
SI (2N/O (2.04Å), 1BBAm (1.99 Å, 2.04 Å), 1N/O (2.25 Å), 1Im5o (2.13 Å)) for Ni-WT-SodN in 50mM
Tris, 200mM NaBr, pH 8.0. The inset shows the in k3-weighted unfiltered EXAFS data (blue) and
best fit model (black).

3.3.1.2 SodN variants, H15A-SodN and P19A-SodN were produced to examine the role of
these residues in the maturation process. To further assess the role of His 15 in nickel binding
properties of SodN, nickel binding affinity of a variants of SodN – H15ASodN and P19ASodN
were obtained, expressed and purified as described in Experimental Methods. The molecular
weights of these purified SodN variants (Table 3.2) were determined using ESI-MS (Appendix
A, Figure A.3A).
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Similar nickel binding affinities were also observed for SodN variants - H15A-SodN (Kd
= 20 (2) µM, n = 0.5) and P19ASodN (Kd = 37 (3) µM, n = 0.5), respectively, but the nickel
binding stoichiometry (n) for both these variants is less than 1:1 (Table 3.2 and Appendix A,
Figure A.5A). The low stoichiometry possibly reflects the loss of a ligand in H15A-SodN and
interference with the binding site formation in P19A-SodN (vide infra). Additionally, for H15ASodN, detailed analysis of the thermodynamic parameters derived from the binding isotherms
suggest nickel binding to H15A-SodN is associated with more favorable enthalpy (∆Η = −21
kcal/mol) and entropy (-T∆S = 14.8 kcal/mol) as compared to that of WT-SodN (∆Η = −8.5
kcal/mol, -T∆S = 2.3 kcal/mol) or WT-NiSOD (∆Η = −13.0 kcal/mol, -T∆S = 4.7 kcal/mol)
(Appendix A, Table A.2). Favorable enthalpy change arises due to strong hydrogen bonding
and/or Van der Wals interactions, while favorable entropy changes are associated with desolvation
of non-polar groups. Higher enthalpy-entropy contributions during nickel binding in H15A-SodN
are compensated that gives rise to comparable Gibbs free energy and hence similar nickel binding
affinity with respect to WT-SodN. Thus, loss of His15 in SodN perturbs the nickel binding
energetics in H15A-SodN and reflects a significant role of His15 in the nickel binding process of
SodN. Similar to Ni-bound WT-SodN, P19A-SodN variant did not show any UV-Vis spectral
features associated with the presence of S-donor ligands (Appendix A, Figure A.4).
3.3.1.3 SodX is a serine protease that is expressed in modified form in E. coli. . SodX
from S. coelicolor is the predicted cognate protease for SodN and is presumed to belong to S26A
class of serine proteases,35 that utilize a Ser-Lys catalytic dyad for its proteolytic activity. This
class of serine proteases,35 are involved in proteolytic processing of N-terminal signal sequences
(e.g., E. coli SPase I, which is a membrane-bound protease),36 and SodX has significant sequence
homology (Appendix A, Figure A.6). In S. coelicolor (and most other microorganisms expressing
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NiSOD), sodX is found downstream of sodN (Appendix A, Figure A.7A) and encodes a
polypeptide of 16,157 Da with 146 amino acids (Appendix A, Figure A.1).37
The recombinant sodX gene from Streptomyces coelicolor was obtained as described in
Experimental Methods, expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) plysS (Appendix A, Figure A.2B) and
purified by cation-exchange column chromatography (Appendix A, Figure A.2A, lane 2). The
molecular weight of the purified protein was determined using ESI-MS (SodX calculated: 16,157
Da, Found 16,848 Da) (Appendix A, Figure A.7B). A Collision-Induced-Dissociation (CID)-MS
(Appendix A, Figure A.7C) performed on this purified protein confirmed the absence of any extra
residues at the C- or N-terminus and eliminated the possibility of modification at the terminals.
However, LC-MS/MS on the tryptic digest (Appendix A, Figure A.7D) followed by its analysis
using the web - based Expasy Glycomod tool identified a peptide from residues 125 -142 of WT
– SodX, to contain a (Deoxyhexose)2(Sulf)5 moiety whose mass accounts for increased mass of
WT- SodX. A modified periodic acid - Schiff (PAS) test19 and a DTNB (5, 5 – dithio – bis - (2nitrobenzoic acid)) test38 were both positive and hence confirm the likely identity of this
modification. Despite the modification, purified WT-SodX showed the expected proteolytic
activity of Ala14-His15 cleavage site in WT-SodN (Figure 3.5, top, A). Proteolytic assays
performed in the presence of PMSF and EDTA (to rule out metalloproteases) did not inhibit
processing, which is consistent with the feature of the Ser-Lys class of serine proteases.35
The conserved Ser28 in SodX from S. coelicolor is predicted as the catalytic residue in the
protease. Hence, a protein variant of SodX, Ser28A-SodX was obtained, expressed and purified
(as described in the Experimental Methods section) to test the role of this residue in proteolysis.
The MW characterized by ESI-MS shows a protein with similar mass as the WT-SodX (Appendix
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A, Figure A.7B) that also tested positive in the PAS and DTNB assays, but is devoid of proteolytic
activity (Figure 3.5D), suggesting that Ser28 is the catalytic residue in SodX.
To determine the oligomeric state and the associated molecular weight of purified WTSodX, SEC-MALS was performed (Appendix A, Figure A.8A). WT-SodX eluted as single peak
on the size-exclusion chromatogram. Using MALS analysis on this protein peak, the apparent
molecular mass of WT-SodX was calculated to be 116.38 ± 0.04 kDa, a value that is consistent
with a homoheptameric quaternary structure for SodX.
To examine the secondary structural features of SodX, circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy was performed on purified WT-SodX, which showed predominantly α-helical
features (Appendix A, Figure A.8B). To check whether SodX can bind Ni(II) or not, the purified
WT – SodX was metallated with NiCl2, and excess metal was removed by Chelex beads, and the
sample was analyzed for its nickel content by ICP-OES. No nickel was found to bind the protein.
Based on the reported structure of inhibitor bound E. coli SPaseI (PDB: 1T7D)28, a
homology model for WT-SodX bound to a peptide (A-HCDLPC) resembling the leader peptide of
SodN was obtained (Appendix A, Figure A.8C). This model shows the positioning of Ala14His15 site of SodN with the catalytic site (Ser28) of the protease.
3.3.2 Proteolytic Processing
3.3.2.1 SodX can cleave WT-SodN yielding apo-WT-SOD in a process that does not
require Ni(II). Processing of SodN by SodX was studied under a variety of conditions (See
Experimental Methods) and the reaction products were identified by ESI-MS (Figure 3.5).
Reaction of a mixture of 40 µM SodN and 40 µM SodX in assay buffer (50mM Tris, pH 8.0) for
16 h showed the production of N∆14-SodN, or apo-NiSOD, by cleavage of SodN between Ala14
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and His15 (Figure 3.5A & Appendix A, Figure A.3B). That the resulting apo-NiSOD is
functional was confirmed by first adding 150 µM NiCl2 (made in assay buffer) to the product
mixture (containing 150 µM each of apo-WT-SodN and WT-SodX), and then demonstrating
catalysis in the mixture by kinetic analysis using pulse radiolytic generation of superoxide7 (Figure
3.6), and by native electrophoresis gels that were stained for activity using the in-gel-SOD activity
assay method29 (Appendix A, Figure A.9, lanes 1-10). Although the catalytic activity of the
cleavage product mixture is small (specific activity = 4.5 x 107 M-1s-1), it is not observed for
unprocessed SodN + Ni (specific activity = 2.1 x 106 M-1s-1) under the same reaction conditions
(Figure 3.6).
In addition to the correct SodX cleavage product, an NΔ6-WT-SodN species was also
present in WT-SodN - SodX proteolytic mixture (Figure 3.5A), which represents the peptide
hydrolysis at Phe6-Ala7 site (Figure 3.6). This species appears to be a non-specific cleavage
product. Other protein species observed in the WT-SodN - SodX proteolytic mixtures were the
unprocessed WT-SodN, N∆4-WT-SodN, and N∆5-WT-SodN in the mass spectrum (Figure 3.5A)
that are a feature of samples of SodN alone (Appendix A, Figure A.3A, top) and presumably
represents an auto-cleavage product formed during sample preparation (vide supra).
The SodN variants H15A-SodN and P19A-SodN were also examined by this protein
processing assay. Under identical conditions, H15A-SodN did not show the formation of the
correct cleavage product (apo-His1Ala-SOD, MW = 13,134 Da) in the product mixture (Figure
3.5B). This result indicates that the presence of H15 in the protein is essential for generating proper
cleavage by SodX, presumably because it is required for recognition by SodX. The corresponding
N∆4-, N∆5- H15ASodN species, similar to that of WT assay (and pure protein, Appendix A,
Figure A.3A, middle), are also observed here.
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In the case of P19A-SodN, the analysis of the reaction products shows the presence of the
correct N∆14 cleavage product (apo-P5A-NiSOD, M.W. = 13,174 Da, Figure 3.5C), indicating
that the N∆14 cleavage is unaffected by the substitution of the Pro19 residue. The only other
proteins observed are uncleaved P19A-SodN and the N∆5-P19A-SodN protein which are also
observed in the mass spectrum of purified P19A-SodN protein (Appendix A, Figure A.3A,
bottom). Addition of Ni(II) to the proteolytic mixture containing P19A-SodN and WT-SodX
failed to produce SOD activity in In-gel SOD activity assay (Appendix A, Figure A.9, lane 11),
but kinetic analysis of the mixture (containing P19A-SodN, WT-SodX and Ni(II)) using pulse
radiolytic generation of superoxide showed SOD activity (specific activity = 2.3 x 107 M-1s-1
Appendix A, Figure A.11A-B) which is ~ 49% less as compared to the proteolytic mixture
containing WT-SodN, WT-SodX and Ni(II) (specific activity = 4.5 x 107 M-1s-1 ) suggesting that
the processed product (P5A-NiSOD) has a reduced catalytic SOD activity.
3.3.2.2. Ser28 is the catalytic Ser residue in SodX. The protein processing assay described above
was repeated using S28A-SodX (Figure 3.5D). The reaction product mixture does not show the
properly cleaved product (apo-WT-NiSOD), demonstrating that Ser28 is essential for catalysis by
SodX. Only the N∆5-WT-SodN and N∆6-WT-SodN (MW = 13,954 Da) proteins are observed.
The latter apparently results from a mis-cut of the N-terminal leader of SodN by SodX.
3.3.2.3 Metals, including Ni(II) inhibit cleavage of SodN by SodX. To examine the role of
metals, particularly nickel, in proteolysis, the same proteolytic assay as above involving SodN and
SodX was performed with metal ions (Ni(II), Co(II), and Zn(II)) added. The reaction products
were again identified using ESI-MS and the deconvoluted mass spectra are shown in Figure 3.5
(E – H). Addition of NiCl2 (up to a final concentration of 80 µM in assay buffer) to the buffered
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solution of WT-SodN in the absence of SodX results in a reaction product spectrum that is
essentially that of purified WT-SodN (Appendix A, Figure A.3A), indicating that Ni(II) alone
does not induce processing nor does it strongly affect auto-proteolysis of the leader sequence.
Addition of WT- SodX to preincubated solutions of SodN + NiCl2 (80µM), CoCl2 (80 µM) or
ZnCl2 (80 µM) produces a predominant peak at 13,954 Da that corresponds to the N∆6-WT-SodN
mis-cleaved product (Figure 3.5 F - H) with only small amounts of the correct N∆14 cleavage
product. The relative intensities for the N∆14 cleavage products are only 8% for Ni- or Co- and
24% for Zn-containing proteolytic assays relative to the metal-free samples. Furthermore, WTSodN (MW 14, 702 Da) completely disappeared in the Zn-containing proteolytic assay.
A plausible reason for this is the precipitation of Zn(OH)2 and/or Zn-WT-SodN complex
that occurred upon addition of Zn to apo-WT-SodN under these assay conditions (pH 8.0). (This
may also affect the cleavage results for this metal ion, which appear higher, but might result from
a loss of Zn from the reaction mixture.). Hence, these proteolytic assays suggest that presence of
metals (Ni, Co or Zn) inhibit the proper proteolysis of the leader sequence in SodN, probably due
to binding of these metals at the Ala-His processing site via His15, which is an essential residue
for processing.
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Figure 3.5: Deconvoluted ESI-MS spectra of proteolytic assays in buffers containing 50mM Tris, pH
8.0 (A-D), A: 40 µM apo-WT-SodN with 40 µM WT-SodX; B: 40 µM apo-H15A-SodN with 40 µM
WT-SodX; C: 40 µM apo-P19A-SodN with 40 µM WT-SodX; D: 40 µM apo-WT-SodN with 40 µM
S28A-SodX; and proteolytic assays in buffers containing 50mM Tris, pH 8.0 in the presence of metals
(E - H), E: 40 µM WT-SodN incubated with 80 µM NiCl2; F: 40 µM WT-SodX added to WT-SodN
pre-incubated with 80 µM NiCl2; G: 40 µM WT-SodX added to WT-SodN pre-incubated with 80 µM
CoCl2, H: 40 µM WT-SodX added to WT-SodN pre-incubated with 80µM ZnCl2.
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3.3.2.4 L-Histidine promotes proper proteolysis in the presence of Ni(II). Histidine
has been proposed as a cellular ligand for Ni(II) in Syncheocystis.39 To investigate the possibility
that a ternary complex of a small ligand, WT-SodN, and Ni(II) might allow for processing of WTSodN, the proteolytic assays with Ni(II) added were repeated in the presence of L-His. Nickel
speciation curves for SodN, NiSOD, and L-His (Appendix A, Figure A.10A), were calculated
using the known binding affinities of Ni(II) to L-His,40-41 apo-WT – SodN, and apo -WT-NiSOD
(vide supra) to identify Ni(II) and Histidine concentrations that would not inhibit but allow SodXdependent cleavage of SodN. Furthermore, these simulated nickel speciation curves would also
reveal if a specific Ni-His complex (Ni-(L-His) or Ni-(L-His)2) was important for SodX-dependent
cleavage in presence of nickel. Based on nickel speciation curve (Appendix A, Figure A.10A), a
concentration of 80 µM Ni(II) was chosen, and L-His was added to the standard processing assays
at concentrations of 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10 mM. The results summarized in Figure 3.7 show that
adding 0.01, 0.1 or 1.0 mM L-His allows N∆14 processing to occur in the presence of 80 µM
Ni(II), which is inhibitory in the absence of L-His (Figure 3.5F). Thus, preventing the formation
of the Ni(II) complex of WT-SodN by complexation with L-His enables correct processing. The
product of processing (i.e. N∆14-SodN or WT-NiSOD at 13,199 Da) obtained in the presence of
Ni(II) and selected L-His concentrations demonstrate NiSOD activity (specific activity = 1.3 – 3.3
x 107 M-1s-1), as shown by the catalytic kinetic curves in the assay using pulse-radiolytic generation
of O2- (Figure 3.6; Appendix A, Figure A.11C-D). This demonstrates that L-His is able to prevent
inhibition of N-terminal processing but provides a source of Ni(II) for maturation of the enzyme.
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Figure 3.6: Kinetic traces showing disappearance of pulse-radiolytically generated superoxide
radical by monitoring absorbance at 260 nm for buffer (brown), and catalytic curves for WT-NiSOD
(blue; [Ni]= 3.7 µM), Ni-WT-SodN (black; [Ni]= 9.5 µM), The reaction mixture: WT-SodN + WTSodX with Ni(II) added after cleavage (green; [Ni]= 4.7 µM), and the reaction mixture: WT-SodN +
WT-SodX + Ni in 1 mM L-His (red; [Ni]= 2.8 µM). The trace for buffer reflects the uncatalyzed rate
of the bimolecular disproportionation reaction at the relevant [O2-], while the red and green traces
clearly demonstrate catalysis. The black trace for SodN reflects a small amount of catalysis that may
be due to trace impurities. [Note: The samples have varying concentrations of nickel, but only the
SodN sample is significantly higher than the others. For WT-NiSOD and WT-SodN samples, the
assumption that a single 1:1 complex is present and all the Ni contributes equally to catalysis is valid.
In case of reaction mixtures, the concentration of Ni represents the total conc. of Ni complexes, only
a fraction of which may be bound productively to correctly processed protein.] (Figure courtesy of

Diane E. Cabelli, Brookhaven National Laboratory)
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Figure 3.7: Deconvoluted ESI- MS traces of proteolytic assays containing 40 µM WT-SodX and 40
µM WT-SodN in assay buffer (50mM Tris, 1mM TCEP, pH 8.0): A: apo-WT-SodN incubated with
denatured WT-SodX, (SodX was denatured using 1M HCl); B: WT-SodX + WT-SodN pre-incubated
with 80 µM NiCl2; C: WT-SodX + WT-SodN pre-incubated with 80 µM NiCl2 + 0.01 mM L-Histidine
D: + 0.1 mM L-Histidine; E: + 1.0 mM L-Histidine; F: + 10.0 mM L-Histidine.

This is consistent with the Kd values measured for SodN (Kd = 21.1µM) and for apo-Ni-SOD (Kd
= 0.68 µM) by ITC (vide supra), the SodN value being weaker than that for L-His (Kd = 0.2 µM
for Ni(II)-(L-His), and Kd = 15 µM for Ni(II)-(L-His)2)40-42 and the apo-WT-NiSOD value being
tighter than Ni(II)-(L-His)2. The L-His concentration dependence of processing in presence of 80
µM nickel can be explained by considering the formation of a specific ternary complex (SodN•Ni83

(L-His)) between SodN, Ni, and L-His (Supplementary Fig. 10b), which might promote proper
proteolysis. According to this curve, for nickel at 80 µM, the ternary complex can form at 0.01,
0.1 and 1.0 mM of L-His, but not at 0.0 or 10 mM L-His. The fact that no N-terminal processing
of SodN was observed for 10 mM L-His (Figure 3.7F), further supports the idea that the
processing is sensitive to specific L-His concentrations, which form specific nickel-histidine
complexes at lower concentrations, such as a 1:1 Ni-(L-His), and that driving the formation of
Ni(L-His)2 with excess L-His (10 mM) is deleterious to processing.
Interestingly, the peaks for WT-SodN and for the other cleavage products are not observed
in these spectra. However, high-resolution ESI-MS spectra of these assays (Appendix A, Figure
A.12), do show the peaks for WT-SodN, N∆6WT-SodN and N∆9WT-SodN, in addition to N∆5WT-SodN, confirming the presence and less abundance of the precursor and the other truncated
species.
3.3.2.5 D-Histidine does not rescue in vitro processing of SodN by SodX in presence of Ni(II.
The processing assays conducted in the presence of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 mM L-His were repeated
only using D-His. The results are summarized in (Figure 3.8) and show that, in contrast to the
results obtained with L-His, N∆14 processing is not observed in the presence of 80 µM Ni(II) and
0.01 and 0.1 mM D-His, and only a trace of the apo-WT-SOD product is observed at 1.0 mM DHis. This result suggests that a specific chiral ternary complex formed between Ni(II), one L-His
and either SodX, SodN, or a SodN-SodX complex might be involved in N-terminal processing of
SodN which will not only keep nickel away from interfering with the cleavage site in WT SodN,
but will also ensure specific nickel insertion into the pre-active site.
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Figure 3.8. High-resolution deconvoluted ESI- MS traces of proteolytic assays containing 40 µM WTSodX with 40µM WT-SodN pre-incubated with 80µM NiCl2 in assay buffers containing 50mM Tris,
1mM TCEP, pH 8.0, and A: 0.01 mM D-Histidine; B: 0.1 mM D-Histidine; C: 1.0 mM D-Histidine.

3.4 Discussion
NiSODs constitute a unique class of SOD enzyme that likely evolved in response to the
appearance of O2 in the Earth’s atmosphere that made iron less bio-available.43 Its presence in
cyanobacteria makes it the most common SOD in the ocean.43 In order to utilize Ni(II) as a catalytic
metal, the enzyme adopted unique structural features (e.g., Cys ligation, Figure 3.1) that optimize
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the normally inaccessible Ni(II/III) redox couple for catalysis,5,

9, 44

and impart functional

properties that are similar to those of the other SOD enzymes, which utilize Mn, Fe, or Cu as
catalytic centers.9 How these metals are recognized in vivo and specifically inserted to form active
enzyme still remains largely unknown.
NiSOD is expressed as a pro-enzyme, SodN, that requires N-terminal processing in order
to produce protein that can subsequently bind nickel by an unknown mechanism in vivo to form a
nickel-site in the required coordination geometry that can catalyze superoxide disproportionation.
The N-termini of SodN proteins from a variety of sources reveal an extension of variable length
that contains an invariant Ala-His peptide bond.11 Previous studies employing cell lysates from
E.coli expressing sodN and sodX from cyanobacteria suggested that formation of active NiSOD is
nickel- and SodX-dependent with a putative role of SodX as the cognate protease for processing
the N-terminus of SodN via hydrolysis of the invariant Ala-His bond and an undefined role of
nickel. Processing of SodN by SodX reveals the critical N-terminal residue in NiSOD, His1, which
provides two of the nickel ligands in the mature enzyme: the N-terminal amine and the imidazole
sidechain.1, 6
Heterologous expression and purification of S. coelicolor WT- SodX in E. coli produced a
protein with a +691 Da modification, which is proposed to result from O-linked-glycosylation
(Deoxyhexose-sulfur), possibly at Ser128, using mass spectroscopic data (vide supra). Notably,
E.coli expresses SPase I, which is a membrane bound protease, where its N-terminal residues (275) are expected to be associated with the membrane by an unknown mechanism.45-46 Membrane
bound proteins are often glycosylated, so it is possible that the biosynthetic machinery of E.coli
glycosylates SodX probably due to sequence and/or structural homology. The glycan modification
does not eliminate the activity of SodX in N-terminal processing experiments using ESI-MS for
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detection. SodX was found to have no discernible affinity for Ni(II) by ICP, thus excluding the
possibility of it being a nickel source (or chaperone) for NiSOD.
The work presented here shows that SodN does not bind Ni(II) as tightly as the processed
protein (apo-WT-NiSOD) (Figure 3.2), and does so utilizing a set of ligands that includes an
imidazole residue, but lacks the S-donor Cys2 and Cys6 ligands (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4) as in
the mature NiSOD, and which therefore explains the weaker affinity and weak SOD catalytic
activity (Figure 3.6) as well. Our studies show that SodX alone is sufficient for N-terminal
processing of SodN (Figure 3.4A), which yields active enzyme upon subsequent nickel addition
(Figure 3.9A). However, in vivo, where cytosolic nickel is buffered to 10-10 M47-48, given the weak
nickel binding affinity of WT-NiSOD, thermodynamic flow of nickel from the buffered nickel
pool to newly formed enzyme after the N-terminal proteolysis will be negligible. We also find that
proper proteolytic cleavage of SodN by SodX at Ala14-His15 cleavage site is inhibited by metals,
including Ni(II), (Figure 3.9B) which excludes the possibility of nickel-assisted proteolysis as
observed in Ni, Fe- hydrogenase. This result was unexpected because maturation of the
recombinantly-expressed, apo-WT-NiSOD is readily achieved in vitro using processed protein and
buffered solutions of Ni(II).17
Using a protein variant, H15A-SodN (S. coelicolor sequence numbering), we were able to
demonstrate that the His residue involved in the Ala14-His15 cleavage site is required for cleavage
by SodX (Figure 3.4B). Given this requirement and the role of a His imidazole sidechain in metal
binding by SodN (Appendix A, Figure A.5A), the results suggest a possible mechanism for
inhibition of N-terminal processing by metal ions: If a metal ion binds to this specific imidazole
sidechain, the resulting metal-coordination might impair recognition of the Ala-His bond by SodX.
and thus its cleavage by giving non-specific processing products such as N∆6SodN (Figure 3.9B).
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This in turn raises a question about in vivo maturation of the enzyme, which takes place in the
presence of a LMW pool of available Ni(II) that could potentially prevent N-terminal processing.
On the other hand, SodX processed P19A-SodN variant to its corresponding P5A-SOD, but the
cleaved product did not show activity in the in-gel activity assay. This suggests that Pro19 is not
involved in providing the necessary proteolytic-recognition motif for SodX, but may be required
for structural rearrangement required for Ni-hook formation (Chapter 4).
Work on the trans-membrane transport of Ni(II) and on the specific metal responses and
binding properties of Ni(II)-responsive metalloregulators, such as InrS, point to the importance of
L-His to Ni(II) binding in the function of these proteins.39-40, 49 A complex of Ni(II)-L(His)2, and
not D-His, was found to specifically bind the nickel importer, NikA in E.coli or its homologues in
S. aureus, and Y. pestis.40, 49 L-His was also found to compete with InrS for Ni(II) in molar ratios
similar to that found in cyanobacteria.39 L-His is found at concentrations of 45 – 180 µM in the
cytoplasm of E.coli, and Synechocystis,

39-40, 50-51

and therefore might also play a role in

metallocenter assembly in enzymes. To test this role for NiSOD maturation, we carried out Nterminal processing in the presence of L-His and found that in the presence of biologically relevant
concentrations of L-His (10 µM, 100 µM and 1 mM), N-terminal processing was no longer
inhibited by Ni(II) and resulted in production of active enzyme (Figure 3.7C-E, Appendix A,
Figure A.12C-E, Figure 3.9C). This result is consistent with the Ni-binding properties of SodN,
L-His, and apo-NiSOD, where the Ni affinity from measured Kd values has the order: SodN < Ni(L-His)2 < apo-NiSOD < Ni-(L-His). Thus, L-His would be expected to compete with SodN for
Ni(II) binding, but serve as a source of Ni for apo-NiSOD.
However, very high concentrations (10 mM) of L-His showed that N-terminal processing
was again inhibited by presence of Ni(II) ions (Figure 3.7F, Appendix A, Figure A.12F). This
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suggested that a specific complex, such as Ni(L-His) might be formed by 1 L-His complexed with
one Ni(II) ion, may be involved, and that higher concentrations of L-His that would drive the
equilibria toward formation of a 2:1 complex might be deleterious. The notion that a specific 1:1
Ni(L-His) complex is involved, is consistent with the result that D-His does not promote Nterminal cleavage of SodN in the presence of Ni(II). If a competition resulting from simple
equilibria involving just the chelation of Ni(II) by L-His were involved, D-His would behave the
same as L-His. The fact that it does not, implies the existence of a ternary complex formed with
either SodN, SodX or a quaternary complex of Ni(L-His) formed with SodN and SodX, where the
stereochemical properties of the Ni(His) complex are essential.
A likely structure for this ternary complex is suggested by the ligands available from SodN
and the final coordination of Ni(II) in holo-NiSOD. The 1:1 L-His:Ni complex may change the
nickel binding affinity so that it binds to Cys16 and/or Cys20 on SodN rather than imidazole of
His15, and therefore positions the Ni so that it does not interfere with SodN processing and would
also potentially assist in Ni-hook formation in a process involving displacement of the L-His ligand
by the N-terminal amine, His1 imidazole, and Cys2 amidate following N-terminal processing. The
pH- and microenvironment independent stability constants (logβ) of Ni(II)-L-His is 8.8, and that
of of Ni(II)-L-Cys is 9.1, while the stability constant of the ternary complex of Ni(II) with L-His
and L-Cys (Ni(II)-(L-His)(L-Cys)) is 18.4, which indicates that the ternary species are
comparatively more stabilized than their corresponding binary complexes Ni(II)-L-His or Ni(II)L-Cys .42, 52
Early work showed several potential parallels between mechanisms of NiSOD maturation and
another redox active nickel enzyme: Ni,Fe-hydrogenase (H2ase), which also uses a thiolate ligation
to confer redox activity on the nickel site in order to catalyze the reversible oxidation dihydrogen.12
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The heterometallic active site of Ni,Fe-H2ase is buried inside the large subunit, HydB, which is
also expressed as a pro-protein, but requires C-terminal processing.12 The proteolytic processing
of Ni,Fe-H2ase is dependent on the sequential insertion of active site metals – Fe insertion first,
along with the non-protein CN- and CO ligands, involving the HypCDEF accessory proteins,
followed Ni insertion by HypA and HypB.12-13 Once the metals are inserted into the pre-active site,
the cognate endopeptidase (such as, HycI (an aspartyl protease) for large subunit of hydrogenase
3 in E. coli)16 recognizes the C-terminal extension and cleaves it, which facilitates the docking of
small subunit containing Fe-S clusters and completes the maturation of Ni, Fe hydrogenase.12-13
Metal specificity is conferred by the incorporation of the correct metals. Ni(II) cannot be bound to
the pro-enzyme prior to the construction of the Fe site, and substitution of other metals (e.g., Zn(II))
for Ni(II) prevents C-terminal processing.15
The details of NiSOD maturation are quite distinct from this mechanism, and reveal that the
maturation of the two enzymes are similar only in the fact that post-translational processing of a
pro-protein are involved. (Maturation of NiSOD does not involve accessory proteins and is
inhibited by the presence of the active site metal). Metal specificity in this process is conferred by
the availability of other metals, some of which are unavailable due to the high affinity of their
metallosensors,39, 47 and by the nature of the L-His complex involved. This latter feature has much
in common with specific Ni transport by NikABCDE, which involves recognition by NikA of a
1:1 L-His: Ni(II) complex.49, 53
3.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, our studies highlighted the role of a potential kinetically labile nickel
complex in the maturation of NiSOD that does not have any known metallochaperone for specific
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nickel delivery to its active site. ‘Free’ – metals (Co(II), Ni(II), and Zn(II)) bind to NiSOD
precursor, SodN, using the histidine at its conserved Ala-His cleavage site and hinder the proper
proteolytic processing of its N-terminal leader peptide by its cognate protease, SodX (Figure
3.9A). Proper proteolytic processing of SodN by SodX to yield apo-NiSOD can be promoted either
in complete absence of ‘free’-metals (Figure 3.9B), which is an unfeasible cellular condition or by
complexing metals, particularly Ni, with biologically relevant nickel-ligands, such as L-Histidine
(Figure 3.9C), concentrations of which, should correspond to the formation of a labile nickelcomplex. The latter ensures that nickel does not interfere during the proteolytic processing but is
available for insertion upon the formation of the ‘Ni-hook’ in apo-SOD. Alternatively, given the
stability constants of binary and ternary complexes of Ni with L-Histidine and L-Cysteine, it is
possible that nickel insertion to the pre-active site in SodN occurs by the formation of a ternary
complex between the labile Ni-L(His) and Cys16 (or Cys20) before the proteolytic processing.
However, this model awaits further investigation.

Figure 3.9: Scheme showing processing and maturation of NiSOD
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CHAPTER 4
ROLE OF PROLINE5 IN STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF NICKEL SUPEROXIDE
DISMUTASE
4.1 Introduction
Nickel Superoxide Dismutase is a distinct representative of the Superoxide Dismutase
(SOD) family of enzymes. It is a product of sodN, which encodes a precursor with an extended Nterminal sequence (leader/signal sequence), that is proteolytically cleaved at the invariant Ala-His
peptide bond to form active NiSOD upon nickel incorporation.1-2 The nickel active site in NiSOD
is located at the N-terminus where the highly conserved N-terminal HCXXPCXXY motif forms
the ‘Ni-hook’ (Figure 4.1), which is disordered in absence of nickel.3-4 In as-isolated resting
oxidized WT-NiSOD, nickel in the active site occurs as a 50 : 50 mixture of Ni(II) and Ni(III), and
nickel, depending on its oxidation state, is coordinated to a unique mix of N- and S– ligands that
tune the redox potential of Ni(II)/Ni(III) couple (~290 mV) in such a way that it can catalyze the
superoxide disproportionation reaction.4-7 The nickel ligands in the active site of NiSOD are the
N-terminal amine (-NH2), backbone amidate N atom (-N-) of Cys2, and two thiolates (-S-) from
Cys2 and Cys6 (in cis- configuration).3-4, 6, 8-11 An additional ε-N- ligand from the imidazole of
His1 binds axially to the Ni(III) site and stabilizes it.5-6 Site – directed mutagenesis of the primary
coordination sphere of NiSOD, and extensive biophysical and spectroscopic studies have
highlighted the specific role of each of the nickel binding residues in its structure and catalytic
properties.7-12
An interesting and unexplored feature of NiSOD is the role of the conserved Proline 5
(Pro5, in WT-NiSOD) in the formation of the Ni-hook. Recent studies on a Pro5 to Ala variant of
NiSOD model peptide suggested a possible role of this residue in providing the accessibility to
Cys6 for nickel binding.13 Although the initial configuration of Pro5 in apo - WTSOD or the
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corresponding Pro19 in its precursor SodN is unknown, crystal structure of WT - NiSOD reveals
that Pro5 in the active enzyme is in cis – conformation (a condition which is observed only in 5%
of the proteins14). Previous studies had postulated a trans – cis isomerization of Pro5 post
proteolysis that mediates the correct positioning of the active site residues,3 but an experimental
verification of this hypothesis is lacking. Interestingly, in-gel activity of the nickel-added
proteolytic mixture containing P19ASodN variant and SodX failed to show NiSOD activity which
may be due to the inability of the corresponding P5A-NiSOD variant to form the classic ‘Nihook’(Chapter 3) caused by hindering the trans-cis isomerization by an Ala substitution in the
variant , but molecular details of this process is unknown.

Figure 4.1: Ball & Stick representation of residues 1 – 7 of Ni-hook in as-isolated WT-NiSOD
(PDB ID: 1T6U). His1 is shown in Hison and Hisoff configuration observed in Ni(III) and
Ni(II) sites, respectively. Side chain of Pro5 is shown in magenta.
Proline is a non-polar, aliphatic, and the only proteinogenic amino acid with a secondary
amine. In proline, the alpha amino group is directly attached to -CH2 of the side - chain from αcarbon, forming a five-membered cyclic structure (Figure 4.2). An amide bond between any
amino acid (X) and proline using its secondary amine N-atom lacks the H-donor moiety but can
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act as a H-acceptor. Compared to other amino acids, the distinct cyclic structure of proline makes
it an exceptional, conformationally rigid amino acid that affects the secondary structure of proteins.
The secondary structure of proteins is explained by the dihedral angles (ϕ, ψ, and ω) of protein
backbone. Due to the cyclic nature of Pro, it is one of the two special amino acids which do not
follow a typical Ramachandran’s plot with only few allowed degrees of rotation of its ψ and φ
angles where its φ angle is locked at -65o. Consequently, compared to other amino acids, the free
entropy of proline is significantly less, and hence it is predominantly found in ‘turns’ of the protein
structure where there is a small difference in the entropy of its folded and unfolded states.

Figure 4.2: Trans - & Cis - configuration of proline in peptides
Typically, amino acids including prolines, are preferentially translated in transconformation to avoid steric effects. However, unlike other amino acids, proline can populate both
its cis- and trans – configurations, and is one of the important ways to achieve large conformational
changes and reach various macrostates of multidomain proteins without modification of covalent
structures.15-19 Many crucial biological processes such as, cell signaling, neurodegeneration,
channel gating, gene regulation, epigenetic modifications, and others are controlled by
conformational changes mediated by proline switching.15 The cis-trans isomerization of proline in
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X-Pro peptides can be defined as the two distinct states of the backbone dihedral angle ω (Cα-CN-Cα) at 0o for cis and ±180o for trans (Figure 4.2).15 The free energy barriers to rotation about
the torsion angle is ~13 kcal/mol, which can be altered due to different substitutions and side chain
effects.20-21 As shown by experimental, theoretical, and statistical investigations, the population of
the trans – conformation of proline predominates (> 95%) in short peptides containing only one
proline residue, polyproline peptides, and in large proteins with nonredundant chains from Protein
Data Bank.15 This trans state preference is attributed to steric and electronic effects of ring atoms.
Changes in the local and global environments of short peptides or large proteins can lead to
substantial variation in the equilibria and exchange rates between macrostates. Although the transstate of proline is predominant among large proteins, recent studies identified increased population
of cis-state in some systems such as staphylococcal nuclease, 5-HT3 receptor and Crk adaptor
proteins.15
In this chapter, using site directed mutagenesis and spectroscopic techniques, we
investigate and elucidate the role of Pro5 in the structure and function of NiSOD.
4.2 Experimental Procedures
4.2.1 Site-Directed Mutagenesis, Protein Purification and characterization
A pET22b (+) vector (with Ampicillin resistance) encoding wild-type NiSOD sequence
(from S. coelicolor) preceded by a pelB sequence was used as the template DNA for the single
point mutation using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and the following primers: Forward - 5’
GACCTGGCCTGCGGCGTGTAC 3’, and Reverse - 5’ GTACACGCCGCAGGCCAGGTC 3’
were designed to incorporate the desired mutation (indicated by the underline). For each 50 µL
volume of PCR reaction mixture, 0.5 µM of each primer was used for 2 ng of template DNA.
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Successful PCR amplifications were determined using an 0.8% agarose gel, and the amplicons
were subsequently digested with DpnI for 1 hr at 37oC to remove any methylated template DNA.
The digested PCR mixture was then used to transform DH5α competent cells. The transformed
cells were grown in 0.5 mL Luria Bertini (LB) media in 5 ml tubes at 37°C for 1 hour and aliquots
were plated on agar plates containing ampicillin antibiotic followed by a 12-16 hour incubation at
37°C. Single colonies were grown to saturation in 5ml LB-miller broth supplemented with
ampicillin at 37oC. Cells were pelleted at 13,000 g for 5 minutes and the plasmids were isolated
using GeneJET plasmid miniprep kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Gene sequencing (Genewiz, Inc.)
confirmed the successful mutation.
The pET22b-pelB-P5ANiSOD plasmid construct was used to transform BL21(DE3) cells.
The transformed cells were grown in 0.5 mL Luria Bertini (LB) media in 5 ml tubes at 37°C for 1
hour and aliquots were plated on agar plates containing ampicillin antibiotic followed by a 12-14
hour incubation at 37°C. A single colony was picked and grown overnight in LB media (200 mL)
supplemented with ampicillin at 37oC with shaking at 200 rpm. A 10 mL aliquot of the overnight
culture was added to 1 L of the pre-warmed fresh LB media containing ampicillin, grown to an
OD600 of 0.6 - 0.8, and then induced with 0.8mM of isopropyl – β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside for
3 - 4 hours at 37oC. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000 g for 15 min and then resuspended in 100 mL of osmotic shock buffer (20% sucrose, 1 mM EDTA, 30 mM Tris.HCl, pH
8.0) per liter of culture. The cell suspension was shaken at 180 rpm for 15 minutes at room
temperature and centrifuged at 4000 g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, and the cells
were then re-suspended in 100 mL ice-cold 5mM MgSO4 per liter of culture. The resuspended
cells were shaken at 4oC for 10 minutes and then centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 minutes. The pellet
was discarded, and the supernatant was collected for further purification.
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All chromatographic purification steps were carried out using AKTA-FPLC system
(Amersham Biosciences). The supernatant was loaded onto a pre-equilibrated Q-Sepharose
column (GE Health Sciences) at a rate of 2.00 ml/min with buffer A (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0). Once
the absorbance returned to baseline value, the protein was eluted with a linear gradient of Buffer
B (50 mM Tris, 1 M NaCl, pH 8.0). All the fractions containing protein was collected and analyzed
using SDS-PAGE. Fractions containing P5A-SOD (MW 13,676 Da) were pooled and loaded on a
120 mL HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75 (GE Life Sciences) column equilibrated with Buffer C (50
mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0). Protein fractions were collected on the basis of absorbance
values at 280 nm and the purity of collected protein fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE.
Fractions containing P5A-NiSOD were pooled, concentrated and frozen at -20oC until ready to
use.
The molecular weight of the purified protein was confirmed using electrospray - ionization
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) using a Thermo Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid instrument. The molecular
weight of P5A-NiSOD was calculated as 13,676.12 Da, found 13,674.12 Da.
4.2.2 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was used to measure the heat released by Ni-binding
to apo-WT-SOD and apo-P5A-SOD proteins using an Auto-ITC200 model microcalorimeter
(Microcal/Malvern). The instrument has a cell volume of 200 μL and a syringe volume of 40 μL,
which were filled by robotic arms from plates stored at 4 ̊C prior to the start of the experiment. All
titrations were performed in ITC Buffer (20 mM Tris, 1 mM TCEP, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) at
25 ̊C with the reference cell filled with water. A stock of purified proteins (WT- or P5A - SOD)
were buffer exchanged in ITC buffer (20 mM Tris, 1 mM TCEP, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) using
Amicon Ultra – 0.5 mL centrifugal filters with 3-kDa MWCO pre-equilibrated with ITC Buffer
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and then diluted to 150 µM for titration immediately before the ITC experiments. NiCl2 was
dissolved in MilliQ purified water from a 10 mM stock solution, and its exact concentration was
checked by ICP-OES. An aliquot of this solution was diluted in ITC Buffer to a final concentration
of 2 mM and was used for titrations.
For each ITC experiment, 20 injections were made from the syringe into the cell and the
change in heat was monitored by the instrument. The initial injection contained only 0.4 μL and
was used to minimize the equilibration artifacts sometimes observed with the first injection and
was not included in fitting the data. All subsequent injections at 2.0 μL each were used for fitting
the titration curve in each experiment. For titration of apo-WT-SOD or apo-P5A-SOD with NiCl2,
the spacing between injections was set to 300 sec. Experimental titrations were accompanied by
corresponding reference/control titrations of NiCl2 into ITC Buffer in the cell, the resulting heats
of which were used to establish the corresponding baseline corrections used for fitting the ∆H data.
Experimental titrations were performed thrice using separately prepared proteins, and each
replicate produced similar results.
The resulting data were fitted using the MicroCal analysis module in Origin7.0. First, the
thermograms from the titration experiments were baseline corrected and then integrated to
produce the corresponding ∆H curve. The ∆H curves for each experiment were corrected by
subtracting the average ∆H from the reference titration. The ∆H curves were fitted with the
OneSites model to find the apparent Ka (multiple fitting models were attempted for each set of
experimental data and in each case the OneSites model produced the best χ2 value). The apparent
Kd values reported are the inverse of the Ka values obtained from each fit.
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4.2.3 Metalation of P5A-SOD
All metalation steps on the purified P5A-SOD protein was performed inside the anaerobic
glovebox (Coy Laboratory Products, Inc.). The purified protein was reduced with 5-fold excess of
DTT (Dithiothreitol,), and excess DTT was removed by buffer exchanging the protein with
degassed Buffer C in Zeba spin columns (Amicon, 3kDa MWCO). The reduced and buffer
exchanged protein was then reconstituted with 3-fold excess of NiCl2, and excess nickel was
removed by Chelex (Sigma Aldrich), followed by buffer exchange in degassed Buffer C. ICP-MS
was used to quantify the nickel content of the reconstituted P5A-NiSOD. Briefly, an aliquot from
a stock solution of ICP-MS standard QC 21 (Analytical West) was used to make standard solutions
(5mL each) containing nickel from 0 ppb - 40 ppb. 250 µL of aqua-regia was added to each of
these solutions and the final volume was adjusted to 5 mL. The standards were injected into ICPMS (Perkin Elmer Nexion). Deionized water was used as the blank, and the intensity of
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Ni

obtained from the blank was subtracted from each reading. A calibration curve using the intensity
values of each of the standard solutions was prepared. A sample of P5A-NiSOD was made
similarly and its nickel content was determined using the standard calibration curve.
4.2.4 UV-Visible Spectroscopy
UV-Visible Spectroscopy was used to determine protein concentration as well as for the
spectral characterization and comparison of the as-isolated, P5A-NiSOD with as-isolated WT NiSOD. Reconstituted (nickel added) P5A-NiSOD was diluted to 100µM with Buffer C and its
spectra was recorded on Hewlett-Packard 8453 UV-visible spectrophotometer. Three molar
equivalents of sodium dithionite were added for reduction of P5A-NiSOD in anaerobic glove bag
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and mixed by inversion. Spectra for 100µM reduced P5A-NiSOD sample in gas-tight quartz
cuvette (FireflySci) was recorded using the same UV-Visible spectrophotometer.
4.2.5 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
A 200µL sample of as-isolated holo-P5A-NiSOD (0.5 mM based on nickel concentration)
in 50 mM Tris, 200 mM, pH 8.0 was used for EPR experiments. As a standard, solution of CuEDTA (0.5 mM) was also made in water. The samples were transferred to EPR tubes and flash
frozen in liquid nitrogen. EPR samples were run using finger dewar on a Bruker Elexsys E-500
EPR instrument equipped with DM4116 cavity at 9.609 GHz frequency, 6.0131 mW power, 10G
modulation amplitude, 100 GHz modulation frequency, 327 ms time constant, 77K.
Processing and double integration of EPR signals from Cu-EDTA or P5A-NiSOD were
performed using the in-built integration software in the Xepr program. The number of spins from
0.5 mM Cu-EDTA was taken as standard and were used to determine the number of spins in asisolated P5A-NiSOD.
4.2.6 Pulse radiolysis for kinetics
A 100 µM nickel-loaded P5A-NiSOD was diluted with Buffer C and buffer exchanged in
a solution containing 10 mM phosphate, 30 mM formate, pH 7.5. Pulse radiolysis to generate
superoxide to study catalysis by holo-P5A-NiSOD samples was carried out by Dr. Diane Cabelli
at Brookhaven National laboratory using a 2-meV Van de Graff accelerator. Superoxide radicals
were generated upon pulse radiolysis of an aqueous air/O2-saturated solution containing 10 mM
phosphate, 30 mM formate, and 5µM EDTA, pH 7.5.
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OH− + HCO2− → H2O + CO2−

(1)

CO2− + O2 → CO2 + O2−

(2)

eaq− + O2 → O2−

(3)

H + O2 → HO2

(4)

HO2 → O2− + H+

(6)

Catalytic rate constants were obtained by monitoring the disappearance of O2− at 260 nm
in presence of micromolar concentrations of P5A-NiSOD. The path length of the quartz cell used
was 2. 0 cm and a 100 – 700 ns pulse width was chosen, resulting in the generation of 1-7 µM O2−
per pulse. The reported rate constants are based on metal concentration, with the assumption that
all nickel ions are specifically bound and contribute equally to O2− dismutation.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
The nickel binding profile of P5A-NiSOD was evaluated using Isothermal Titration
Calorimetry (ITC) (Figure 4.3) and compared with that of WT-NiSOD (Chapter 3). Titration of
apo-WT-SOD with a solution of NiCl2, as detailed in the Methods section, was exothermic and
the analysis of the resulting binding isotherm is consistent with a single binding event involving
0.95(2) nickel per protein with an apparent Kd of 0.68(2) µM. Apo-P5A-SOD, on the other hand,
bound 0.76(2) nickel per subunit but with an apparent Kd of 0.16 (0.02) µM, which is six-fold
tighter than that for apo-WT-SOD.
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Figure 4.3: ITC thermogram (top) and Ni binding isotherm (bottom) for 0.15 mM apo-P5A-SOD
(magenta) titrated with 2 mM Ni(II) in buffer containing 20 mM Tris, 200mM NaCl, 1mM TCEP,
pH 8.0. A one-site binding model was used to fit (solid black line) the binding of Ni(II) to P5A-SOD.

4.3.2 Electronic Structure
UV - Vis absorption spectra of recombinant, as – isolated P5A - NiSOD and WT - NiSOD
samples from S. coelicolor are shown in Figure 4.4. The as - isolated P5A – NiSOD spectrum is
similar to as - isolated WT - NiSOD spectrum, and features the transition near 370 nm, which is
characteristic of a SCys  Ni(III) Ligand to Metal Charge Transfer (LMCT) transition and also
confirms the presence of a Ni(III)-site in the variant.22
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Figure 4.4: UV-Vis spectra of 100 µM (in total nickel concentration that includes Ni(II) and
Ni(III) as – isolated WT-NiSOD (orange) and as – isolated P5A-NiSOD (magenta).
Previous studies suggested that the molar extinction coefficient (ε) of the charge transfer
(CT) transition at 370 nm in as-isolated WT- NiSOD (containing a 50:50 mixture of Ni(II) and
Ni(III)) should be ~ 4600 M-1cm-1 and that of SNi(III) (where Ni(III) content is 50%, based on
EPR spin quantization) is 7600 M-1cm-1.23 UV-Visible absorption spectra of as-isolated P5ANiSOD (Figure 4.4) shows that ε of the CT transition at 370 nm of this variant is ~3000 M-1cm-1,
which is less than that for the as-isolated WT-NiSOD. Using the reported molar extinction
coefficient (ε370) of SNi(III) CT of WT-NiSOD, the calculated Ni(III) content in P5A-NiSOD
is expected to be ~32.6%. However, spin integration of EPR spectra of as-isolated P5A-NiSOD
(Figure 4.5) reveal that 40% of the nickel in the variant is Ni(III), which does not match the
expected Ni(III) content derived from the UV-visible absorption spectra, and thus indicates a
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different molar extinction coefficient for SNi(III) CT in the variant. The difference in the
absorbances at 378 nm for as-isolated P5A-NiSOD and dithionite reduced P5A-NiSOD yields the
absorbance associated with SNi(III) CT in P5A-NiSOD, and as Ni(III) content in P5A-NiSOD
is 40%, the estimated molar extinction coefficient for SNi(III) CT in P5A-NiSOD is 4850
M-1cm-1.

Figures 4.5: X-band EPR spectra obtained at 77K for as-isolated sample of P5A-NiSOD.
The arrows show the additional hyperfine features (Ayy= 8.8 G) on the gy tensor of P5ANiSOD.
The EPR of recombinant, as - isolated WT – NiSOD shows a S = ½ signal and reveals a
rhombic spectrum with gx = 2.30, gy = 2.22, gz = 2.01, and a hyperfine coupling on gz tensor (Azz
= 24.9 G) which is assigned to the interaction of Ni3+ with one axial N- donor ligand (nuclear spin
for 14N is 1) from His1.3, 6 EPR spectrum of as-isolated P5A-NiSOD also reveals a S = ½ signal,
and a rhombic spectrum, but with subtle differences in the corresponding g-values and hyperfine
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coupling than the as - isolated WT – NiSOD. The observed g-values for as-isolated P5A-NiSOD
are: gx = 2.36, gy = 2.28, and gz = 2.06, and hyperfine couplings are resolved on the gy tensor (Ayy
= 8.8 G ) as well as on the gz tensor (Azz = 25.9 G). The additional small and distinct hyperfine
coupling on the gy feature (Ayy=8.8 G) of P5A - NiSOD presumably arises from the interaction of
the Ni3+ with one of the equatorial N-donor ligands provided by either the N-terminal amine or the
backbone amide. Similar hyperfine splitting at the gy tensor was observed for the azide - treated
sample of WTNiSOD and was reasoned to be due to the structural perturbation caused by the
interaction of azide with Ni-macrocycle in as-isolated WT-NiSOD and not directly with its Ni (III)
center.3 Similar to the as-isolated WT-NiSOD, the observation of hyperfine coupling on the gz
tensor of as-isolated P5A-NiSOD is associated with the apical imidazole N-donor from His1,
which also indicates that this His1 is also a ligand to the Ni-site in P5A-NiSOD. The subtle changes
observed in the EPR parameters of P5A-NiSOD indicate that the structure of the Ni site in P5ANiSOD is slightly but not strongly perturbed from that in the WT enzyme.
4.3.3 Redox Catalysis
The structural and electronic perturbation caused by the substitution of Pro5 to Ala in
NiSOD does affect the catalytic properties of the as - isolated P5A - NiSOD variant. The catalytic
rate constant (kcat) of as - isolated P5A – NiSOD, determined by monitoring the disappearance of
superoxide radical (generated pulse - radiolytically) at 260 nm was 2.3 x 108 M-1s-1 at pH 7.5,
which is 35% of the reported value of as - isolated WT – NiSOD (0.71 x 109 M-1s-1). This modest
loss of activity is likely due to an altered redox potential for the Ni site that is not optimum for
SOD catalysis.
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4.4 Discussion
Cis-trans isomerization of proline (cis-Pro ⇔ trans-Pro) is one of the common routes to
induce conformational changes in proteins and in most cases, are critical to protein function.15-17,
24-26

The trans- isomer of X-Pro peptide is favored over the cis- isomer by only 0.5 kcal/mol

(Figure 4.6), and the activation barrier for cis-Pro ⇔ trans-Pro is lower (~13 kcal/mol) as
compared to that of cis-X-non-proline (X-np) ⇔ trans-X-non-proline (~20 kcal/mol), where the
trans- isomer is favored over the cis- isomer by 2.5 kcal/mol.20-21, 27-29 Thus, X-Pro imide bond
have higher propensity for cis- ⇔ trans- isomerization than the X-np amide bonds and hence a
higher abundance (10-30%) of cis-form for X-Pro peptide bonds is observed at equilibrium as
compared to X-np peptide bonds (1.5% occurrence of cis-form).

Figures 4.6: Energy diagram showing stability of cis- and trans- isomers of X-proline (XPro) imide and X-non-proline (X-np) amide bond and activation energy barriers (Ea)
associated with respective cis- ⇔ trans- isomerization.
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The N-terminal of apo-WT-NiSOD which contains the ‘nickel-hook’ residues
(HCDLPCGVY) is disordered3 and resembles an ‘unfolded’ state, where a slow trans-Pro5 ⇔ cisPro5 isomerization can occur readily with the higher abundance of trans-isomer, as observed in
ribonuclease A21. Upon Ni(II) binding, the N-terminal of NiSOD becomes ordered or ‘folded’, and
Pro5 in holo-NiSOD is locked in a sterically unfavored cis-conformation (with 100% abundance),
which was proposed to be required for proper positioning of the nickel-ligand residues, especially
the cis - configuration of two thiolate donors, Cys2 and Cys6, in the nickel active site of WTNiSOD that is formed after the processing of the N – terminal extension of NiSOD precursor,
SodN.3 Our studies show that binding of Ni(II) to apo-WT-NiSOD is exothermic and enthalpically
driven with an apparent ∆H = -13 kcal/mol. The total Gibbs free energy (∆G) associated with
Ni(II) binding to apo-WT-NiSOD obtained from ITC is -8.3 kcal/mol, which is the sum of the free
energies associated with trans-Pro5 → cis-Pro5 isomerization (+0.5 kcal/mol) and nickel
complexation. Thus, the deduced free energy for nickel complexation to apo-WT-NiSOD is -8.8
kcal/mol, which is also consistent with the range of free energy values (-5 to -12 kcal/mol)
obtained for Ni(II) complexes with other proteins, such as UreE30-31. Hence, it is reasonable to
expect that the nickel complex drives trans-Pro → cis-Pro isomerization.
Substitution of Pro5 with an Ala in NiSOD changes the imide of Leu4-Pro5 to an amide
bond (Leu4-Ala5), which in the apo- P5A-NiSOD polypeptide can be translated either as cis-Leu4Ala5 or preferably a trans- Leu4-Ala5 (based on energy considerations, Figure 4.6). Due to high
energy barrier (~17.5 kcal/mol) and steric factors, the trans-Leu4-Ala5 ⇔ cis-Leu4-Ala5
isomerization is unfavorable under equilibrium conditions, and can lead to protein destabilization,
and therefore, Leu4-Ala5 amide bond should predominantly exist as its trans-isomer in apo- P5ANiSOD. If a cis-isomer at the fifth position of NiSOD polypeptide is required for proper
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positioning of the nickel binding residues in mature enzyme, a trans-isomer at that position may
disrupt nickel hook formation and/or abolish nickel binding in the variant enzyme. In case of P5ANiSOD, as the free energy for trans-Ala5 → cis-Ala5 isomerization is higher (+2.5 kcal/mol), the
free energy associated with nickel complexation in P5A-NiSOD will be higher (-10.8 kcal/mol),
and will require a complex with tighter affinity. In fact, Ni(II) binding affinity for apo-P5A-NiSOD
is 0.16 µM which is six-fold tighter than that of apo-WT-NiSOD. Thus, in the light of these results,
it is clear that the nickel complex formation will drive the trans- ⇔ cis- isomerization of Pro5 and
Ala5 in WT-NiSOD and P5A-NiSOD, respectively. A crystal structure of P5A-NiSOD might
reveal the actual configuration of Ala5 in the variant enzyme.
Close examination and analysis of UV- Vis spectrum of as - isolated P5A – NiSOD suggest
a 42% decrease in molar extinction coefficient of SNi(III) CT in the variant enzyme, which
might arise either due to lower Ni(III) content or lower intensity of charge transfer from sulfur to
Ni(III) or a combination of both. Ni(III) content in as-isolated P5A-NiSOD is 40% as revealed by
EPR spin quantization, which is 20% less than that of as-isolated WT-NiSOD (which has 50%
Ni(III) character). Recent study on peptide mimics of NiSOD suggested that in absence of Pro5,
the peptide mimic of P5A-NiSOD coordinates Ni(II) by all the N-donors (provided by NH2, Nim,
N-) as in WT-NiSOD enzyme, but only one thiolate donor (possibly by Cys2) instead of two
thiolates (from Cys2 and Cys6) as in the active WT-enzyme. While this further underscores a role
for Pro5 in positioning one of the thiolate coordination (possibly Cys6) to the active site,13 it is
important to note that nickel center in the WT-NiSOD enzyme is low spin which requires the
coordination of thiolates from both Cys2 and Cys6.11 In absence of either Cys2 or Cys6, the nickel
center in the enzyme changes to a high-spin nickel site with no-thiolate coordination, a fact that
was not accounted for in the aforementioned peptide mimic study. Hence, the lower intensity of
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charge transfer from sulfur to Ni(III) in P5A-NiSOD might arise from a longer thiolate
coordination from either Cys2 or Cys6, which can be deduce either from its crystal structure or
XAS.
Spectroscopic and kinetic studies revealed interesting features of this variant of NiSOD,
which bears similarities to WT-NiSOD, to azide - treated sample of WT- NiSOD,3 and to the D3ANiSOD7 variant. Similar to as - isolated WT- NiSOD, as-isolated P5A-NiSOD contains a mixture
of Ni(II) and Ni(III), but as deduced from its EPR spin – integration studies, the Ni(III) content
of this variant is a little lower, about 40% vs. 50% for WT-NiSOD. This value is even less than
that of D3A- or Y9F/Y62F- NiSOD which have 48-52% Ni(III) character. The remaining 60% of
the bound nickel in P5A-NiSOD exists as Ni(II), which is EPR-silent in these experiments. Several
secondary coordination-sphere variants of NiSOD (Table 4.2) demonstrated 3-5% reduction in its
Ni(III) content, or no Ni(III) content by alteration of primary sphere residues, such as H1A,
H1*(amidate to secondary amine), C2S, C6S, C2S/C6S etc. It is interesting to note that alteration
of a non – coordinating residue, such as Pro5 in NiSOD, which is also not involved in secondary
sphere coordination (like D3-, E17- or R47-, Y9- or Y62-, Table 4.2), raises the redox potential
of the nickel site to a value that is less accessible to air oxidation, resulting in lower amounts of
Ni(III) in as – isolated samples of P5A - NiSOD. Assuming Nerstian behavior, and given that the
E0 value of WT- NiSOD is ~ 0.29 V vs NHE, based on the Ni(III)/Ni(II) content of P5A-NiSOD,
the E0 of the variant is calculated to be ≈ 0.30 V. A higher redox potential of P5A-NiSOD is
expected to decrease the catalytic activity of the variant. The small, ~ 10mV, increase in this
potential is consistent with the observed activity of P5A-NiSOD, which is 35% of WT- NiSOD.
The increased redox potential makes Ni(III) hard to access and this inhibits the reduction of O2− to
H2O2. In H1*NiSOD variant (where the amidate ligand was converted to a secondary amine),
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Table 4.2: Amounts of Ni(III) and kcat in all studied NiSOD variants
NiSOD

% Ni(III)

kcat (M-1s-1)

WT6

51

5.3 X 109

Recombinant WT7

51

7.1 X 108

D3A7

48

2.1 X 108

Y9F7

53

3.7 X 108

Y62F7

48

6.4 X 108

Y9F/Y62F7

46

2.4 X 108

H1A10

0

4.7 X 107

Ala08

0

1.0 X 106

C2S11

0

5.0 X 106

C6S11

0

3.0 X 106

C2S/C6S11

0

1.0 X 106

R47A10

15

1.2 X 108

E17A/R47A10

0

3.6 X 107

E17R/R47E10

8

9.5 X 107

H1*9

11

5.6 X 106

H53A32

50

3.5 X 108

P5A

40

2.5 X 108

which contains 11% Ni(III), an estimated decrease in redox potential of 20mV was associated with
an activity that was only 1% of the WT-NiSOD.9 The subtle perturbation of Ni(III)/Ni(II) ratio in
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P5A-NiSOD effects its rate of superoxide disproportionation, which is reduced by 65%, and is in
agreement with expectations based on studies of other NiSOD variants, such as D3A-NiSOD.
The cis – conformation of a conserved Pro5 in WT- NiSOD ( which is the N- terminally
processed product of a precursor – SodN) is among the only 5% cases where proline predominantly
populates its cis - conformation in protein structures. As the N - terminus, which contains the Pro
is disordered3, the conformation of Pro5 from the crystal structures of the apo – WTNiSOD cannot
be discerned and hence, whether Pro5 occurs in cis – or trans – orientation in apo–NiSOD is
unknown. Similarly, the N-terminal sequence of apo – WT-SodN (Met1 – Val23) which includes
the pre-active site residues of WT-SOD and Pro19 (Pro5 in WTSOD) is expected to be disordered.
However, as SodN binds nickel in a 1:1 stoichiometry with His15 (Chapter 3) as one of the possible
ligands, the N-terminus might possibly get ordered in NiSodN and a crystal structure of this
complex might show the original orientation of Pro5 in the precursor and/or the processed protein
(SOD), that may resolve the conundrum of initial configuration of Pro5 in WT-SOD.
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CHAPTER 5
NICKEL TRAFFICKING IN HELICOBACTER PYLORI : A REVIEW
5.1 Introduction
Helicobacter pylori is a gram negative, microaerophilic bacterium associated with peptic
ulcers, gastritis and gastric cancers in humans.1 More than 50% of the world’s population is
infected by this pathogen with the risks being higher for developing countries.2-3 The World Health
Organization (WHO) has listed this pathogen as ‘high priority’ on global priority list of antibioticresistant bacteria.4 Despite being a neutralophile, H. pylori has a unique ability to survive and
colonize under the acidic conditions (pH<2) of the human stomach. H. pylori invades the highly
acidic gastric mucosal layer and utilizes its pH sensing (chemotaxis) machinery to reach the less
acidic epithelial lining of the stomach.5 In fact, the pathogen is widely present in the mucus layer
of the gastric lining, the mucus gland of the stomach cavity, the surface of and even within the
gastric epithelial cells.1 Due to such a differential presence in the stomach, it is difficult to
completely eradicate the pathogen. The most common therapy utilized to treat H. pylori infection
include a combination of two antibiotics (Clarithromycin and Amoxicillin/Metronidazole), and a
proton-pump inhibitor or a bismuth – based colloidal drug.6-7 However, increasing H. pylori
resistance to clarithromycin necessitates the need to develop new therapies that can be effective in
eradicating this pathogen completely.
One of the major mechanisms of acid acclimatization of H. pylori is its potential to maintain
a near-neutral internal and external pH. This ability is provided by a nickel-dependent enzyme,
urease, which hydrolyzes host urea to ammonia (Equation 1) that eventually neutralizes its internal
and immediate external environment.8-9 In fact, the efficiency of this pH homeostasis in the
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pathogen was recently quantified using a ratiometric pHluorin (RpH) sensor.10 Upon acid exposure
(pH 2), the cytoplasmic pH of H. pylori dropped down to 5.1, but was restored to pH 6.0 after an
hour.10

H. pylori urease is a tetramer of trimers [(αβ)3]4 composed of UreA and UreB subunits
which contain the dinuclear nickel-active site with the two Ni centers bridged by oxygen atoms of
carbamylated lysine residue.9 Deletion of structural genes for urease, ureA and ureB, results in
complete loss of its acid viability and under acidic conditions, is lethal for the pathogen . Although
urease is constitutively expressed in high amounts accounting for up to 10% of the total cellular
protein pool in H. pylori, the activity of this enzyme is critically nickel-dependent.11 In the absence
of added nickel, only 2% of the active sites contain nickel and the strain is severely deficient in
colonization, thus establishing nickel as one of the critical virulence factor for this pathogen.12-13
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In addition to urease, another important nickel-containing enzyme in H. pylori required for
host colonization is Ni, Fe–hydrogenase – a membrane bound enzyme, which catalyzes the
reversible oxidation of molecular hydrogen and has been proposed to generate energy (H2) for the
pathogen to colonize.14 Additionally, oxidation of H2 by hydrogenases was implicated to be crucial
for the translocation of the carcinogenic toxin CagA from the pathogen to the host gastric epithelial
cells, which is another crucial factor determining the virulence of H. pylori.15 In this chapter, recent
developments in nickel trafficking in H. pylori are highlighted with a major emphasis on the factors
that contribute to high fidelity delivery of nickel to urease and Ni, Fe – hydrogenase in the
pathogen.

Figure 5.1. Nickel trafficking components in H. pylori (adapted with permission from Hu,
Heidi, “The Role of the Metallochaperone HypA in the Acid Survival and Activities of Nickel
Enzymes in Helicobacter pylori” (2018). Doctoral Dissertations. 1174)
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5.2 Nickel Regulation
Nickel forms the enzymatic cofactor of nine enzymes found in different bacteria, but excess
nickel can be toxic by either interfering with other metalloenzymes or by inducing oxidative
stress.16 Thus, uptake, utilization and efflux of nickel ions in the cells should be tightly regulated.
Nickel homeostasis in bacteria, including the ureolytic and gastric pathogens, such as H. pylori, is
of prime importance as it uses two important nickel – dependent enzymes - urease and Ni, Fe–
hydrogenase for colonization and virulence. NikR is one of the main regulatory factors of nickel
homeostasis and so far, the only well characterized nickel - responsive transcriptional regulator in
H. pylori.17 Depending on nickel availability and/or acid stress, NikR activates or represses several
targeted genes involved in nickel import, delivery and storage.10, 18-21
NikR is a homo-tetrameric protein made of two dimers, where the N-terminus of each
subunit is a DNA-binding domain (DBD) and its C-terminus binds metals (MBD) and are involved
in tetramerization.22-23 The DBD and MBD are connected with a flexible linker and can adopt
variable conformations facilitated by nickel binding.8 NikR binds nickel with high affinities (nMpM), although it can also bind other metals (Zn, Co).24 Binding of nickel to NikR has been
extensively characterized using spectroscopic methods.8 The DNA binding affinity of nickel bound NikR is in the nM range.22, 25 Homo-tetrameric Ni-NikR binds to AT-rich promoter regions
of H. pylori genome that can activate or repress several genes. For example, binding of nickel to
NikR promotes the transcription of the structural genes for urease, ureA and ureB, but
downregulates the structural genes for Ni, Fe-hydrogenase.26 However, it does not affect the
transcription of accessory proteins required for the maturation of either urease or hydrogenase.26
In fact, HypA, HypB, SlyD and UreE have been shown to compete with NikR for nickel binding
to prevent pre-mature downregulation of nickel importer genes.27 Ni-NikR represses the
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transcription of nickel-importer genes, nixA, fecA3, frpB4, exbBD/tonB as well as the gene
encoding the iron-responsive regulator, fur.
5.3 Nickel Import
The requirement of nickel in H. pylori as a cofactor for urease and Ni, Fe- hydrogenase,
necessitates import of nickel into its cytoplasm from the extracellular environment. However, due
to relatively low availability of extracellular nickel (30 nM in seawater8, 5nM in fresh water8 and
1-11 nM in human body28) acquisition of nickel is challenging for H. pylori. Therefore, the
pathogen has evolved to recruit specific nickel importers to scavenge the relatively less abundant
nickel from outside.
Nickel import in H. pylori is facilitated by both outer29 and inner membrane transporters
which either import Ni(II)30 or nickel complexes31 in periplasm or cytoplasm of H. pylori,
respectively. In the inner membrane, two types of nickel transporters in H. pylori have been
discovered so far - a single component secondary transporter, NixA, that belongs to nickel/cobalt
transporter family29, 32 and 2) a multicomponent transporter involving the ATP-binding cassette
(ABC)-type transporter, NiuBDE28, 33. NixA is a high- affinity, low capacity nickel importer in H.
pylori. 32-33 It is an eight -transmembrane domain protein whose expression is regulated by NikR.29
Deletion of NixA in H. pylori abolished only 50% of urease activity and did not affect the
colonization of pathogen in mouse model, suggesting the presence of alternative nickel
transporters in H. pylori.8, 28, 30, 33 The other inner membrane nickel transporter in H. pylori is
NiuBDE, which is a novel ABC-type transporter and consists of three proteins: NiuB, the
periplasmic solute-binding protein, and NiuD and NiuE, which are predicted to be permease and
ATPase subunits, respectively.28 NiuDE is predicted to be a possible NikR target as it was pulled
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out with NikR-ChIP seq experiments.34 Inactivation of both NixA and NiuD resulted in 1) high
tolerance of H. pylori toward nickel, 2) severely diminished intracellular nickel levels, and 3)
compromised urease activities and 4) acid vulnerability.28 Although both NixA and NiuBDE
import nickel in H. pylori, these are two different types of nickel uptake transporters in H. pylori
where NiuBDE functions at pH 5 and 7, while NixA is much more active at acidic pH.28 Also,
while NixA is highly selective for nickel, NiuBDE is also involved in transport of cobalt and
bismuth.28 The structures of both these nickel importers is currently unknown and requires further
investigation.
Outer membrane nickel-importers in H. pylori include FecA3, FrpB428 and CeuE28, 31.
FecA3 and FrpB4 are TonB/ExbB/ExbD-dependent transporters, which were originally identified
as transporters of iron-siderophore complexes.29 However, in H pylori, these genes were
differentially regulated by Ni and NikR, by acid and by the iron-responsive regulator, Fur.29 Ni-,
Fe- and pH dependent studies on deletion strains of these outer membrane proteins show that under
neutral conditions, iron-siderophore complexes are imported by these outer membrane
transporters, but nickel or nickel complexes are imported under low nickel or acid stress
conditions.29 H. pylori CeuE protein (HP1561) was previously annotated as periplasmic
component of an ATP-binding cassette (ABC-type) transporter responsible for Fe- or Fe-complex
acquisition, but recent X-ray crystallographic and biophysical studies identified this protein to be
involved in uptake of nickel, specifically, as a nickel-L(His)2 complex31, similar to that reported
for NikABCDE in E.coli35-36.
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5.4 Nickel Storage
Hpn and Hpn2 (or Hpnl for Hpn-like) are two paralogous nickel storage proteins encoded
by hpn and hpn2 in the H. pylori genome.37 Both these proteins were shown to be essential for
colonization of the pathogen in mouse models.37 In presence of hpn and hpn2, the whole cell nickel
content of the pathogen was found to increase substantially and mutant H. pylori strains lacking
these genes exhibited higher sensitivity to nickel and the metal-drug, ranitidine – bismuth citrate,
which are used to treat H. pylori infections.8, 37 Transcription of hpn and hpn2 are up - regulated
by Ni and NikR18, and only Hpn2 is also upregulated by acid38. Hpn and Hpn2 are small (7-8 kDa),
His-rich (and Gln-rich for Hpn2) proteins that can bind 2-5 Ni(II) ions per monomer with a
dissociation constant of 7 µM and 3µM, respectively.37 Hpn interacts with Hpn2, with accessory
proteins, HypA and HypB and also with the UreA subunit of urease.37 A recent cross-linking study,
however, diversified the protein - interaction profile for Hpn and Hpn2, and reported their
associations with over a hundred proteins. These proteins include, but is not restricted to, nickelenzymes or their associated proteins.39
5.5 Nickel Delivery
The two nickel targets in H. pylori, urease and Ni, Fe-hydrogenase, require the
orchestration of specific accessory proteins for proper delivery of nickel to their respective active
sites. Delivery and incorporation of nickel to the active site of apo-urease is facilitated by a cascade
of accessory proteins, UreEFGH40 (encoded by ureEFGH operon downstream of ureA and ureB
structural genes) each of which has distinct function in maturation of the enzyme. For example,
UreE - dimer binds nickel with micromolar affinity and interacts with UreG, a P-loop GTPase that
dimerizes upon nickel binding and provides energy for nickel delivery to active site of urease.8
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UreF and UreH binds to apo-urease and is suggested to induce conformational changes in the
immature enzyme to allow nickel and carbon dioxide access to the active site. Crystallographic
studies show that nickel induces dimerization of UreG, and UreF-UreH can bind nickel and GTPbound UreG-dimer. Hydrolysis of GTP in the complex is triggered by bicarbonate and then
facilitates nickel insertion into the active site.41-42 Furthermore, recent studies further elucidated
the molecular details of GTP-dependent UreG dimerization and highlighted the role of UreE as
the sole nickel donor.43 As GTPase activity of UreG is essential for urease activation, the GTPbinding domain of UreG has been targeted for development of GTP analogues that can function
as GTPase inhibitors to prevent urease activity and treat H. pylori infection.44 A two-plasmid
system has been developed to aid in testing urease inhibitors in-cell.45
Similar to E.coli, maturation of Ni, Fe – hydrogenase in H. pylori is established by the
cascade of accessory proteins including HypAB13,
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, HypCDEF47 and SlyD48 with each

performing specific functions to sequentially insert the fully liganded Fe-center first followed by
the insertion of nickel.49 Assembly and insertion of the iron center, FeCO(CN)2 into its catalytic
core is performed by HypCDEF50, where HypF, a carbamoyl-transferase, carbamoylates HypE,
which acts as a ATP-dependent dehydratase, to produce a thiocyanate product49. The HypC-HypD
complex ensures the incorporation of the iron complex into the catalytic core.49 Once the Fe-center
is properly assembled into the large subunit precursor, HypA and HypB transfer nickel to the active
site in a concerted process, the exact mechanism of which is still unclear.8, 49 HypA, is a small 13.2
kDa monomeric protein that binds nickel at its N-terminus with micromolar affinity and also
contains an intrinsic structural Zn-site.51-54 The nickel site in HypA is paramagnetic and the Nterminus plays a crucial role in nickel binding.52, 54 HypB is a metallo-GTPase and unlike UreG,
requires nickel binding to activate its GTPase activity.55 HypA and HypB forms a heterodimeric
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complex in solution55-56, and the interaction between nickel-bound HypA and HypB is required for
nickel transfer from HypA to HypB, leading to self-dimerization of HypB and its subsequent
GTPase activity.56 A recent crystallographic study with ATPase type HypB (HypBAT) from
Thermococcales demonstrated that ATP-dependent association of HypBAT with HypA leads to the
formation of a square-planar nickel site with nanomolar affinity (Kd = 7nM)57, which is tighter
than HypA alone (Kd =1 µM)52, 54. In A. fulgidus, disrupting the residues critical for the interaction
between HypA and HypB was shown to abolish hydrogenase activity,58 and it is proposed that
HypA transfers nickel to HypB, followed by binding of GTP and subsequent dissociation of HypA
and dimerization of HypB. Nickel and GTP-bound HypB dimer then deliver nickel to the precursor
by GTP hydrolysis58. In another study, apo-HypA was shown to interact with the immature form
of large subunit of NiFe-hydrogenase28, although the functional relevance of this interaction is not
clear.59 It would be interesting to know whether the nickel-bound HypA is capable of interaction
and insertion of nickel into the active site and would further our understanding of the role of
complex formation and GTPase activity of HypB required for nickel insertion into the active site
of hydrogenase in the pathogen.
Despite a specific cascade of proteins for maturation of either urease or hydrogenase, some
components of hydrogenase maturation pathway, such as HypA and HypB are also critical for the
maturation of urease in H. pylori.13, 55 Deletion of its hypA or hypB genes, causes loss in both
urease and hydrogenase activities13, 60-61 and in fact deletion of hypA is lethal to the acid viability
of the pathogen61. Additionally, interactome analysis of H. pylori using Tandem Affinity
Purification revealed a direct association of HypB and SlyD with urease maturation complex.62
However, a complete knowledge of the mechanistic details of how HypA and HypB
simultaneously participate and facilitate urease and hydrogenase maturation in H. pylori remains
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elusive. There are some reports on the in vitro interaction between accessory proteins involved in
Ni, Fe - hydrogenase and urease maturation. For example, apo-HypA competes with UreG46 to
interact with UreE-dimer63, and forms a stable complex with a dissociation constant of 1-2 µM64.
However, recent calorimetric studies show that interaction of nickel-bound HypA with UreE2 is
tighter and formation of this stable complex between HypA and UreE2 with or without nickel has
been shown to prevent hydrolytic degradation and stabilize the C-terminal motif of UreE2 dimer
that is close to its nickel- binding site.64 The HypA•UreE2 complex binds nickel with high affinity,
and this site is proposed to be distinct from that of individual HypA or UreE264, however the exact
metric details, its relevance and implication in urease maturation requires further investigation
both in vitro and in vivo.
Based on the aforementioned studies, it seems possible that HypA, which in itself has
weaker affinity for nickel, interacts with UreE2 in urease maturation pathway, and HypB in
hydrogenase maturation pathway to form a higher affinity nickel site. It would be interesting to
unravel the functional relevance of such a higher affinity nickel site formed by the interaction of
HypA with HypB and UreE. Does the UreFGH complex recognize HypA•UreE2 more efficiently
than just nickel-bound UreE2? One possible explanation could be that the higher affinity nickel
site is critical for downstream recognition and subsequent nickel transfer to urease through
UreGFH or to hydrogenase directly. Alternatively, given that under neutral conditions, all urease
in H. pylori is in apo-state, it is possible that HypA•UreE2 complex is designed keep nickel away
from apo-urease until nickelation of enzyme is needed in an acidic environment. However, the
molecular basis of how HypA acquires and differentially distributes nickel to HypB or UreE is an
open question that needs further investigation.
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5.6 Nickel Export
The only nickel exporter reported in H. pylori so far is encoded by the gene cluster cznCBA
that imparts cadmium, zinc and nickel resistance to the organism.65 Whether this gene cluster is
regulated by Ni-NikR or by acid stress is unknown. Deletion of these genes resulted in increased
sensitivity to the aforementioned metals, and prevented the gastric colonization in gerbil-based
animal models.65 H. pylori mutants lacking cznC and cznA, particularly, showed increased urease
activity due to the increased accumulation of cytoplasmic nickel.65 Recombinant CznB and CznC
was shown to bind nickel, where CznB can additionally bind Cd and Zn also.65 CznA resembles
the inner membrane cation-proton pumps in other organisms, and based on these findings,
CznCBA is proposed to be a proton driven nickel exporter49, 65, but a detailed structure – function
analysis of this exporter in H. pylori is unknown.
5.7 Conclusion
In the present era of increasing microbial resistance to antibiotics, specific drugs targeting
specific virulence factors of pathogens are required. This can be achieved by first understanding
the details of such specific virulence factors followed by development of specific drugs. Among
others, nickel is an essential virulence factor of H. pylori, and a detailed understanding of nickel
trafficking in the pathogen is critical to effectively target its nickel – dependent pathogenicity.
Although much progress has been made, there are still some important questions that need to be
answered to completely decode the nickel – dependent virulence of this gastric pathogen. For
example, the acquisition and transport mechanism of Ni from the environment into the cytoplasm
is unknown. Once Ni is in the cytoplasm, does it form the labile nickel pool from where it is
sequestered by distinct chaperones or regulatory sites? In such a case, identity of those labile nickel
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pools in H. pylori might assist in developing compounds that can target the available nickel in the
pathogen.
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CHAPTER 6
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HIGH-AFFINITY NICKEL BINDING SITE IN THE
HYPA•UREE COMPLEX FROM H. PYLORI
6.1 Introduction
H. pylori is a gastric pathogen which has a unique ability to survive the harsh acidic
conditions of human stomach (~ pH 2), and cause gastric ulcers in almost 50% of the world’s
population, some of which are also associated with gastric carcinomas.1-2 Acid viability of this
pathogen is largely provided by its nickel-dependent enzyme urease, which catalyzes the
conversion of urea to ammonia that aids in neutralization of the local pH around the pathogen.3-4
Maturation of urease in H. pylori requires a cascade of accessory proteins, UreEFGH, which ensure
proper delivery of cytosolic nickel to the enzyme.5 Surprisingly, in addition to the urease specific
accessory proteins, UreE, UreF, UreG and UreH, maturation of urease in H. pylori also requires
HypA, a nickel metallochaperone, which is typically critical for the maturation of Ni, Fe –
hydrogenase in most bacteria.6 Biophysical and structural studies revealed that HypA can interact
with UreE in H. pylori7-9, but the details of this interaction and its relevance requires further
investigation.
HpHypA is a 13.2 kDa monomeric protein and contains two distinct and quasi-rigid metal
binding domains – an intrinsic structural zinc-domain and a nickel binding domain (Figure 6.1).1012

At neutral or acidic pH, the nickel-binding stoichiometry of Zn-HypA is one per protein with an

apparent Kd of 1µM.12-13 The nickel binding site is located at the N-terminal conserved MHEmotif.10-12,

14

Previous XAS characterization of the nickel site in WT-HypA identified a six-

coordinate nickel-binding site with primarily N/O ligands, one or two of which were modeled as
imidazole ligands.13 Mutagenesis studies further confirmed His2 and the N-terminal amine12 as
two of the six nickel-binding ligands. The other four ligands for nickel binding were identified
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from the NMR studies on a modified WT-HypA from H. pylori, where nickel was bound to His2,
backbone amide N-donor atoms of His2 and Glu3, and Asp40.10 Recent NMR studies further
confirmed the six Ni-coordinating ligands as N-terminal amine, amide N-atoms from His2 and
Glu3, the His2 imidazole side chain bound via Nδ1, and carboxylate side chains of Glu3 and
Asp40.11

Figure 6.1: Solution NMR structure of apo, Zn – WT HypA from H. pylori (PDB ID: 6G81):
Zn- is shown as grey sphere and Ni binding site residues are shown in green color.
H. pylori apo-UreE is a homodimer with a disordered C-terminal region, which is stabilized
with the binding of Ni2+ or Zn2+.15 It binds one nickel per dimer with a binding affinity of 0.15
µM.15 X - ray Absorption spectroscopy on nickel-bound H. pylori UreE revealed a pseudooctahedral arrangement of six N/O-donor ligands, with four N-donor atoms being contributed by
four histidine ligands from UreE2.15 Crystallographic and site directed mutagenesis studies on the
nickel site corroborated the XAS studies and identified the ligands as the two His102 residues, one
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from each UreE monomer, His152 ligand from the C-terminal segment of UreE monomer, while
His152 from other monomer was disordered, Glu4 and a water - molecule.15

Figure 6.2: Crystal structure of UreE-dimer from H. pylori (PDB ID: 3TJ8): green sphere
shows the nickel bound to three histidine ligands. The fourth histidine ligand is disordered
and not shown here.
At neutral pH, HypA and UreE2 form stable complexes as apo-proteins12, 16 or in presence
of metals16-17 and it is postulated that such a protein-protein interaction improves nickel availability
for urease maturation in H. pylori, either by tighter binding of nickel to preformed HypA•UreE2
complex or enhancement of the HypA-UreE interaction in presence of nickel, especially under
acid shock conditions.9 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) revealed that nickel binding to a
complex of apo, Zn-HypA•UreE2 is tighter than nickel binding to either apo,Zn-HypA or apoUreE2.9 Alternatively, titration of Ni, Zn-HypA to UreE2 was accompanied by two binding events,
that were pH independent – a low affinity binding event, similar to that observed for apo-Zn, HypA
with UreE2, and a higher affinity binding event, (Kd = 0.6 nM), not observed for apo-Zn, HypA
with UreE2.9 These studies revealed a novel high-affinity binding site of nickel in HypA•UreE2
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complex. However, the coordination environment of this high-affinity nickel site in this complex
is unknown and requires further investigation.
This chapter deals with characterizing the novel high-affinity binding site of nickel in
HypA•UreE2 complex under neutral and acidic pH conditions. The main objective of this
characterization is to examine and understand the differences in coordination of nickel in the
complex as compared to either HypA or UreE.
6.2 Experimental Procedures
6.2.1 XAS data Collection
XAS data on the frozen samples were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource (SSRL) at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory using dedicated ring conditions
(3 GeV and 450-500 mA) on beamline 9-3 with a Si (220) double crystal monochromator. The
frozen samples in kapton-taped holders were immobilized on aluminium prongs and cooled to
~10K using liquid helium cryostat (Oxford instruments). A 100-element Ge detector (Canberra)
was used for collecting X-ray fluorescence data. To minimize scattering, a 3 µm Z-1 filter and
Soller slits were installed between the detector and sample. X-ray fluorescence data on Ni K-edge
of the Ni, Zn-HypA-UreE2 complex were collected concurrently with spectra of a Ni metal foil in
transmission mode for energy calibration. Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)
were collected to 15k above the K-edge for both metals.
6.2.2 XAS Data Reduction and Analysis. Data reduction and analyses were performed according
to previously published procedures, adjusted for Ni and Zn K-edge XAS data.18 The Sixpack19
software package was used to process and normalize the XAS data. Fluorescence channels from
each scan were visually checked for bad channels, which were deleted. For each scan, Ni K-edge
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energy calibration was performed by assigning the first maximum in the first derivative spectrum
of the Ni-foil to 8331.6 eV. The energy calibrated XAS data for Ni is an average of 8-9 scans that
was normalized and corrected for background. For normalization and background correction, the
K-edge energy of Ni was set to 8340 eV with a Rbkg of 1. The edge jump was normalized by setting
the difference between the corrected pre-edge and post-edge baselines to 1. A linear function was
used for fitting the pre-edge range of -200 to -50eV and quadratic polynomial functions with 7
spline points were used to fit the post-edge range of +150 to +880 eV relative to E0. The EXAFS
data were converted to k-space using the relationship [2me (E-E0)/ħ2]1/2, where me is the mass of
electron and ħ is the Plank’s constant divided by 2п. The k3-weighted EXAFS data were Fouriertransformed over the k-range 2-12.5 Å-1 using a Hanning window and fit in r-space using an S0
value of 0.9. The r-space data shown in the figures were not corrected for phase shifts.
Similarly, for each scan, Zn K-edge energy calibration was performed by assigning the first
maximum in the first derivative spectrum of the Zn-foil to 9660.7 eV. The energy calibrated XAS
data for Zn is an average of 6 scans that was normalized and corrected for background. For
normalization and background correction, the K-edge energy of Zn was set to 9670 eV with a Rbkg
of 1. The edge jump was normalized by setting the difference between the corrected pre-edge and
post-edge baselines to 1. A Gaussian function was used for fitting the pre-edge range of -200 to 50eV and quadratic polynomial functions with 7 spline points were used to fit the post-edge range
of +150 to +880 eV relative to E0. The EXAFS data were converted to k-space using the
relationship [2me (E-E0)/ħ2]1/2, where me is the mass of electron and ħ is the Plank’s constant
divided by 2п. The k3-weighted EXAFS data were Fourier-transformed over the k-range 2-14.5 Å1

using a Hanning window and fit in r-space using an S0 value of 0.9. The r-space data shown in

the figures were not corrected for phase shifts.
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The Artemis software program19 with FEFF6 and the IFEFFIT algorithm was used to
generate and fit single and multiple scattering paths for each data as described previously15. Single
-scattering fits were generated over an r-space of both 1-2.5 Å and 1- 4.0 Å, while multiple scattering fits were carried out over 1- 4 Å. For each Ni-imidazole FEFF calculation, scattering
paths with amplitudes greater than 16% were selected, which were used to model the EXAFS
arising from scattering atoms in the imidazole ligand. The EXAFS fitting equation used was:
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)𝑒𝑒 −2𝑘𝑘
𝜒𝜒(𝑘𝑘) = �
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖2
𝑖𝑖

2 𝜎𝜎 2
𝑖𝑖

sin[ 2𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)]

where f(k) is the scattering amplitude, δ(k) is the phase-shift, N is the number of neighboring atoms,
r is the distance to the neighboring atoms, and σ2 is a Debye-Waller factor reflecting the mean
square deviation in the distance to the nearest neighbor (thermal and static disorder). The position
of the imidazole ring with respect to metal center was fit in terms of metal-ligand bond distance
(Reff) and the rotation angle (α) defined as below:

𝛼𝛼 =

𝑎𝑎 − 𝑏𝑏
2

To compare the fits of different models to the data set, ifeffit utilizes three goodness of fit
parameters: χ2, reduced χ2 and the R-factor. χ2 is given by equation 1, where Nidp is the number of
independent data points, Nε2 is the number of uncertainties to minimize, Re(fi) is the real part of
EXAFS function and Im(fi) is the imaginary part of the EXAFS fitting function.
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χ2 =

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁𝜀𝜀2

2
2
∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1{[𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ) ] + [𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ) ]}

(1)

Reduced χ2 represents the degree of freedom in the fit and is given by equation (2)
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟. 𝜒𝜒 2 =

𝜒𝜒2

𝑁𝑁idp −𝑁𝑁var

(2)

where Nvar is the number of refining parameters and Nvar is the number of adjustable parameters.
Additionally, ifeffit calculates the R-factor for the fit, which is given by equation (3), and is scaled
to the magnitude of the data making it proportional to χ2.
R=

2
2
∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1��𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ) �+�𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ) ��
𝑁𝑁
2
∑𝑖𝑖=1{[𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )] +[𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )]2 }

(3)

In comparing different models, the R-factor and reduced χ2 parameter were used to determine the
model(s) that was the best fit for the data, from fits with acceptable σ2 parameters. The R-factor
will generally improve with increasing number of adjustable parameters, while reduced χ2 will go
through a minimum and then increase, indicating that the model is overfitting the data. The
resolution of the data for Zn and Ni was 0.15 and 0.18 determined by equation (4), using ∆k-value
of 12.5 and 10.5, respectively.
Resolution=

п
2 x Δk

(4)

6.3 Results
6.3.1 XANES and EXAFS analysis of Ni-site
Ni site: Ni K-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) was used to probe the structure
of the Ni(II) site in the HypA•UreE2 complex at pH 7.2 and pH 6.3. X-ray absorption near edge
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structure (XANES) analysis can provide information about the coordination number and oxidation
state of the metal-complexes.20 Ni(II) complexes potentially show features associated with highenergy electronic transitions in the pre-edge XANES region of XAS spectra.20 These transitions
involve the promotion of one 1s electron to either the 3d manifold (1s3d), which occurs near
8331 eV, or to a 4pz orbital (1s4pz), which occurs near 8336 eV.20 XANES analysis of the nickel
site in the HypA•UreE2 complex show a small 1s3d feature at 8331.6 eV (Figure 6.3A) with a
peak area of 0.035 (± 0.002) eV2. This peak area coupled with the absence of any feature near
8336 eV is consistent with a 6-coordinate distorted octahedral geometry.
Analysis of the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) region of the XAS
spectra of metal-complexes provides information on the identity of ligand-donor atoms (Z ± 1)
around the metal center, the M-L distances (±0.02Å), as well as a second measure of coordination
number (± 20%). The Ni K-edge EXAFS spectrum of the Ni (II) site in the HypA•UreE2 complex
is shown in Figure 6.3B, with the fits leading to the best fit model of the Ni site structure
summarized in Table 1. Single-scattering analysis of the EXAFS data of this complex indicates a
nickel site with mainly N/O atoms in a 6-coordinate fashion (Appendix B, Table B.1), which is
also consistent with the coordination number/geometry determined from the XANES analysis
(vide supra). Systematic splitting of the single shell of 6-coordinate N/O atoms into two different
shells corresponding to N/O atoms at two different distances did not improve the fit (Appendix B,
Table B.1).
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Figure 6.3: A) Ni K-edge XANES spectrum of Ni,Zn-WT-HypA•WT-UreE2 complex at pH
7.2; the inset shows the 1s3d transition (black) at 8330 eV and the baseline (dotted red line)
used to measure the associated peak area B) Fourier transformed EXAFS (k = 2 - 12.5Å-1)
data (black) uncorrected for phase shifts and the best fit model (red) for Ni,Zn-WTHypA•WT-UreE2 complex at pH 7.2; the inset shows the k3- weighted unfiltered EXAFS data
(black) and best fit model (red).
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Table 6.1: Selected EXAFS fits for the Ni-site in the HypA-UreE2 complex at pH 7.2
Shell

r (Å)

σ2

ΔE0

R-factor

Red. χ2

(x10-3 Å-2)
6 N/O

2.08(1)

4(0)

1(2)

17.2

214.18

5 N/O

2.08(1)

6(1)

0(1)

10.2

144.00

1Im0o

2.09(1)

neg

4 N/O

2.07(1)

5(2)

1(1)

8.1

114.11

2Im0o

2.09(1)

2(2)

3 N/O

2.08(1)

2(1)

1(1)

6.6

93.18

3Im0o

2.09(2)

6(2)

2N/O

2.08(1)

0(1)

0(1)

5.4

76.39

4Im0o

2.08(2)

8(1)

1N/O

2.08(1)

neg

0(1)

5.3

76.04

5Im0o

2.08(1)

8(1)

3 N/O

2.06(1)

2(1)

0(1)

6.5

91.57

3Im5o

2.10(2)

5(2)

3 N/O

2.04(1)

4(1)

0(1)

5.3

74.76

3Im10o

2.10(1)

2(0)

3N/O

2.03(1)

7(2)

2(1)

3.6

59.44

1Im0o

2.07(1)

1(2)

2Im10o

2.09(1)

1(1)
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Multiple-scattering scaffolds were then added to account for the features in the FT-EXAFS
spectra arising from second and third coordination sphere scattering atoms resulting from the
coordination of His imidazole ligands using a rigid 5-membered ring with a single adjustable NiN distance, as previously described12, 15, 21. Addition of multiple-scattering pathways from single
shells of one to five His imidazole ligands with α = 0o, 5o or 10o, along with one shell of 1-5 N/O
donors, and totaling six ligands, resulted in lower R-factors and χ2 values, and gave acceptable
Debye-Waller factors (σ2) for fits with three or four imidazole ligands. However, none produced
a fit with R< 5%, a criterion for a good model. Splitting the single shell of N/O scatterers in models
with 3-4 His ligands resulted in modest improvements in R-factor but produced negative values of
σ2 for N/O shells (Appendix B, Table B.1). In contrast, splitting the shell of imidazoles into shells
with different α angles dramatically improved the fits and produced fits with acceptable R-factors
(< 5%) and Debye-Waller factors, with the fit containing three N/O-donors and three His ligands
producing the best fit. This progression is shown in Table 6.1 for the model with 3 His ligands
that leads to the best fit model. Similar attempts to split the single shell of four imidazoles into two
or three different shells resulted in unacceptable Debye -Waller factors (Appendix B, Table B.1).
The Ni K-edge XAS spectrum of the Ni (II) site in the HypA-UreE2 complex at pH 6.3 is
superimposable with that obtained at pH 7.2, indicating that the structure of the site is not greatly
altered by this pH change. The XANES of the Ni (II) site in the HypA-UreE2 complex at pH 6.3
also shows a small 1s3d feature at 8331.6 eV (Appendix B, Figure B.1) with a peak area of
0.036 (±0.002) eV2, indistinguishable from the value found at pH 7.2 and also consistent with a 6coordinate nickel site. Comparison of the EXAFS data for the Ni(II) sites at two pHs, also reveals
similar structures. The analysis of the EXAFS for the Ni-site in the HypA-UreE2 complex at pH
6.3 (Appendix B, Figure B.2) as described for the pH 7.2 sample (vide supra), also reveals six
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N/O-donor ligands (Appendix B, Table B.2 & B.3) and leads to a best fit model featuring three
N/O scatterers and three imidazoles at similar distances. However, unlike the fits to the spectra
obtained at pH 7.2, splitting the shell of three imidazoles did not improve the fit and resulted in
negative Debye-Waller factors (Appendix B, Table B.3). The best model featured three N/O
scatterers at 2.04 Å and a single shell of three imidazoles with Ni-N bond distance of 2.13 Å at an
α-angle 10o, and R=4.9%.

6.3.2 XANES and EXAFS analysis of Zn-site
Zn-site: Zn K-edge X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy was used to analyze the Zn (II)-site of HypA
in the Ni-HypA•UreE2 complex at pH 7.2 (Appendix B, Figure B.7 & B.8; Table B.4) and 6.3
(Appendix B, Figure B.9 & B.10; Table B. 5). The best fits from the EXAFS analysis on the Znsite results in Zn-S distances of 2.32(2) Å at both pH 7.2 and 6.3 with R<5% and is consistent with
four sulfur ligands observed for WT-HypA.
6.4 Discussion
Examination of the high- affinity nickel site in in the HypA-UreE complex at pH 7.2 by Xray Absorption Spectroscopy reveals a distinct nickel binding site from either Ni,Zn-HypA
(Appendix B, Figure B.3) or Ni-UreE2 (Appendix B, Figure B.4). In Ni,Zn-WT-HypA, the
nickel site is coordinated to the N-terminal amine, the imidazole and backbone amide from His2,
and carboxylate groups from the side chains of Glu3 and Asp40. In Ni-UreE2, four histidine
residues (two histidines - His 102 and His 152 from each monomeric subunit) of different angles
at two shells of different distances, one N/O from Glu 4 and a water molecule coordinates the
nickel atom. In the Ni, Zn-WT-HypA•UreE2, three N/O ligands and three distinct histidine ligands
at two different distances coordinate the nickel atom. Two of these histidine ligands are at 10o and
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one is oriented at 0o. The structure of this nickel site is similar at pH 6.3, with three N/O ligands
and three histidine ligands, which, unlike that at 7.2, are all in a similar angular orientation of 10o.
The Zn-site in the complex is similar to that of WT-HypA and is independent of pH changes,
suggesting that the protein interactions does not alter this structural site in the complex.
From these results, it is clear that ligands from both HypA and UreE2 contribute towards
binding nickel in the HypA•UreE2 complex with a physiologically relevant nickel-binding
affinity12. As H. pylori WT-HypA alone has a lower binding affinity for nickel12, it may serve as
a proteinaceous labile metal pool in H. pylori, and act as the primary acceptor of nickel from the
nickel-importers in the pathogen. It is likely that after nickel acquisition, based on the cellular
signals and/or demands of the pathogen, nickel-bound HypA interacts with either UreE2 for urease
maturation or HypB for H2ase maturation.
6.5 Conclusion
The nickel site in Ni, Zn-WT-HypA•UreE2 complex is distinct from either Ni, Zn-WTHypA or Ni-WT-UreE2. The high-affinity nickel site in this chaperone complex is octahedral and
is composed of nickel ligands provided by both HypA and UreE. It will be interesting to further
identify the ligands provided by these two nickel chaperones that form the distinct high-affinity
nickel site in the complex.
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CHAPTER 7
PERTURBATION OF PROTEIN DYNAMICS BY GLYCINE MUTATIONS IN HYPA:
THE ROLE OF HYPA CONFORMATIONS IN UREASE AND HYDROGENASE
MATURATION IN H. PYLORI
7.1 Introduction
H. pylori is a human pathogen responsible for gastritis and is associated with gastric
cancers.1-2 This pathogen has a unique ability to colonize and survive the harsh acidic conditions
of human stomach, and nickel largely contributes to its acid acclimation.3 Nickel forms the
cofactor of urease, which catalyzes the hydrolysis of urea to ammonia and carbamate, thus
neutralizing the pH around the pathogen.2 In addition to urease, H. pylori has another nickel –
dependent, membrane-bound enzyme – Ni, Fe- hydrogenase, which catalyzes the reversible
oxidation of hydrogen. It functions as a hydrogen-uptake hydrogenase in the pathogen and is
required for efficient colonization of H. pylori in mouse models.4-6 Recent studies reveal that Ni,
Fe-hydrogenase enzyme provides compact and high-energy substrate for respiratory-based energy
generation which is utilized by the pathogen to translocate the of CagA cytotoxin through the T4SS
pathway in to the host cells.7 Maturation of two nickel - dependent enzymes in H. pylori requires
proper delivery of nickel to the respective active sites of these enzymes.8 High - fidelity nickel
delivery is achieved by a cascade of accessory proteins for each of these two nickel enzymes –
UreEFGH cascade for urease2, 9 and HypABCDEF for Ni, Fe- hydrogenase8, 10-11. The hyp cascade
of accessory proteins in other bacteria such as, E. coli is usually involved in the maturation of Ni,
Fe- hydrogenase, but surprisingly, in H. pylori, it is also critical to the delivery of nickel to urease.12
Deletion of hypA in H. pylori strains causes loss of activity in both these enzymes.12 Ureolytic
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inactivation due to hypA deletion compromises the acid viability of H. pylori13 but loss of its
hydrogenase activity does not affect its acid viability.1 How HpHypA carries out differential
delivery of nickel to both enzymes in H. pylori is unknown.
HpHypA is a 13.2 kDa monomeric protein and contains two distinct metal binding sites –
an intrinsic structural zinc-domain and a nickel binding domain (Figure 7.1).3, 14-15 The Zn - site
is coordinated to two conserved CXXC motifs provided by Cys71, Cys 77, Cys91 and Cys 94 in
HpHypA.14 In addition to the conserved CXXC motifs in the structural Zn-site, H. pylori HypA
also has His residues (His 75 and His 95) closely flanking the conserved motifs.14 Extensive Xray Absorption Spectroscopic (XAS) characterization of H. pylori HypA Zn - site show that this
metal binding site is dynamic.16 At neutral pH (7.2), the average Zn coordination is Zn(Cys)4,
which changes to Zn(Cys)2(His)2 at pH 6.3 (the estimated internal pH of H. pylori under acid shock
conditions).16 However, no evidence for a pH induced structural change in the Zn(II) coordination
environment of HpHypA was found from its recent room temperature high resolution NMR
structure.15 Substitution of any of the four conserved Cys residues to Ala or Asp causes the loss of
the dynamic nature of the Zn - site and locks it in a Zn(Cys)2(His)2 structure.16 Mutation of
histidines (His 79 and 95), however, retains the Zn(Cys)4 structure. Interestingly, only the Cys
variants and not the His variants of HpHypA show moderate (Cys 71 and 77) to severe impairment
(Cys 91 and Cys 94) in acid viability of the pathogen.13
At neutral or acidic pH, the nickel-binding stoichiometry of Zn-HypA is one per protein
with an apparent Kd of 1 µM.3, 16 The nickel binding site in HypA has long been associated with
the N-terminal conserved MHE-motif. Mutation of His2 residue in HpHypA and extension of the
N-terminal amine (L2*-variant of HpHypA) caused a loss of Ni binding, with the latter also
affecting the acid viability of the pathogen.3, 11 NMR studies on a modified WT-HypA (reminiscent
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of affinity purification with two additional residue (GS-) preceding the N-terminus of HpHypA)
from H. pylori identified a diamagnetic four-coordinate nickel- site with backbone amide N-donor
atoms of His2 and Glu3, and Asp 40, along with His 2 as nickel-binding ligands.14 XAS
characterization and magnetic susceptibility measurements of the nickel site in WT-HpHypA, on
the other hand, identified a paramagnetic six-coordinate nickel-binding site with primarily N/O
ligands, one or two of which were modeled as imidazole ligands.16 Recent NMR studies confirmed
that the Ni-site in HpHypA is six-coordinate with N-terminal amine, amide N-atoms from His2
and Glu3, the His2 imidazole side chain bound via Nδ1, and carboxylate side chains of Glu3 and
Asp40 as nickel-ligands in the chaperone (Figure 7.1, inset).15

Figure 7.1: Solution NMR structure of nickel metallochaperone HypA from H. pylori (PDB:
6G8115) showing Zn- (grey sphere) and Ni- binding site (green). Glycine residues are shown
as space-filling spheres (conserved, Gly34 and Gly104 are shown in cyan and non-conserved,
Gly32 and Gly89 are shown in teal); Inset shows the Ni-binding site residues at the Nterminus of HpHypA.
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The recent solution structure of HpHypA revealed variable orientation of the metal binding
domains connected by a flexible linker.15 Flexibility in proteins is an intrinsic part of protein
structure and is important for molecular recognition.17 It is defined as concerted conformational
changes in the proteins that affect its few degrees of freedom, without modifying its structure or
destroying it, and encompasses different kinds of conformational changes corresponding to the
mobility of rigid part of the protein, e.g. domain motions (ii) deformability of the protein backbone,
e.g. crankshaft motions or (iii) both.17-18 It is possible that owing to such intrinsic flexibility,
HpHypA exists in distinct conformational states in solution, some of which may interact
differentially with UreE and HypB, thereby mediating the maturation of urease and Ni, Fe hydrogenase, respectively in H. pylori. The primary aim of this research was to perturb HpHypA
flexibility and dynamics, which in turn may disrupt critical structural changes around its Zn- and/or
Ni-site or its overall tertiary structure in a way that affects the interactions between HypA and
proteins in the urease and/or hydrogenase maturation pathways, thus hampering its function as a
nickel chaperone and hence survival of H. pylori.
To interrogate the flexibility and dynamics of HpHypA, the flexibility hot-spot residues in
this metallochaperone, i.e., the glycine residues (Figure 7.1), both conserved (Gly34 and Gly 104),
and non-conserved (Gly32 and Gly 89) were mutated to a more constrained Alanine. Glycine is
the smallest amino acid residue with no side chains, possess the highest degree of rotational
freedom, and is shown to impart backbone flexibility in enzyme active sites, and transmembrane
helices.17 The effect of these mutations on acid viability of the pathogen, and the in vitro urease
and hydrogenase activities were studied. Changes in coordination of metal sites (Zn-site and Nisite) were examined using X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. Changes in secondary structure of
these HypA variants were monitored by Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy.
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7.2 Experimental Procedures
7.2.1 Site-Directed mutagenesis of Glycine residues in HypA from H. pylori
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to introduce the desired glycine to alanine
mutations in HypA. A pET22b (+) vector encoding the wild type hypA sequence from H. pylori
was used as the template DNA for single point mutations, and PCR primers (listed in Table 7.1)
were designed to incorporate the desired mutations. For each 50 µL volume of PCR reaction
mixture, 0.5 µM of each primer was used for 2 ng of template DNA. For inserting G34A/G104A
double point mutation in HypA, primers for G34A HypA were used with the G104A HypA
plasmid as the template. Similarly, for inserting G32A/G89A double point mutation in HypA, the
G32A HypA plasmid was used as the template with G89A HypA primers. Successful PCR
amplifications were determined using a 0.8% agarose gel and the amplicons were subsequently
digested with DpnI for 1 hr at 37 oC to remove any methylated template DNA. The digested PCR
mixture was then transformed into Novablue competent cells with an ampicillin resistance gene
(Fisher Scientific) for selection and the transformed cells were plated on LB-agar plates containing
ampicillin (100mg/ml). Single colonies were grown to saturation in 5ml LB-miller broth
supplemented with ampicillin at 37 oC. Cells were pelleted at 13,000 g for 5 minutes and the
plasmids were isolated using a GeneJET plasmid miniprep kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Plasmid
sequencing (Genewiz, Inc.) confirmed the successful mutations.
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Table 7.1: Primers and plasmids used in this study
Plasmid

Description

Reference

pET22b-HypA(G34A)

pET22b(+) vector with hypA G34A coding sequence

This study

pET22b-HypA(G104A)

pET22b(+) vector with hypA G104A coding sequence

This study

pET22b-HypA(G34/G10A)

pET22b(+) vector with hypA G34A/G104A coding sequence

This study

pET22b-HypA(G32A)

pET22b(+) vector with hypA G32A coding sequence

This study

pET22b-HypA(G89A)

pET22b(+) vector with hypA G89A coding sequence

This study

pET22b-HypA(G32/G89A)

pET22b(+) vector with hypA G32A/G89A coding sequence

This study

Primers

Sequence (5’ to 3’)

Reference

HypA_G34A_F

GTGGTCGGTATTGCTGAAAGAAG

This study

HypA_G34A_R

CATAGCACTTCTTTCAGCAATACCGACCAC

This study

HypA_G104A_F

TGTTATTATCACTCAAGCCAATGAAATGC

This study

HypA_G104A_R

CATTTCATTGGCTTGAGTGATAATAACATTCTTGC

This study

HypA_G32A_F

GAAAGAGTCGTGGTCGCCATTGGTGAAAGAAGTGCT

This study

HypA_G32A_R

ATCCATAGCACTTCTTTCACCAATGGCGACCACGAC

This study

HypA_G89A_F

GCGCTAGATTATGCGGTCTGTGAGAAATGCCAC

This study

HypA_G89A_R

GCTGTCGCATTTCTCACACACCGCATAATCTAG

This study

*The changed nucleotides are underlined.
7.2.2 Expression & Purification of HpHypA glycines,
Each glycine variant of HypA was expressed as previously described1 with

some

modification in time and temperature to maximize the protein expression (Table 7.2). Purification
of each HypA variant was performed as previously described1 and the mass of each HypA variant
was determined by ESI-MS and was found to be consistent with predicted mass (Table 7.2).
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Table 7.2: Optimized conditions used for maximal expression of glycine variants of HypA
and the corresponding mass of purified proteins
HypA variant

Time and Temperature after

Theoretical mass

Experimental mass

induction for maximal

(Da)

(Da)

expression
G34A

6 hours at 25oC

13216.25

13214.85

G104A

3 hours at 37oC

13216.25

13214.93

G34A/G104A

6 hours at 25oC

13230.28

13230.05

G32A

6 hours at 25oC

13216.25

13214.87

G89A

6 hours at 25oC

13216.25

13214.90

G32A/G89A

3 hours at 37oC

13230.28

13230.12

7.2.3 Acid Viability Assays
The plasmids with the desired glycine to alanine mutations in the hypA coding sequence
were used by Prof. Douglas S. Merrell (The Uniformed Services University, Bethesda MD) to
insert the mutant DNA of interest into the H. pylori chromosomal DNA as described previously.13
These genetic manipulations resulted in mutant H. pylori strains that expressed only the HypA
variants, as listed in Table 7.3. In order to control any defects arising as a result of these
manipulations, a hypA-restorant strain was also made where the kan-sac cassette is replaced by
wild type hypA gene.13 Other controls (WT, ΔureB, ΔhydB) were created as previously described.13
The acid resistance of each of the six mutant H. pylori strains containing glycine to alanine
mutations in hypA were tested in the Merrell lab using the method described previously. Wild type
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H. pylori strain, hypA::kan-sac strain, hypA-restorant strain and ureB: kan-sac (or ΔureB) strain
were used as controls. Three biological replicates were performed for each strain.
Table 7.3: Strain of H. pylori used in this study
Strain

Description

Reference

DSM 1

G27 WT

1, 2

DSM 43

G27 ΔureB (ureB:: kan),KanR

1,2

DSM 1570

G27 ΔhydB (hydB:: kan), KanR

2

DSM 1283

G27 ΔhypA (hypA:: kan-sac )KanR, SacS

DSM 1295

G27 hypA restorant

DSM 1476

G27 hypA G34A

This study

DSM 1477

G27 hypA G104A

This study

DSM 1478

G27 hypA G34A/G104A

This study

DSM 1649

G27 hypA G32A

This study

DSM 1650

G27 hypA G389A

This study

DSM 1651

G27 hypA G32A/G89A

1,2
1-2, This study

7.2.4 In vitro Urease Activity Assay
For urease activity assays, an overnight culture of each of the six mutant H. pylori strains
along with the controls (Wild type, hypA::kan-sac, hypA-restorant, ΔureB) were made by Prof.
Douglas S. Merrell (The Uniformed Services University, Bethesda MD). Briefly, each of the
cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.05, and the cells were grown for 20 hours, after which the
OD600 was measured and 1.0 ODU (optical density units) of bacteria were pelleted for 2 minutes
at 2000 x g. The medium was aspirated off, and the pellets were frozen at -80oC. The frozen cells
were then transferred to University of Massachusetts Amherst for the in vitro assays described as
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follows. The frozen cells were thawed, re-suspended in 750µL of ice-cold lysis buffer (50mM
HEPES, pH 7.0, 1mM phenylmethanesulfonic acid (PMSF) and 1X protease cocktail inhibitor
from Sigma-Aldrich) and then lysed by pulsed sonication (500Hz) at 40% amplitude for 12
seconds (2 seconds each pulse) on ice. The lysed cells were centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 15
minutes at 4 oC to remove insoluble particles from the soluble whole cell extract. Total protein
concentration in the soluble whole cell extract was determined using Bradford assay with
Coomassie Protein Assay kit (Thermo Scientific).
A modified phenol-hypochlorite method was used to assay the ammonia released from the
soluble whole cell extract of H pylori strains in the presence of urea.13, 16 Briefly, 5µL of the soluble
whole cell extract of each strain was added to 245 µL of urease reaction buffer (50 mM HEPES,
25 mM urea, pH 7.0) and the mixture was incubated for 20 minutes at 37 oC to allow production
of ammonia in solution. The reaction was quenched with sequential addition of 375 µL of
Quenching Buffer A (100 mM phenol, 167.8 µM sodium nitroprusside) and 375 µL of Quenching
Buffer B (125 mM phenol, 0.044% NaClO). The assay samples were quickly vortexed with each
buffer addition and then incubated at 37 oC for 30 minutes to allow for color development
(conversion of ammonia to indophenol). The absorbance of each assay sample was measured at
625 nm using a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Hewlett-Packard 8453). The ammonia released
from each assay mixture was quantified using a standard curve (Appendix C, Figure C.1)
prepared using known amounts of ammonium chloride (0.2-500 nmol) solution in place of whole
cell extracts. The urease activity of ΔureB strain was treated as background and subtracted from
the urease activity of other strains. The urease activity of mutant hypA strains was normalized to
hypA - restorant strain (hypA-R, DSM1295) whose urease activity was treated as 100%. All assays
were conducted in triplicate for two independently grown cultures.
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7.2.5 In vitro Hydrogenase Activity Assay
For hydrogenase activity assays, hydrogen oxidation activity was measured at room
temperature (~23 ̊C) using the whole cell lysates of the various H. pylori strains (vide supra). Cells
were grown as previously described13 by Prof. Douglas S. Merrell (The Uniformed Services
8

University, Bethesda MD), and approximately 10 cells were pelleted and frozen at -80 ̊C prior to
lysis. The cells were thawed on ice and then resuspended in 750 μL of ice-cold H. pylori lysis
buffer (50 mM HEPES at pH 7.0 with 1 mM phenylmethansulfonyl fluoride (PMSF)). The
resuspended cells were then kept on ice during lysis by pulsed sonication (500 Hz) at 40%
amplitude for 14 seconds. H2 consumption was measured as previously described19 with slight
modifications. Briefly, an aliquot of whole cell lysate was used to test H2 oxidation activity by
monitoring the reduction of methyl viologen (MV) inside an anaerobic chamber (COY Labs, Grass
Lake, MI) with a consistent atmosphere of primarily N2 with 3–4% H2 and 0–20 ppm O2.
Oxidized-MV (colorless) is the electron acceptor in the H2 oxidation reaction catalyzed by
hydrogenase in the lysate resulting in formation of reduced-MV (blue). The appearance of
reduced-MV was monitored at A578 nm (ε = 9.78 mM-1 • cm-1)20

using a UV-Visible

spectrophotometer (UV-1280, Shimadzu). The reaction was initiated by adding 30 μL of whole
cell lysate to 1 mL of deoxygenated H2ase Reaction Buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM methyl
viologen, pH 8.0) in a glass vial. After an initial lag time, the reaction mixture was transferred to
a quartz cuvette and the appearance of reduced methyl viologen was monitored at A578 nm for
45–150 minutes. The slope of the linear increase in absorbance over time (Appendix C, Figure
C.2) was taken as the rate of reduction, where two reduced-MV were expected for every H2
oxidized.19 The lag is due to anaerobic activation that occurs upon exhaustion of trace oxygen
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levels.4 Reaction initiated by lysis buffer alone was used to correct for background
activity/instrument drift, which is in the same order of magnitude (~10−8 μmol/min) as the ΔhydB
strain (where no activity was expected) and less than 1% of any other strains tested. The specific
H2-oxidation activity was obtained by normalizing against the total protein in the whole cell lysate.
Three biological replicates were tested for each strain (unless otherwise noted) and the specific
H2-oxidation activity of each strain was normalized against the activity of the wild-type strain to
obtain percent hydrogenase activity relative to wild-type.
7.2.6 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
The purified proteins were buffer exchanged in CD Buffer (10mM Tris, 100mM NaCl,
0.5mM TCEP, pH 7.2 or 6.3) and served as the apo-protein. The protein stock solutions were
incubated with 2 equivalents of nickel for 1 hour on ice and then chelexed to remove excess metal.
The samples were buffer exchanged with CD buffer (pH 7.2 or pH 6.3). 15µM of each these protein
sample was used to obtain their CD spectrum on Jasco J-1500 Circular Dichroism
Spectrophotometer.
7.2.7 XAS data Collection, Data Reduction and Analysis
XAS data on the frozen samples were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource (SSRL) at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory using dedicated ring conditions
(3 GeV and 450-500 mA) on beamline 9-3 with a Si (220) double crystal monochromator. The
frozen samples were immobilized on aluminium prongs and cooled to ~10K using liquid helium
cryostat (Oxford instruments). A 100-element Ge detector (Canberra) was used for collecting Xray fluorescence data. To minimize scattering, a 3 µm Z-1 filter and Soller slits were installed
between the detector and sample. X-ray fluorescence data on Zn K-edge of the Zn- and Ni, Zn-
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Gly-to-Ala HypA complexes were collected concurrently with spectra of Zn metal foil in
transmission mode for energy calibration. X-ray fluorescence data on Ni K-edge of the Ni, ZnGly-to-Ala HypA complexes were collected concurrently with spectra of Ni metal foil in
transmission mode for energy calibration. Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)
were collected to 15k above the K-edge for both metals.
Data reduction and analyses were performed according to previously published procedures
adjusted for Ni and Zn K-edge XAS data.21 The Sixpack22 software package was used to process
and normalize the XAS data. Fluorescence channels from each scan were visually checked for bad
channels, which were deleted. For each scan, Ni K-edge energy calibration was performed by
assigning the first maximum in the first derivative spectrum of the Ni-foil to 8331.6 eV. The energy
calibrated XAS data for Ni is an average of 8-9 scans that was normalized and corrected for
background. For normalization and background correction, the K-edge energy of Ni was set to
8340 eV with a Rbkg of 1. A linear function was used for fitting the pre-edge range of -200 to 50eV and quadratic polynomial functions with 7-8 spline points were used to fit the post-edge
range of +150 to +880 eV relative to E0. The edge jump was normalized by setting the difference
between the corrected pre-edge and post-edge baselines to 1. The EXAFS data were converted to
k-space using the relationship [2me (E-E0)/ħ2]1/2, where me is the mass of electron and ħ is the
Plank’s constant divided by 2п. The k3-weighted EXAFS data were Fourier-transformed over the
k-range 2-12.5 Å-1 using a Hanning window and fit in r-space using an S0 value of 0.9. The r-space
data shown in the figures were not corrected for phase shifts.
Similarly, for each scan, Zn K-edge energy calibration was performed by assigning the first
maximum in the first derivative spectrum of the Zn-foil to 9660.7 eV. The energy calibrated XAS
data for Zn is an average of 6 scans that was normalized and corrected for background. For
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normalization and background correction, the K-edge energy of Zn was set to 9670 eV with a Rbkg
of 1. A Gaussian function was used for fitting the pre-edge range of -200 to -50eV and quadratic
polynomial functions with 7-8 spline points were used to fit the post-edge range of +150 to +880
eV relative to E0. The edge jump was normalized by setting the difference between the corrected
pre-edge and post-edge baselines to 1. The EXAFS data were converted to k-space using the
relationship [2me (E-E0)/ħ2]1/2, where me is the mass of electron and ħ is the Plank’s constant
divided by 2п. The k3-weighted EXAFS data were Fourier-transformed over the k-range 2-14.5 Å1

using a Hanning window and fit in r-space using an S0 value of 0.9. The r-space data shown in

the figures was not corrected for phase shifts.
The Artemis software program22 with FEFF6 and IFEFFIT algorithm was used to generate
and fit single and multiple scattering paths for each data as described previously3. Single scattering fits were generated over an r-space of both 1-2.5 Å and 1- 4.0 Å, while multiple scattering fits were carried out over 1- 4 Å. For each Ni-imidazole FEFF calculation, scattering
paths with amplitudes greater than 16% were selected, which were used to model the EXAFS
arising from scattering atoms in the imidazole ligand. The EXAFS fitting equation used was:
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)𝑒𝑒 −2𝑘𝑘
𝜒𝜒(𝑘𝑘) = �
𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖2
𝑖𝑖

2 𝜎𝜎 2
𝑖𝑖

sin[ 2𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)]

where f(k) is the scattering amplitude, δ(k) is the phase-shift, N is the number of neighboring atoms,
r is the distance to the neighboring atoms, and σ2 is a Debye-Waller factor reflecting the mean
square deviation in the distance to the nearest neighbor (thermal and static disorder). The position
of the imidazole ring with respect to the metal center was fit in terms of the metal-N bond distance
(Reff) and the rotation angle (α) as defined previously23.
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To compare the different models fit to the data set, ifeffit utilizes three goodness of fit
parameters: χ2, reduced χ2 and the R-factor. χ2 is given by equation 1, where Nidp is the number of
independent data points, Nε2 is the number of uncertainties to minimize, Re(fi) is the real part of
EXAFS function and Im(fi) is the imaginary part of the EXAFS fitting function.
χ2 =

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁𝜀𝜀2

2
2
∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1{[𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ) ] + [𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ) ]}

(1)

Reduced χ2 represents the degree of freedom in the fit and is given by equation (2)
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟. 𝜒𝜒 2 =

𝜒𝜒2

𝑁𝑁idp −𝑁𝑁var

(2)

where Nvar is the number of refining parameters and Nvar is the number of adjustable parameters.
Additionally, ifeffit calculates the R-factor for the fit, which is given by equation (3), and is scaled
to the magnitude of the data making it proportional to χ2.
R=

2
2
∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1��𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ) �+�𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 ) ��
𝑁𝑁
∑𝑖𝑖=1{[𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )]2 +[𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )]2 }

(3)

In comparing different models, the R-factor and reduced χ2 parameter were used to determine the
model that was the best fit for the data. The R-factor will generally improve with increasing
number of adjustable parameters, while reduced χ2 will go through a minimum and then increase,
indicating that the model is overfitting the data. The resolution of the Zn- and Ni- data was 0.13
and 0.15 which was determined by equation (4), using ∆k-value of 12.0 and 10.5 for Zn and Ni,
respectively.
Resolution =

п

2 x Δk
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(4)

7.3 Results
7.3.1 Gly to Ala substitutions in HypA do not affect the acid viability of H. pylori or
urease activity.
To examine the physiological importance of the flexibility of the linker region in H. pylori
HypA, mutant strains of H. pylori expressing HypA variants with Gly-to-Ala substitutions at each
Gly residue in the HypA protein, as well as for pairs of conserved (G34A/G104A) and nonconserved (G32A/G89A) Gly residues were made, and the mutant strains were assessed for acid
viability15, and in vitro urease activity15. The results of acid viability assays of the mutant strains
of H. pylori are summarized in Figure 7.2A.
At pH 2.3 in the presence of urea (Figure 7.2A), the wild-type strain (WT) survived, due
to its utilization of urea to neutralize the low pH. Under the same conditions, the survival of the
∆ureB mutant, which does not have a functional urease, was significantly impaired. The ∆hypA
mutant, which carries a kan-sacB cassette in the hypA coding region, was acid sensitive, as
observed previously1, 13. The hypA restorant (hypA-R), as well as all of the Gly-to-Ala variants
studied, did not show differences in survival from the WT strain under these conditions. Similarly,
the results of in vitro urease assays on cell lysates from mutant strains of H. pylori expressing the
Gly-to-Ala variants showed that urease activity in the variants was generally indistinguishable
from the restorant strain (Figure 7.2B).
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Figure 7.2: (A) Acid viability assay and B) In vitro urease activity assay of Gly-to-Ala HypA
variants in H. pylori strains
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7.3.2 Gly to Ala substitutions in H. pylori HypA affects Ni, Fe - Hydrogenase activity
Since HypA is a common nickel chaperone for urease and Ni, Fe – hydrogenase in H.
pylori12 and Ni, Fe – hydrogenase is not required for acid adaptation in the pathogen1, the effects
of Gly-to-Ala substitutions in HypA on hydrogenase activity of the pathogen were also examined.
The results of in vitro hydrogenase activity assays on crude cell lysates from mutant strains of H.
pylori expressing the Gly-to-Ala variants of HypA are summarized in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.4.

Figure 7.3: In vitro Ni, Fe- hydrogenase activity of Gly-to-Ala HypA expressing H. pylori
strains.
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Table 7.4: In – vitro hydrogenase activity of H. pylori strains
Strain

Hydrogenase activity
(mean ± SD, %)

WT

94 ± 7

∆ureB

115 ± 6

∆hydB

0.04 ± 0.04

hypA:: kan-sacB

7±5

hypA – R

100 ± 10

G34A HypA

59 ± 6

G104A HypA

47 ± 4

G34A/G104A HypA

58 ± 10

G32A HypA

70 ± 9

G89A HypA

67 ± 6

G32A/G89A HypA

65 ± 8

The wild-type strain (WT) and ∆ureB mutant strain showed the expected hydrogenase
activity, due to its fully functional HypA cascade. Under the same conditions, the activity of the
∆hydB mutant, which does not have a functional Ni, Fe - hydrogenase, was significantly impaired.
The ∆hypA mutant, which carries a kan-sacB cassette in the hypA coding region, also did not show
hydrogenase activity, as reported previously1, and the hydrogenase activity is similar to ∆hydB
mutant strain. The hypA restorant variant restored the hydrogenase activity comparable to WT- or
∆ureB mutant strain. Moderate defect (less than 60%) in hydrogenase activity was observed for
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G34A, G104A and G34A/G104A H. pylori HypA strains. The hydrogenase activity of G32A,
G89A and G32A/G89A H. pylori HypA strains was less than WT by only about 30% and is thus
comparable. Interestingly, the increase in apparent hydrogenase activity in the ∆hydB mutant is
comparable to the loss of activity in the HypA mutants. Thus, it can be concluded that the Gly
residues, particularly the conserved ones that show a larger variation in its hydrogenase activity
might play a role in modulating Ni, Fe- hydrogenase activity in H. pylori.
7.3.3 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy: Perturbed secondary structure of selected Gly to Ala
HypA variants
In order to examine the effects of Gly to Ala substitutions on the secondary structure of
HypA, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was performed on the purified apo- and Ni-bound
Gly to Ala substituted HypA proteins. The CD spectrum of apo- and Ni- bound proteins for
conserved and non-conserved Gly to Ala variants of HypA at pH 7.2 (Figure 7.4) and pH 6.3
(Appendix C, Figure C.3) showed characteristic peaks at 220 nm and 208 nm, which are the
signatures of a typical α-helix secondary structure. Notably, for the apo-HypA proteins of these
variants, a significantly higher ellipticity at 208 nm as compared to WT-HypA was observed. Such
subtle differences in the CD spectra can be explained by calculating the helix propensity (or
helicity, denoted as θ) which is defined as the ratio of CD signals at 222 nm and 208 nm.24 Helix
propensity of protein equal to or greater than 1.0 suggests a coiled-coil α- helical structure of
proteins, while helix propensity less than or equal to 0.86 suggests an isolated α-helix in the protein
structure.25
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Figure 7.4: CD Spectra of apo (dotted line) and Ni-bound (solid line) conserved and nonconserved Gly -to -Ala H. pylori HypA variant proteins at pH 7.2.
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The helix propensity for apo- and Ni- bound GlyAla HypA proteins were calculated at
pH 7.2 and 6.3 and are shown in Table 7.5. At neutral pH, the helicity of apo-WT-HypA is 0.97,
suggesting a coiled – coil helix and remains the same when Ni is bound to the protein. Such a
coiled-coil structure of apo- or Ni-bound WT-HypA is also suggested by its NMR structures.14-15
For apo-G34A-HypA, helicity was 0.93, which is less than 1.0, but more than the threshold value
of 0.86, and hence might indicate a semi-coiled - coil helix structure for this protein. Interestingly,
when nickel is bound to G34A-HypA at neutral pH, the helix propensity increases above 1.0 and
becomes a fully coiled-coil structure like WT-HypA. On the other hand, the helix propensity for
apo-G104AHypA and G34A/G104AHypA at neutral pH is 0.83 and hence might indicate an
isolated - helix for these proteins. Binding of nickel to these proteins improves the helix propensity
which is 0.91 and 0.96 for G104A-HypA and G34A/G104A-HypA, respectively, and possibly
results in semi-coiled - coil helix structure for these variants. For non-conserved apo- Gly-to-Ala
HypA variants, there is a drastic decrease in the helix propensity calculated to be 0.62, which does
not improve beyond the threshold value of 0.86 upon nickel binding to G89AHypA.
At acidic pH, the feature at 208nm of selected apo-Gly-to-Ala- HypA variant proteins are
different than WT-HypA (Appendix C, Figure C.3). For apo-G104-AHypA and apoG34A/G104A HypA the calculated helix propensity is 0.75 and 0.92 respectively and does not
change with nickel binding. For apo-G89A HypA and particularly for apo- G32A/G89A, the
calculated helix propensity is 0.66 and 0.62, respectively. From these results, it can be concluded
subtle changes in the secondary structural elements occur as a result of these Gly Ala variants
of HypA, as a function of nickel binding and pH change.
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Table 7.5: Calculated helix propensity of conserved GlyAla HypA proteins
Helicity (θ222/ θ208)
Proteins

pH 7.2

pH 6.3

Apo-Zn -

Ni, Zn -

Apo-Zn

Ni, Zn-

WT

0.97

1.03

ND

ND

G34A HypA

0.93

1.02

ND

ND

G104A HypA

0.84

0.91

0.75

0.73

G34A/G104A HypA

0.83

0.96

0.92

0.94

G32A HypA

0.62

ND

ND

ND

G89A HypA

0.63

0.71

0.66

ND

G32A/G89AHypA

ND

ND

0.62

ND

*ND = Not Determined
7.3.4 Unperturbed Zn- or Ni-site of HypA by XAS
The Zn- and Ni-site of apo- or Ni-bound Gly to Ala variants of HypA at pH 7.2 and pH 6.3
were examined using X-ray Absorption spectroscopy. Selected and best fits of Zn-site and Ni-site
at pH 7.2 and pH 6.3 are summarized in Table 7.6 & 7.7 and best fits of each variant at the Znand Ni- site are shown in Appendix C, Figure C.4-C.6 and Figure C.8-C.10, respectively. No
changes in either the Zn-site or the Ni-site structures for these variants were observed, and the
metal site structures were similar to those found in WT-HypA at pH 7.2 and pH 6.3, respectively.
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Table 7.6: Best EXAFS fits of Zn- site in non- conserved GlyAla HypA variants
Shell
R (Å)
σ2 (x10-3 Å-2)
Ni, Zn - G32A-HypA, pH 7.2
4S
2.33 (0)
2(0)
3S
2.33 (0)
1(0)
1 Im0o
2.98 (1)
52(313)
2S
2.34 (0)
0(0)
2 Im0o
2.14 (3)
4(2)
Ni, Zn - G32A-HypA, pH 6.3
4S
2.33 (0)
3(0)
3S
2.34(0)
1(0)
o
1 Im0
2.14 (2)
1(2)
2S
2.34(0)
0(0)
o
2 Im0
2.14 (2)
2(1)
Ni, Zn – G89A-HypA, pH 7.2
4S
2.32 (1)
3(0)
4S
2.31 (0)
3(0)
1N/O
1.92 (2)
1(2)
4S
2.34 (0)
4 (0)
1 Im0o
2.16 (1)
neg
Ni, Zn – G89A-HypA, pH 6.3
4S
2.33 (0)
3(0)
Ni, Zn – G32A/G89A-HypA, pH 7.2
4S
2.33 (0)
3(0)
3S
2.34(0)
2(0)
1 Im0o
2.12 (2)
2(1)
Ni, Zn – G32A/G89A-HypA, pH 6.3
4S
2.33(0)
3(0)

ΔE0

R-factor(%)

Red. χ2

(-)0(0)
0(1)

1.6
3.9

22.9
60.9

1(2)

6.5

101.36

(-)1(1)
(-)0(1)

4.5
3.5

4.6
4.0

1(1)

5.2

6.0

(-) 2 (2)
(-) 5 (2)

4.2
4.9

140.2
143.2

(-) 0 (1)

4.7

139.2

(-)1(1)

3.6

22.9

(-)0(0)
(-)0(1)

1.7
2.1

49.8
68.0

5(0)

1.3

22.7

Table 7.7: Selected EXAFS fits of Ni- site in non – conserved GlyAla HypA variants
Shell
R (Å)
Ni, Zn - G32A-HypA, pH 7.2
4 N/O
2.07(1)
5 N/O
2.08(1)
6 N/O
2.08(1)
3 N/O
2.09(1)
1 N/O
2.30(3)
2 N/O
2.08(1)
2 N/O
2.25(5)
4 N/O
2.10(1)
1 N/O
2.32(3)
4 N/O
2.09(1)

σ2 (x10-3 Å-2)

ΔE0

R-factor(%)

Red. χ2

4(1)
6(2)
8(3)
2(1)
0(2)
neg
3(7)
4(1)
neg
3(0)

3(2)
2(3)
2(3)
7(2)

17.0
18.6
21.0
9.7

93.0
101.8
114.8
70.4

7(2)

10.9

79.1

6(1)

7.4

53.6

7(1)

7.9

57.3
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2 N/O
2N/O
1N/O
1Im0o
1BBAm

2.32(2)
2.09 (2)
2.28 (2)
2.07 (1)
1.91 (3)
1.96 (3)
Ni, Zn - G32A-HypA, pH 6.3
4 N/O
2.06(1)
5 N/O
2.07(1)
6 N/O
2.07(1)
3 N/O
2.07(1)
1 N/O
2.25(3)
2 N/O
2.06(1)
2 N/O
2.25(3)
4 N/O
2.08(1)
1 N/O
2.28(3)
4 N/O
2.08(1)
2 N/O
2.29(2)
2N/O
2.06 (0)
1N/O
2.26 (2)
1Im0o
2.08 (1)
1BBAm
2.01 (2)
2.06 (2)
Ni, Zn – G89A-HypA, pH 7.2
4 N/O
2.09 (1)
5 N/O
2.09 (1)
6 N/O
2.09 (1)
3 N/O
2.08 (1)
1 N/O
1.89 (3)
2 N/O
2.08 (1)
2 N/O
1.89 (3)
4 N/O
2.07 (1)
1 N/O
1.86 (2)
4 N/O
2.08 (1)
2 N/O
1.87 (3)
2N/O
2.09 (1)
1N/O
2.21 (2)
1Im10o
2.10 (2)
1BBAm
1.95 (1)
2.00 (1)
Ni, Zn – G89A-HypA, pH 6.3
4 N/O
2.07 (1)
3 N/O
2.08 (1)
1 N/O
2.25 (3)
2 N/O
2.06 (1)
2 N/O
2.20 (4)

3(2)
1(1)
3(1)
3(2)
4(2)

2(2)

4.8

20.5

1(0)
3(1)
4(1)
neg
0(7)
neg
7(8)
1(0)
neg
1(0)
3(0)
3(2)
2(4)
3(2)
1(3)

1(2)
1(2)
1(2)
5(4)

16.9
20.8
26.0
11.1

56.6
65.8
81.7
81.3

5(3)

10.9

79.7

4(3)

10.9

79.8

5(2)

10.7

77.8

2(2)

3.5

43.6

3 (1)
4 (1)
5 (1)
2 (0)
3 (3)
0 (1)
10 (7)
4 (1)
2 (2)
4 (1)
8 (4)
1(1)
1(2)
2(2)
1(1)

4(2)
4(2)
4(2)
(-)0(2)

13.9
15.9
19.5
9.4

21.9
25.0
30.5
19.4

(-)0(2)

9.8

20.3

(-)0(2)

10.7

22.3

(-)1(2)

12.9

25.9

(-)2(2)

4.9

5.6

3 (0)
1 (0)
0 (2)
neg
6 (5)

1 (2)
7 (1)

12.4
6.9

138.3
102.1

5 (2)

7.2

105.9
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5 N/O
4 N/O
1 N/O
3 N/O
2 N/O
6 N/O
5 N/O
1 N/O
4 N/O
2 N/O
3N/O
1N/O
1BBAm

2.07 (1)
2.08 (1)
2.28 (2)
2.07 (1)
2.25 (3)
2.09 (1)
2.07 (1)
2.25 (4)
2.08 (1)
2.25 (4)
2.08 (1)
2.24 (2)
1.96 (5)
2.02 (5)
Ni, Zn – G32A/G89A-HypA, pH 7.2
4 N/O
2.06 (1)
3 N/O
2.04 (1)
1 N/O
2.19 (1)
2 N/O
2.01 (1)
2 N/O
2.15 (1)
5 N/O
2.07 (1)
4 N/O
2.05 (1)
1 N/O
2.21 (2)
3 N/O
2.03 (1)
2 N/O
2.18 (1)
6 N/O
5 N/O
2.06 (1)
1 N/O
2.23 (4)
4 N/O
2.05 (1)
2 N/O
2.21 (5)
3 N/O
2.04 (2)
3 N/O
2.19 (4)
3N/O
2.03 (1)
2N/O
2.20 (1)
o
1Im10
2.06 (2)
Ni, Zn – G32A/G89A-HypA, pH 6.3
4 N/O
2.08 (1)
3 N/O
2.08 (1)
1 N/O
2.24 (5)
2 N/O
2.07 (1)
2 N/O
2.18 (5)
5 N/O
2.08 (1)
4 N/O
1 N/O
3 N/O
2 N/O

2.09 (0)
2.30 (2)
2.08 (0)
2.25 (3)

5 (1)
2 (0)
neg
2 (0)
5 (3)
5 (1)
4 (1)
neg
2 (0)
4 (3)
1(1)
2(1)
3(2)

1 (2)
5 (1)

14.7
6.5

138.3
96.4

5 (1)

6.4

95.0

4(2)
5 (1)

18.4
8.2

204.5
120.9

5 (1)

7.9

115.6

2(1)

3.0

86.2

7 (1)
3 (0)
neg
1 (1)
2(1)
9 (1)
5 (1)
1 (1)
4 (1)
4 (2)

2 (2)
2 (1)

10.5
4.8

91.7
55.7

2 (1)

4.5

51.7

2 (1)
2 (1)

8.0
4.7

70.0
54.5

2 (1)

4.6

52.8

8 (1)
3 (3)
7 (1)
9 (6)
6 (1)
13 (6)
3(1)
1(0)
4(2)

2 (1)

6.0

70.3

3 (2)

5.8

67.4

3 (2)

5.6

64.7

3(1)

3.6

20.8

5(0)
3 (1)
5 (5)
2 (1)
9 (6)
7(0)

2 (1)
4 (1)

5.9
4.2

106.3
101.3

4 (1)

4.4

105.3

2 (1)

5.3

95.9

5 (0)
3 (2)
3 (0)
11 (4)

5 (0)

1.9

45.5

5 (1)

2.2

53.4
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6 N/O
5 N/O
1 N/O
4 N/O
2 N/O
3 N/O
3 N/O
2N/O
1N/O
1Im0o
1BBAm

2.09 (1)
9 (1)
2.10 (0)
7 (0)
2.31 (1)
2 (1)
2.09 (0)
5 (0)
2.30 (2)
9 (2)
2.08 (0)
4 (0)
2.25 (3)
17 (4)
2.12 (1)
2(1)
2.29 (2)
1(1)
2.10 (2)
5(2)
2.00 (2)
3(2)
2.05 (2)
* the red colors denote the unacceptable values

2 (1)
5 (0)

6.6
1.3

119.0
31.5

5 (0)

1.6

38.5

5 (1)

1.9

44.5

4(0)

2.5

29.3

7.4 Discussion
Glycine residues, particularly in the loops and linkers of protein structure serve as
flexibility hot-spots in some proteins, which include glycines in enzyme active sites,
transmembrane helices, and are crucial to the respective function.26-29 The dynamic nickelmetallochaperone, HypA in H. pylori, which stands at the crossroads of nickel delivery to two
structurally and functionally distinct enzymes – urease and Ni,Fe-hydrogenase, has four glycine
residues (Gly32, Gly34, Gly89 and Gly104) distributed around its Ni- and Zn- binding domains
(Figure 7.1). Mutation of glycine residues in H. pylori HypA to alanine did not hamper urease
maturation as indicated by the intact urease activity of H. pylori strains expressing Gly-to-Ala
variants, and as the urease activity largely determines the acid viability of H. pylori, these variant
strains exhibited acid viabilities similar to the WT strain. However, unlike acid viability or in vitro
urease activity, the hydrogenase activity of the crude cell lysates of H. pylori strains expressing
Gly -to- Ala HypA variants showed an overall decrease as compared to hypA restorant or WT H.
pylori strain (Figure 7.3, Table 4). Hydrogenase activity in H. pylori do not contribute to its
virulence but is shown to be important for pathogenic colonization in host.1, 5-6
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In Helicobacter species, Ni, Fe-hydrogenase is the only known hydrogenase.4 Variant
strains of H. pylori with no Ni, Fe – hydrogenase (∆hydB) were unable to colonize in gerbil
models.6 Successful colonization of H. pylori requires the injection of a cytotoxin CagA from the
pathogen into the host cells through T4SS pathway. Recent studies show that the activity of
hydrogenase in H. pylori fuels the translocation of CagA cytotoxin, thus explaining the
colonization inability of null -hydrogenase expressing H. pylori variant strains.7

Ni, Fe-

hydrogenase is a heteronuclear, membrane-bound enzyme which utilizes Ni, and Fe at its active
site to catalyze the reversible oxidation of molecular hydrogen.10 There are two subunits in the
mature enzyme: a large subunit which accommodates the heteronuclear active site, and a small
subunit which harbors the Fe-S clusters.10 Maturation of this enzyme requires a series of posttranslational modifications of the precursor of large subunit, (such as HycE in E. coli) which
includes sequential insertion of the metals (Fe and then Ni), proteolytic processing of its Cterminal extension by specific protease followed by conformational changes that allows
association of small subunit containing Fe-S clusters.10, 30-33 Membrane insertion of the mature
enzyme is dependent on the twin-arginine signal sequence found on small subunit and association
between the two subunits and occurs via twin-arginine transporter (TAT) pathway.34-36 Sequential
insertion of the metals into the pre-active site of the precursor is a crucial step and involves the
orchestration of several accessory proteins.31, 37 While HypCDEF ensures delivery of Fe, HypA
and HypB are responsible for proper insertion of Ni.10, 31, 38 HypA interacts and delivers nickel to
the GTPase, HypB, which then delivers nickel to the pre-active site of the immature large subunit
of Ni,Fe-hydrogenase.10, 39-40 Direct interaction of HypA with the immature large subunit of Ni,
Fe-hydrogenase from Thermococcus kodakarensis, HyhL has also been shown recently, although
the relevance of this interaction is yet unknown.41
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A decrease in hydrogenase activity of the Gly-to-Ala HypA expressing H. pylori strains is
likely associated with perturbations in the Ni, Fe -hydrogenase of these variant H. pylori strains,
which might arise either due to impaired/incomplete maturation or low expression levels of
enzyme. As HypA can interact with HypB or HyhL, impaired maturation of the Ni,Fe-hydrogenase
can be attributed to the defects in the HypA conferred by Gly-to Ala mutations. Intriguingly,
among these variants, particularly G104AHypA H. pylori variant strain, showed a remarkable 60%
reduction in its hydrogenase activity which is possibly due to the perturbed secondary structure of
this variant, as observed from the CD spectra of apo- or Ni – bound states of purified G104A HypA
protein at pH 7.2 and 6.3 (Figure 7.4). It is possible that subtle changes in the secondary structure
of these variant proteins hamper its interaction with HypB or large subunit of apo-Ni, Fehydrogenase.
It is also important to note that proteins can simultaneously occur in various conformational
states in solution or cellular milieu.42 Recent NMR studies on purified apo- or Ni- bound H. pylori
WT- HypA indicated the existence of such conformational variations in this protein also.15 Owing
to this feature, it is possible that the mutation of Gly to Ala in H. pylori HypA have not affected
its ensemble of conformational spaces that are involved in its interaction with UreE, and hence
results in unaffected urease activity or acid viability of the pathogen. On the contrary, as the
hydrogenase activity of these variants is lowered, these mutations might have caused subtle
variations in the ensemble of conformational spaces of HypA that are involved in the interaction
with HypB or HyhL. Computational methods can be used to calculate the populations of distinct
ensembles that might occur as a result of these mutation in HypA. A structural comparison of
protein-protein interaction in HypA•UreE complex and HypA•HypB complex might also reveal
useful insights into the differential interaction pattern, if any, of HypA with these two proteins
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downstream required for the maturation of urease and Ni, Fe hydrogenase respectively.
Alternatively, it is also possible that owing to these mutations, the expression levels of Ni, Fe –
hydrogenase in these variant strains itself are less than the controls used in the study and resulted
in decreased hydrogenase activity. Whether these Gly-to-Ala- mutations in H. pylori HypA have
caused changes to the expression of its Ni, Fe - hydrogenase is not known and can be tested further
by measuring and comparing the respective transcripts. Furthermore, as hydrogenase activity is
required for colonization, it will be interesting to test the colonization profile of the Gly-to-Ala
HypA expressing H. pylori strains in mouse models.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR THE ROLE OF CYTOPLASMIC LIGANDS IN THE IN
VITRO MATURATION OF NISOD
Table A.1. Ni K-Edge EXAFS Fits for holo-WT-NiSodN.

Shell

R (Å)

σ2 (x10-3 Å-2)

ΔE0

R-factor(%)

Red. χ2

4N/O

2.08(1)

4(0)

3(1)

11.7

100.2

5N/O

2.08(1)

5(0)

2(1)

9.6

82.6

6N/O

2.08(1)

7(0)

2(1)

9.5

83.0

4N/O
1N/O

2.07(1)
2.27(4)

3(1)
2(4)

4(1)

8.5

82.8

3N/O
2N/O

2.06(1)
2.18(4)

2(1)
5(5)

3(1)

8.4

81.8

2N/O
2N/O
1Im0o

2.04(1)
2.17(4)
2.11(2)

2(1)
5(5)
2(2)

4(1)

5.4

61.0

2N/O
1N/O
2Im0o

2.06(1)
2.18(4)
2.11(3)

0(2)
1(5)
7(3)

3(1)

5.6

63.4

2N/O
1N/O
1BBAm

2.06(1)
2.19(3)
2.06 (1)
2.11(1)

0(3)
1(8)
8(9)

3(1)

8.2

92.7

5N/O
1N/O

2.08(1)
2.28(5)

5(0)
4(5)

4(1)

8.3

4N/O
2N/O

2.07(1)
2.22(8)

4(1)
11(10)

4(2)

8.1

87.8

5N/O
1S

2.08(1)
2.21(1)

5(0)
19(13)

2(1)

8.0

90.0
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91.6

4N/O
2S

2.28
2.46(8)

4(2)
25(10)

2(2)

8.4

101.2

5N/O
1Im0o

2.08(1)
2.08(2)

8(1)
2(3)

2(1)

6.6

64.6

4 N/O
1N/O
1Im0o

2.07(1)
2.27(3)
2.12(2)

4(1)
3(4)
2(3)

4(1)

5.1

57.4

3N/O
2N/O
1Im0o

2.06(1)
2.23(3)
2.12(2)

3(1)
9(5)
2(2)

4(1)

4.9

55.4

2N/O
2N/O
1Im0o
1S

2.04(1)
2.17(3)
2.12(2)
2.58(7)

1(1)
4(4)
1(2)
17(10)

4(1)

4.3

57.9

2N/O
2N/O
1Im0o
1Br

2.04(1)
2.18(3)
2.12(2)
2.32(7)

0(1)
3(4)
1(2)
19(10)

4(1)

4.7

62.9

3N/O
1N/O
1Im0o
1Br

2.06(1)
2.21(4)
2.12(3)
2.31(7)

2(1)
0(3)
2(3)
19(11)

4(1)

4.9

65.4

3N/O
1N/O
2Im0o

2.07(1)
2.25(4)
2.11(3)

3(1)
6(6)
7(3)

3(1)

4.9

55.2

2N/O
2N/O
2Im0o

2.06(1)
2.18(4)
2.11(3)

2(3)
11(7)
7(3)

4(1)

4.9

54.7

2N/O
1N/O
2Im0o
1S

2.04(1)
2.17(3)
2.11(3)
2.54(7)

0(2)
0(4)
7(3)
17(9)

4(1)

4.3

57.3

3N/O
1N/O
1 BBAm

2.11(3)
2.26(3)
1.99(2)

3(5)
2(5)
1(2)

3(2)

7.8

87.7
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2.04(2)
2N/O
1BBAm
1N/O
1Im0o
2N/O
1BBAm
1N/O
1Im5o

2.11(3)
1.99(2)
2.04(2)
2.26(3)
2.12(2)

3(5)
1(2)

2.08(2)
1.99(3)
2.04(3)
2.25(4)
2.13(2)

1(2)
4(3)

3(1)

3.83

3(1)

4.08

51.2

2(5)
Neg
54.5

1(3)
1(2)

Table A.2: Thermodynamic parameters of nickel binding to WT-SodN, H15A-SodN and WTNiSOD
Protein

∆G (kcal/mol)

∆H (kcal/mol)

-T∆S (kcal/mol)

WT-NiSOD

-8.3

-13.0

+4.7

WT-SodN

-6.2

-8.5

+2.3

H15A-SodN

-6.2

-21.0

+14.8
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WT-SodN
MLSRLFAPKVTVSAHCDLPCGVYDPAQARIEAESVKAVQEKMAGNDDPHFQTRATVIKEQRAE
LAKHHVSVLWSDYFKPPHFEKYPELHQLVNDTLKALSAAKGSKDPATGQKALDYIAQIDKIFWE
TKKA

P19A-SodN
MLSRLFAPKVTVSAHCDLACGVYDPAQARIEAESVKAVQEKMAGNDDPHFQTRATVI
KEQRAELAKHHVSVLWSDYFKPPHFEKYPELHQLVNDTLKALSAAKGSKDPATGQKAL
DYIAQIDKIFWETKKA
H15A-SodN
MLSRLFAPKVTVSAACDLPCGVYDPAQARIEAESVKAVQEKMAGNDDPHFQTRATVIKEQRAE
LAKHHVSVLWSDYFKPPHFEKYPELHQLVNDTLKALSAAKGSKDPATGQKALDYIAQIDKIFWE
TKKA

WT-SodX:
MMPEQLSQETERARGALPFGPAEVTGPSMVPTLHHGDVLLVHWGARVRPGDVVVLRHPFQQD
LLVVKRAAERRGAGWWVLGDNAFAGGDSTDYGVVPQDLVLGRVRFRYRPPRAGQRSPLAVVR
WALSAVRPVPADRSASRRLRAR

S28A-SodX
MMPEQLSQETERARGALPFGPAEVTGPAMVPTLHHGDVLLVHWGARVRPGDVVVLRHPFQQD
LLVVKRAAERRGAGWWVLGDNAFAGGDSTDYGVVPQDLVLGRVRFRYRPPRAGQRSPLAVVR
WALSAVRPVPADRSASRRLRAR

Figure A.1. Amino acid sequences generated using Expasy TRANSLATE tool on the corresponding
DNA sequences obtained from the sequence analysis of pET-3a plasmids containing WT-sodN,
H15A-sodN or P19A-sodN, and pET-22b plasmids containing WT-sodX or S28A-sodX. Yellow
highlights denote the respective mutations.
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Figure A.2. SDS - PAGE with Coomassie stain for analysis of protein expression and purification. A)
SDS-PAGE gels with Coomassie stain showing the homogeneity of the purified proteins used in this
study: lane 1: Protein MW markers, lane 2: WT-SodX, lane 3: WT-NiSOD (apo-NiSOD runs as a
dimer), lane 4: WT-SodN B) Overexpression of WT-SodX in E. coli BL21(DE3) plysS strain
transformed with pET22b plasmid encoding WT-sodX grown at 37oC (lanes 1-6) and 25oC (lanes 813). Pre-induction cell lysates collected at OD600 of 0.6 (lanes 1 & 8), 0.8 (lanes 3 & 10) and 1.0 (lanes
5 & 12). Post-induction cell lysates collected at OD600 of 0.6 (lane 2 & 9), 0.8 (lane 4 & 11) and 1.0
(lane 6 & 13). Molecular weight markers are shown in lane 7.
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Figure A.3. A. Deconvoluted ESI-MS traces of WT-SodN, H15A-SodN, P19A-SodN; 1: full-

length SodN 2: N∆4-SodN 3: N∆5-SodN B. Schematics showing truncated or processed
products observed in this study C. SEC-MALS data for Apo-WT-SodN (blue) and Apo-WTSOD (orange) D. CD spectra of Apo-WT-SodN (dashed blue line), Ni-WT-SodN (solid blue
line), Apo-WT-SOD (dashed orange line), Ni-WT-SOD (solid orange line).
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Figure A.4. UV-Vis spectra of 100 µM apo-WT-SodN (dashed blue line ), Ni-WT-SodN (solid blue
line) and Ni-P19A-SodN (solid magenta line)
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Figure A.5. ITC thermograms of A) 0.15 mM apo-H15A-SodN (dark cyan), and B) 0.15 mM of apoP19A-SodN (magenta) titrated with 2 mM Ni(II) in buffer containing 20 mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, 1
mM TCEP, pH 8.0. The top panels show the experimental thermogram and the bottom panels show
the calculated binding isotherms. A one-site binding model was used to fit (solid black lines) the
binding of Ni(II) to H15ASodN (Kd = 20 (2) µM , n = 0.5) and P19ASodN (Kd = 37 (3) µM , n = 0.5).
C) Analysis of thermodynamic parameters (∆G, ∆H, T∆S) of nickel binding to apo-WT-SodN, H15ASodN, apo-WT-NiSOD, apo-P19A-SodN.
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Lep|E.coli

MANMFALILVIATLVTGILWCVDKFFFAPKRRERQAAAQAAAGDSLDKATLKKVAPKPGW

SodX|S.coelicolor

-----------------------------------------------------MMPEQLS

SodX|S.seoulensis

-------------------------------------------------------MPELS

SodX|T.erythraeum

-----------------------------------------------------MIQTIDN

SodX|P.marinus

-----------------------------------------------------MMPTANW

SodX|Synechococcus

--------------------------------------------------MFSPLAAAGL

Lep|E.coli

LETGASVFPVLAIVLIVRSFIYEPFQIPSGSMMPTLLIGDFILVEKFAYGIKDPIYQKTL

SodX|S.coelicolor

QET----------ERARGALPFGPAEVTGPSMVPTLHHGDVLLVH----W----------

SodX|S.seoulensis

QET----------ERGRALPPFGLAEVTGPSMVPTLHHGDRLLLR----Y----------

SodX|T.erythraeum

KE-----------LLLWLLRLRQRFCVTGFSMFPILKPGDEVLVDTKAYH----------

SodX|P.marinus

RS-----------LFLLLSGLRRHARVDGDSMSPSLAPGDLVIFQPITRY----------

SodX|Synechococcus

QD-----------LLLFFCGRRQLLKVQGESMLPHLGPEDRILVN----Q----------

Lep|E.coli

IETGHPKRGDIVVFKYPEDPKLDYIKRAVGLPGDKVTYDPVSKELTIQPGCSSGQACENA

SodX|S.coelicolor

--GARVRPGDVVVLRHPFQQDLLVVKRAAERR----------------------------

SodX|S.seoulensis

--GVPVRPGRIVVLRHPFQQDLLVVKRAVERR----------------------------

SodX|T.erythraeum

--HCAPEIGDMVVAEHPHRQELKIIKWVAFVD----------------------------

SodX|P.marinus

--DRRLKAGCVVVVRHPLKPATLLIKRLIAIN----------------------------

SodX|Synechococcus

--RRRPQPGEVVVAWHPSKPGVRLIKRMHGMD----------------------------

Lep|E.coli

LPVTYSNVEPSDFVQTFSRRNGGEATSGFFEVPKNETKENGIRLSERKETLGDVTHRILT

SodX|S.coelicolor

------------------------------------------------------------

SodX|S.seoulensis

------------------------------------------------------------

SodX|T.erythraeum

------------------------------------------------------------

SodX|P.marinus

------------------------------------------------------------

SodX|Synechococcus

------------------------------------------------------------
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Lep|E.coli

VPIAQDQVGMYYQQPGQQLATWIVPPGQYFMMGDNRDNSADSRYWGFVPEANLVGRATAI

SodX|S.coelicolor

------------------------GAG-WWVLGDNAFAGGDSTDYGVVPQDLVLGRVRFR

SodX|S.seoulensis

------------------------EGG-WWVLGDNPYAGGDSTDYGVVPEELILGRAVLR

SodX|T.erythraeum

------------------------EKGDCFLVGENKEESTDSRSFGLVNRKRIIGKVKSK

SodX|P.marinus

------------------------NSG-LELRGDNEQASTDSRHFGLVNRDSLLGIAEC-

SodX|Synechococcus

------------------------ANG-MHLLGDNPSASTDSRQLGPIPSGLLIGVATSC

Lep|E.coli

WMSFDKQEG--------EWPTGLRLSRIGGIH--------

SodX|S.coelicolor

YR--PPRAGQRSPLAVVRWALSAVRPVPADRSASRRLRAR

SodX|S.seoulensis

YR--PP-AGRRSPLALVRWVLSAARPLLSDRSAARRLRAR

SodX|T.erythraeum

FPT-------------------------------------

SodX|P.marinus

VWRVPFSA--------------------------------

SodX|Synechococcus

LRRSPPTSS------ATKWHP-------------------

Figure A.6: Sequence homology of S. coelicolor SodX with E. coli SPase I (Lep) and SodX from other
organisms expressing NiSOD. Red boxes show the proposed proteolytic residues of Ser-Lys dyad.
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Figure A.7. SodX Protein Characterization. A. sodN and sodX gene locations in organisms

expressing NiSOD Streptomyces coelicolor, B. Deconvoluted ESI-MS traces of WT- SodX,
and S28A-SodX. C. Collision Induced Dissociation Mass Spectrometry of WT-SodX.
Numbers shown in black represent expected masses and that in red show observed masses
of N-terminal (blue) and C-terminal (orange) fragments D. Trypsin-digested WT-SodX
followed by LC-MS/MS. The modified peptide mass is shown in red.
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Figure A.8. Structural Characterization of WT-SodX A. SEC-MALS spectra of WT- SodX
B. CD spectra of WT- SodX. C. A model of the S. coelicolor SodX complex with Ni-hook
peptide. The SodX structure is shown in tan, and represented as a surface. The active site
Ser28 nucleophile is colored magenta. The inhibitor peptide bound to E. coli Signal peptidase
(1T7D; not shown) is shown in grey sticks, with heteroatoms colored, and corresponds to the
position of the pro- peptide of SodN. The Ni-hook peptide (AHCDLPC; running vertically
in the image) is shown in stick form, Ala – cyan, His – blue, Cys – yellow, CPL (Cys6-Pro5Leu4) – green, with heteroatoms colored.
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Figure A.9. Top: Native gel with activity stain. Lane 1: WT-SodN. Lane 2: Ni-WT-SodN. Lane 3:
WT-SodN +WT-SodX + Mn(II). Lane 4: WT-SodN + WT-SodX + Fe(II). Lane 5: WT-SodN + WTSodX + Co(II). Lane 6: WT-SodN +WT-SodX + Ni(II). Lane 7: WT-SodN + WT-SodX + Cu(II), Lane
8: WT-SodN +WT-SodX + Zn. Lane 9: WT-SodN +WT-SodX . Lane 10: WT-SodN + WT-SodX +
Ni. Lane 11: P19ASodN + WT-SodX + Ni. Lane 12: Ni-WT-SOD. Bottom: The same activity stained
gel stained with Coomassie stain to visualize the presence of proteins in each lane. Some regions of
SOD-active lanes (except for lane 8), fail to stain for Coomassie possibly because of gel/protein
bleaching that might occur after activity stain.
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Figure A.10: Theoretical nickel speciation curves. A. Speciation of nickel in a mixture of 40
µM WT-SodN (brown to orange shades; Kd = 21.1 µM) and apo-NiSOD (blue shades; Kd =
0.68 µM) in buffers with varying concentrations of histidine (Ni-His, Kd = 0.2 µM; Ni-His,
Kd = 15 µM) - (i) 0 µM, (ii) 10 µM, and (iii) 100 µM. The arrows represent the theoretical
fraction of Ni-bound SodN and NiSOD expected in the proteolytic mixture with 1:1 40 µM
WT-SodN and WT-SodX and 80 µM nickel. B. Simulation for the formation of SodN•Ni-His
ternary complex at different concentrations of L-His and 40 µM WT-SodN, and the dashed
line represents the fraction of ternary complex expected to form at 80 µM nickel, which is
the nickel concentration used in the proteolytic assays.
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Figure A.11: Kinetic traces showing disappearance of pulse-radiolytically generated
superoxide radical by monitoring absorbance at 260 nm for buffer (straight line) and A. NiP19ASodN, and catalytic curves (hyperbolic) for B. P19A-SodN + WT-SodX + Ni, and WTSodN + WT-SodX + Ni in C. 0.01 mM ([Ni]= 1.8 µM) D. 0.1 mM L-His ([Ni]= 2.0 µM).
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Figure A.12. High-resolution deconvoluted ESI- MS traces of proteolytic assays containing
40 µM WT-SodX and 40 µM WT-SodN in assay buffer (50mM Tris, 1mM TCEP, pH 8.0):
A: apo-WT-SodN incubated with denatured WT-SodX, (SodX was denatured using 1M
HCl); B: WT-SodX + WT-SodN pre-incubated with 80 µM NiCl2; C: WT-SodX + WT-SodN
pre-incubated with 80 µM NiCl2 + 0.01 mM L-Histidine D: + 0.1 mM L-Histidine; E: + 1.0
mM L-Histidine; F: + 10.0 mM L-Histidine
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APPENDIX B
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR NICKEL BINDING TO HYPA-UREE2
COMPLEX
Table B.1: EXAFS fits of Ni-site in HypA-UreE2 complex at pH 7.2
Shell

r (Å)

σ2

ΔE0

R-factor

Red. χ2

(x10-3 Å-2)
4N/O

2.08(1)

1(0)

1(2)

17.3

214.8

5N/O

2.08(1)

3(0)

2(2)

16.3

202.8

6N/O

2.08(1)

4(0)

1(2)

17.2

214.2

5N/O

2.09(1)

2(0)

3(2)

15.4

217.5

1N/O

2.33(5)

3(7)

4 N/O

2.08(1)

1(1)

3(3)

15.79

222.9

2N/O

2.13(16)

19(28)

3 N/O

2.08(1)

0(1)

-2(2)

22.28

222.7

3N/O

2.13(15)

17(10)

5N/O

2.08(1)

6(1)

0(1)

10.2

144.0

1Im0o

2.09(1)

neg

4N/O

2.07(1)

5(2)

1(1)

8.1

114.1

2Im0o

2.09(1)

2(2)

3N/O

2.08(1)

2(1)

1(1)

6.6

93.2

3Im0o

2.09(2)

6(2)
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2N/O

2.08(1)

0(1)

4Im0o

2.08(1)

8(1)

1N/O

2.08(1)

neg

5Im0o

2.08(1)

8(1)

3N/O

2.06(1)

2(1)

3Im0o

2.10 (2)

5(2)

3N/O

2.04(1)

4(1)

3Im10o

2.10(2)

2(0)

2N/O

2.07(6)

11(7)

1N/O

2.08(1)

neg

3Im0o

2.07(2)

5(2)

1N/O

2.08(1)

neg

2 N/O

2.08(5)

11(8)

3Im0o

2.07(2)

5(2)

3 N/O

2.07(1)

2(2)

2Im0o

2.01(3)

5(4)

1Im5o

2.12(2)

neg

3 N/O

2.06(1)

2(1)

1Im0o

1.96(2)

0(2)

2Im5o

2.10(2)

0(1)

3N/O

2.03(1)

7(2)

1Im0

2.07(1)

1(2)

2Im10

2.09(1)

1(1)
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0(1)

5.4

76.4

0(1)

5.3

76.0

0(1)

6.5

91.6

0(1)

5.3

74.8

0(1)

5.8

94.1

2(1)

5.9

95.7

0(1)

5.8

94.4

0(1)

5.4

88.6

2(1)

3.6

59.44

3 N/O

2.03(1)

6(2)

1Im5o

2.07(2)

1(1)

2Im10o

2.09(1)

1(1)

3N/O

2.04(1)

6(1)

1Im0o

2.05(2)

neg

1Im5o

2.19(1)

2(5)

1Im10o

2.09(1)

1(2)

2N/O

2.03(2)

3(2)

2Im0o

2.09(3)

7(3)

2Im10o

2.09(1)

0(1)

2N/O

2.03(1)

2(2)

2Im5o

2.11(4)

9(4)

2Im10o

2.09(1)

0(1)

2N/O

2.07(1)

3(2)

2Im0o

2.07(2)

2(2)

1Im5o

2.23(3)

2(5)

1Im10o

2.10(1)

neg

1N/O

2.03(2)

neg

2Im0o

2.09(2)

3(3)

1Im5o

1.94(3)

3(3)

2Im10o

2.10(1)

1(1)

0(1)
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3.8

63.3

54.1

0(1)

2.8

0(1)

3.4

55.9

0(1)

3.7

61.1

1(1)

2.3

44.5

0(1)

3.4

65.9

Table B.2: Selected EXAFS fits of Ni-site in HypA-UreE2 complex at pH 6.3
Shell

r (Å)

σ2

ΔE0

R-factor

Red. χ2

(x10-3 Å-2)
6 N/O

2.09(1)

4(0)

2(1)

16.1

483.0

5 N/O

2.08(1)

5(1)

1(1)

9.6

326.4

1Im0o

2.11(2)

neg

4 N/O

2.08(1)

5(1)

1(1)

7.1

243.6

2Im0o

2.11(1)

2(2)

3 N/O

2.08(1)

3(1)

2(1)

6.1

206.8

3Im0o

2.11(1)

4(1)

2N/O

2.08(1)

1(1)

1(1)

5.9

202.8

4Im0o

2.10(2)

6(1)

1N/O

2.09(1)

neg

1(1)

6.9

234.0

5Im0o

2.09(1)

6(1)

3 N/O

2.06(1)

3(1)

1(1)

5.8

196.5

3Im5o

2.12(1)

3(1)

3 N/O

2.04(1)

1(1)

1(0)

4.9

169.1

3Im10o

2.13(1)

1(1)
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Table B.3: EXAFS fits of Ni-site in HypA-UreE2 complex at pH 6.3
Shell

r (Å)

σ2

ΔE0

R-factor

Red. χ2

(x10-3 Å-2)
4 N/O

2.09(1)

1(0)

2(2)

19.9

600.1

5 N/O

2.09(1)

3(0)

2(2)

17.0

512.02

6 N/O

2.09(1)

4(0)

2(1)

16.1

483.0

5 N/O

2.06(2)

4(3)

0(2)

15.8

540.0

1N/O

2.14(5)

neg

4 N/O

2.05(4)

4(4)

0(2)

16.0

546.5

2N/O

2.13(4)

0(3)

3 N/O

2.12(2)

neg

0(2)

15.9

544.6

3N/O

2.02(3)

1(4)

5 N/O

2.08(1)

5(1)

1(1)

9.6

326.4

1Im0o

2.11(2)

neg

4 N/O

2.08(1)

5(1)

1(1)

7.1

243.6

2Im0o

2.11(1)

2(2)

3 N/O

2.08(1)

3(1)

2(1)

6.1

206.8

3Im0o

2.11(1)

4(1)

2N/O

2.08(1)

1(1)

1(1)

5.9

202.8

4Im0o

2.10(2)

6(1)

1N/O

2.09(1)

neg

1(1)

6.9

234.0

5Im0o

2.09(1)

6(1)
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1N/O

2.09(1)

neg

2N/O

2.05(4)

11(8)

3Im0o

2.10(2)

10(1)

3 N/O

2.06(1)

3(1)

3Im5o

2.12(1)

3(1)

3 N/O

2.04(1)

1(1)

3Im10o

2.13(1)

1(1)

3 N/O

2.07(1)

2(1)

2Im0o

2.03(2)

2(1)

1Im5o

2.16(1)

neg

3 N/O

2.06(1)

1(1)

1Im0o

1.99(2)

neg

2Im5o

2.14(1)

neg

3 N/O

2.04(1)

2(1)

2Im0o

2.10(1)

3(1)

1Im10o

2.14(1)

neg

3 N/O

2.03(1)

2(1)

1Im0o

2.11(2)

neg

2Im10o

2.14(1)

0(1)

3 N/O

2.03(1)

2(1)

1Im5o

2.11(2)

neg

2Im10o

2.14(1)

1(1)
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0(1)

4.7

183.4

1(1)

5.8

196.5

1(0)

4.9

169.1

0(1)

3.8

149.7

0(0)

3.6

143.7

1(0)

3.0

118.9

1(0)

2.9

116.0

1(1)

3.1

122.9

3 N/O

2.04(1)

2(1)

2Im5o

2.11(2)

3(1)

1Im10o

2.14(1)

neg

2 N/O

2.03(1)

1(1)

2Im0o

2.09(2)

4(2)

2Im10o

2.14(1)

0(1)

3 N/O

2.05(1)

1(1)

1Im0o

2.00(1)

0(1)

1Im5o

2.13(1)

neg

1Im10o

2.16(3)

0(1)
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0(1)

3.1

123.3

0(1)

3.3

131.5

0(1)

2.5

118.7

Table B.4: EXAFS fits of Zn-site in HypA-UreE2 complex at pH 7.2

Shell

r (Å)

σ2

ΔE0

R-factor

Red. χ2

(x10-3 Å-2)
4S

2.32(0)

5(0)

1(0)

2.1

14.5

2S

2.38(1)

2(1)

1(1)

1.7

18.0

2S

2.28(1)

1(1)

ΔE0

R-factor

Red. χ2

-1(1)

4.7

131.7

Table B.5: EXAFS fits of Zn-site in HypA-UreE2 complex at pH 6.3
Shell

r (Å)

σ2
(x10-3 Å-2)

4S

2.33(0)

3(0)
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Figure B.1: Ni K-edge XANES spectrum of Ni,Zn-WT-HypA•WT-UreE2 complex at pH 6.3;
the inset shows the 1s3d transition (blue) at 8330 eV and the baseline (dotted red line) used
to measure the associated peak area.
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Figure B.2. Fourier transformed EXAFS (k = 2 - 12.5Å-1) data (blue) uncorrected for phase
shifts and the best fit model (red) for Ni,Zn-WT-HypA•WT-UreE2 complex at pH 6.3; the
inset shows the k3- weighted unfiltered EXAFS data (blue) and best fit model (red).
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Figure B.3: Overlay of A) Ni K-edge XANES spectrum of Ni,Zn-WT-HypA (pink) and
Ni,Zn-WT-HypA•WT-UreE2 (black) complex at pH 7.2.
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Figure B.4. Fourier transformed EXAFS (k = 2 - 12.5Å-1) data for Ni,Zn-WT-HypA (pink)
and Ni,Zn-WT-HypA•WT-UreE2 complex (black) at pH 7.2 uncorrected for phase shifts; the
inset shows the k3- weighted unfiltered EXAFS data for Ni,Zn-WT-HypA (pink) and Ni,ZnWT-HypA•WT-UreE2 complex (black).
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Figure B.5 Overlay of Ni K-edge XANES of Ni-UreE2 (blue) and Ni, Zn-WT-HypA•WTUreE2 complex (black) at pH 7.2.
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Figure B.6: Overlay of the Fourier transformed EXAFS (k = 2 - 12.5Å-1) data for Ni,Zn-WTHypA•WT-UreE2 complex (black) and Ni-UreE2 (blue) at pH 7.2 uncorrected for phase
shifts; the inset shows the k3- weighted unfiltered EXAFS data for Ni,Zn-WT-HypA•WTUreE2 complex (black) and Ni-UreE2 (blue).
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Figure B.7. Zn K-edge XANES of Ni, Zn-WT-HypA•WT-UreE2 complex (green) at pH 7.2 .
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Figure B.8. Zn K-edge EXAFS of Ni, Zn-WT-HypA-WT-UreE2 complex (green) and fits
(red) at pH 7.2.
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Figure B.9. Zn K-edge XANES of Ni, Zn-WT-HypA-WT-UreE2 complex (orange) at pH 6.3
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Figure B.10. Zn K-edge EXAFS of Ni, Zn-WT-HypA-WT-UreE2 complex (orange) and fits
(red) at pH 6.3.
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APPENDIX C
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR ROLE OF GLYCINE TO ALANINE MUTATION
IN HYPA FOR THE MATURATION OF UREASE AND NI, FE-HYDROGENASE IN
H.PYLORI

Figure C.1: Standard Curve used to quantify the ammonia released in the in vitro Urease
assay. Absorbance (Y-axis) of the solutions containing known amounts of ammonium
chloride (X-axis) are plotted and fitted with a linear curve, the parameters of which was used
to determine the concentration of ammonia released from the H. pylori cell lysates.
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Figure C.2: Selected plots showing the absorbance of reduced methyl viologen (Y-axis) from
H.pylori cell lysates monitored at A578 nm for 45–150 minutes (X-axis). The slope of the
linear increase in absorbance over time was taken as the rate of reduction and three
replicates (Ti) of each strain was used to obtain an average of the rate of reduction.
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Figure C.3: Overlay of CD spectra of selected apo-conserved and non-conserved Gly -to -Ala
H. pylori HypA variant proteins at pH 6.3 (Top); Overlay of CD spectra of apo-(dotted line)
and Ni-bound (solid line) G104A HypA (left) and G34A/G104A HypA (right) variant
proteins at pH 6.3.
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Figure C.4: Zn K-edge XANES spectrum of Ni, Zn-G32A HypA at A) pH 7.2 B) pH 6.3; the
top inset shows the k3- weighted unfiltered EXAFS data (colored) and best fit model (black),
the bottom inset shows the Fourier transformed EXAFS (k = 2 – 14.0 Å-1) data (colored)
uncorrected for phase shifts and the best fit model (black) for Ni, Zn-G32A HypA
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Figure C.5: Zn K-edge XANES spectrum of Ni, Zn-G89A HypA at A) pH 7.2 B) pH 6.3; the
top inset shows the k3- weighted unfiltered EXAFS data (colored) and best fit model (black),
the bottom inset shows the Fourier transformed EXAFS (k = 2 – 14.0 Å-1) data (colored)
uncorrected for phase shifts and the best fit model (black) for Ni, Zn-G89A HypA
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Figure C.6: Zn K-edge XANES spectrum of Ni, Zn-G32A/G89A HypA at A) pH 7.2 B) pH
6.3; the top inset shows the k3- weighted unfiltered EXAFS data (colored) and best fit model
(black), the bottom inset shows the Fourier transformed EXAFS (k = 2 – 14.0 Å-1) data
(colored) uncorrected for phase shifts and the best fit model (black) for Ni, Zn-G32A/G89A
HypA.
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Figure C.7: Overlay of Ni K-edge XANES spectrum of non-conserved Ni, Zn- Gly-to-Ala
HypA variant proteins at pH 7.2
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